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ABSTRLACT

A feasibility study of advanced V/STOL propeller systems for the 1970-1975
time period was conducted. The primary objective of the study was to investigate
the application of new materials and new design concepts to define the maximum
reductions in specific weight of the complete propeller system (including reduction
gearbox) attainable in this time period. Preliminary designs of .uture propellerIV
systems present ed in- th reprt are over 50 percent lighter than comparable
present-day V/STOL systems. This is cor.siderably more weight reduction h.an
that targeted at the beginning of the study program.

The projected weight reductions were the culmination of the study program encom-
passing the following major trade-off studies:

Aerodynamic Studies -A parametric study to define the optimum propeller
configuration by relating the trade-off of static thrust cruise efficiency and
propeller weight.

Materials Study -An evaluation of advanced materials with improved
strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios and recommendations of
those materials that would be most beneficial in achieving weight reductions.

Design Studies -An evaluation of new design concepts and application of
advanced materials which will result in the optimum configurations for
minimum weight.

Structural Parametric Studies -A parametric optimization of the blade,
barrel, and retention.

Preliminary designs of three integral gearbox (IGB) propeller systems, with
and without cyclic pitch and with and without a cross-shaft drive pad, were
defined in this report using the advanced technology indicated as feasible by the
study. Each major component of the IGB propeller system was optimized and
then merged into complete system designs. A summary weight tabulation is
presented showing the relative contributions of each major component of the IGB
propeller system to the total indicated weight reductions.

A significant portion of the weight rcluctions is shown to be achievable by 1970,
since the technology required is presently under development or is a natural
extension of existing technology. Other significant weight reductions, such as those
resulting from the use of boron blade spars and titanium gearing, are at an early
phase of their technology development and are not considered attainable much
before 1975, unless supported by a vigorous R&D effort.

Planning for propeller R&D programs should be conducted with the above factors
in mind.
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INTRODUCTION

This feasibility study of advanced V/STOL propeller systems encompasses investi-
gations of applicable propeller aerodynamics, advanced materials, structures, and
design concepts. Its primary overall focus is weight reduction. In addition, a
survey of present-day turboprop systems was conducted, and the appropriate data
are presented in Appendix I for reference.

The aerodynamic study involved a parametric evaluation to define the propeller
size used in the design and structural studies. A separate evaluation was made of
possible aerodynamic devices that could be applied to propeller blades for perfor-
mance advantages.

KThe materials study consisted of a review of present and new materials and their
feasibility for use in advanced propeller systems. A recommended list of materials
and their properties was compiled, and this list formed the basis for the design
studies.

In the design studies, each major component was examined to define the optimum
combination of materials and design concepts to achieve minimum weight. Para-
metric studies were also used to aid in optimizing the blade, barrel, retention,

[and gearing.

The optimized components were then used in preliminary designs of three specific
propeller systems, and the weight of each of the advanced cystems was compared[with present-day V/STOL systems.

I"
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AERODYNAMIC STUDIES

AERODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION PARAMETRIC STUDY

The design of an optimum V!STOL propeller requires some definition of the V/
STOL aircraft configuration and mission before a parametric study of propeller
geometries and performance can be conducted. Furthermore, in order for the pro-
peller optimization study to be meaningful, there must be some optimization criter-
ia to relate the trade-offs between static and cruise performance and propeller
weight. Since there was not a specific aircraft, powerplant, or mission defined
for the subject advanced propeller system study, reasonable assumptions had to be
made of a representative aircraft configuration with a propriate trade-off factors.

Aircraft Configuration and Mission

In consultation with USAAVLABS, the following criteria were jointly selected:

Aircraft type: utility tilt-wing V/STOL

Propulsion: 2 engines, 2 propellers

Engine rating: 2000 shp @ S. L., standard day

Hover design point: 1400 shp per propeller @ 6000 ft; 95'F
(see "Engine Scaling" for consideration of
other powers)

Cruise design point: 643 shp per propeller @ 250 kn, S. L.,
standard day

T/G.W. @ hover: 1.07

Disk loading @ hover: 35.0 lb/sq ft

Tip speed @ T. 0.: 900 ft/sec

Wing loading: 70 lb/sq ft

Wing, aspect ratio: 8.0

Oswald efficiency factor: 0.8

2



Flat plate drag: 1. 0 sq ft per ton gross weight. (This
latter value is representative of both the
XC-142 and the CL-84 V/STOL aircraft.)

Mission: vertical takeoff with a fixed payload

transition to forward flight,
cruise @ 250 kn @ S.L., standard
day transition to hover,
vertical landing

A more detailed definition of the aircraft mission was not considered to be neces-
sary for the purposes of this study. Aircraft range, gross weight, and propeller
diameter were not specified, these having been selected as the primary dependent
variables for the trade-off study. The aircraft Vma x capability was not to be part
of the optimization study but merely the end result of the selected aircraft and pro-
peller configuration.

Hover and Cruise Design Points

The principal propeller sizing factor for this study was the specification of 35.0
lb/sq ft thrust disk loading, and 900-ft/sec tip speed at the design hover point of

1400 shp, 6000 ft, 95 0 F. The 900 ft/sec tip speed has been demonstrated as being
near optimum at this disk loading. Over 50 propeller aerodynamic configurations
were defined, each representing a specific combination of diameter, solidity, and
camber selected to provide the 35.0/sq ft disk loading. It should be noted that
fixing disk loading rather than a propeller static thrust requirement meant that,
despite the same horsepower input, each propeller would produce a different thrust
level. Whan coupled with the specified thrust-to-gross weight ratio of 1.07, this,
in turn, resulted in a different aircraft gross weight corresponding to each pro-
peller configuration,

For the determination of an appropriate value of shaft horsepower at the cruise
design point of 250 kn, S. L. , standard day, a representative value of 82% was
assumed for propeller efficiency. When combined with the assumed aircraft drag
listed above, this defined a cruise power requirement of 643 shp, and this value was
not varied throughout the optimization study. Cruise tip speed was separately de-
termined for each propeller configuration nn the basis of best range.

All propeller performance determinations In this study were computed by the most
advanced V/STOL propeller performance methods currently available, as defined
in Appendix II. The considerations leading to the selection of four-bladed propel-

lers for this study are also discussed in Appendix H.
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Propeller Optimization Criterion

The optimum propeller is now defined as that propeller which will yield the great-
est aircraft range for a given payload on the basis of the trade-off assessment of
propeller static thrust, cruise efficiency, and propeller system weight for the as-
sumed mission. Cost or mission effectiveness has not been a factor in this study.
To evaliate various propeller designs more easily, a relation among static thrust,
cruise efficiency, propeller weight, and aircraft range was derived. Briefly, the
relationship shows that an increase in static thrust of 1%, or a decrease in propel-
ler weight of 10%, is comparable to an increase in cruise efficiency of approximately
5%. The derivation and final relationship are given in Appendix 11.

Optimum Propeller Performance

The optimum propeller was determined by varying the selected parameters, which
were number of blades, blade activity factor, design lift coefficient, thickne3s
ratio, cruise tip speed, twist and camber distribution, planform shape, and airfoil
sections; and by observing the corresponding performance versus weight trade-offs.
Typical blade characteristics are given in Figure 1 for a 105AF, 0. 5 CLD blade.
The b/D and CLD distributions of other propellers studied with different activity
factors and integrated design lift coefficients can be calculated by using the b/D
and CLD distributions given in this figure. (For example: a 100 AF propeller
would have a similar distribution of b/D along the blade radius, but 100/105
lower in magnitude; similarly a propeller with an 0.4 CLi would have the same
CLD distribution as shown in Figure 1, but 0.4/0.5 lower in magnitude.)

Representative results for a family of blades having the same twist, camber distri-
bution, basic planform shape, and section airfoils are given in Figures 2 through

7. Figures 2 and 3 show hover performance, and Figures 4 through 7 give the
250-kn cruise performance. The Oropeller diameter-for a disk loading of 35. 0
lb/sq ft is superimposed on the figures. Propeller weights estimated from the
equations in Appendix II are plotted in Figures 8 and 9. The data from Figures 2
through 9 were then used to generate points on the optimum criterion plot shown in
Figure 10, which relates propeller cruise efficiency to static thrust and propeller
weight. The relationship is derived by the simultaneous solution of a generalized
aircraft component weight equation and the Breguet range equation (Appendix II),
which yields the parameters that are plotted in Figure 10 along with lines of con-
stant range. Each point plotted on the figure corresponds to a different propeller
geometry. The optimum geometry would be thr one farthest to the right in the di-
rection of increasing range.
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All poil-ts hate been referenced to an arbitrar. propeller. The reference propeller
selected was a four-bladed 120 activity factor, 0. 400 dcsign lift coefficient, 0. 033
tip thickness ratio propeiler. This propeller yielded 82'( efficiency at the 250-kn,
540-fps tip speed cruise and a hover figure of merit of 0. 773 (6010 lb of static
thrust), with a propeller-plus-gearbox weight of 506 lb (preliminary assumed
weight). Shown as Propeller #2 in Figure 10, it proved to be the best propeller of
the basic family analyzed.

However, Propeller #1, shown slightly to the right of Propeller #2 (reference pro-

r. peller) in the direction of increasing range, is the optimum design using present

state-of-the-art techlnology. This propeller has the same geometry as the basic

family but with a modified planform (slightly increased tip chord).

Changes in blade twist were also studied for this optimum propeller. Static perfor-
mance gains of up to 1% were estimated to be possible by reducing the blade angle
in tlic tip region. However, the twist change caused the 250-kn cruise performance
to drop enough to more than offset the static thrus' gain and, thus to reduce the
range of the aircraft. Therefore, the twist change was not incorporated. Camber
distribution changes are roughly equivalent to twist changes and are not considered
to be beneficial. The selected camber distribution has been derived empirically

from extensive full-scale propeller tests and was the one which yielded the highest
static performance measured to date. NACA series 16 sections have been selected

for the outer half of the blade because of their superior performance at high critical
Mach numbers. Inboard, NACA series 64 sections have been utilized to yield high
lift-to-drag ratios for the thicker sections. Static test experience has shown that
this selection of section airfoils yields near-optimum static performance.

Table I identifies some of the propellers plotted in Figure 10. They are listed in
the order of des- ending range. The blade characteristics and performance for the

optimum design ire listed in the "System Design" section in a performance sum-

mary.

1970 Propeller Performance

Also plotted in Figure 10 is the performance that is considered to be realistically
obtainable by 1970 (80% figure of merit). It is important to note that this corres-
ponds to an increase in range of nearly 20%. It was assumed in making ths. cruise
performance estimates that this propeller has the same geometry as the present
SOTA optimum but in a larger diamneter (15'0"), which is needed to maintain 35. 0

lb/sq ft disk loading. The target performance for this study (82% figure of merit

and 82% cruise efficiency) is also shown in Figure 10.
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An SO'. figure of merit propeller should be conservatively obtainable in the future
through the combined attack of further experimental investigation and refinement of
static thrust propeller theory. Previous testing at Wright Field on Propeller
Static Test Rig =4 has yielded figures of merit slightly over 79%, on propellers

that have had blade tips retwisted. Calculations, however, have shown excessive
cruise efficiency losses for retwists of this type. Other tests have shown that
small detailed tip geometry changes have appreciably affected stpiic performance,
indicating that proper changes in twist, tip planform, and tip camber could yield
significant increases in figure of merit without hurting cruise performance. Som2,
tests of this type are planned in 1963. In addition, it is expected that new, rigorous
static propeller theories and design methods will soon become available. (For
example, Therm Advanced Research, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, and
United Aircraft are each working on the derivation of advanced static propeller
theory.) These theories should help to define the optimum static propeller config-
uration.

Variable Camber Propeller

An evaluation of the variable camber propeller performance for the hover and

cruise design points based on Reference 2 "White Book" indicates that the propel-
ler yields a lower range than the optimum fixed camber propeller. This is pri-
marily because of the relatively low hover disk loading and the low 250-kn cruise

speed requirement. This situation could possibly change in the future and is dis-
cussed below.

The geometric feasibility of the variable camber propeller had been established

with the design, fabrication, and static whirl testing of two different full-scale
propellers. Moreover, several wind tunnel tests had been previously performed

fon six different model variable camber propellers over a Mach number range
from 0. 02 to 0. 85 in the United Aircraft Research Laboratories facility. The
latest test, which provides data on four models, was completed in October 1967.
A generalization of these test data indicates an envelope static performance level
significantly above the envelope which was previously expected and outlined in Ref-
erence 2. This is probably attributable to a beneficial slotted-flap effect of the
paired baldes, which had not been considered in preparing the static thrust charts
of Reference 2. Unfortunately, all but one of the variable camber test propellers
mentioned above were designed for hover power loadings above the range of inter-
est in this study. Thus, the static performance in the range of interest has not
been solidly established.

The performance of a six-way, 100 activity factor propeller was estimated using
both the method of the "White Book" (Reference 2) and this method with the static

Vthrust corrected to represent the latest test experience more closely. These twko
points are also shown in Figure 10. It is apparent from the graph that, on the

17
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basis of avaiable test data, the variable camber propeller indicates promise for
application to V/STOL aircraft. However, the greatest benefit would be for pro-
pellers sized at disk loading ranges higher than the range used in this study. In
view of the limited test data in the low power loading range, more experimental
data are needed, particularly static performance on large-scale models, to ascer-
tain the performance potential of the variable camber propeller for V/STOL air-
c:7aft of the 1970's.

Cyclic Pitch Propeller

A computerized performance calculation method recently developed was used to
determine the cyclic pitch propeller performance. The program is a variation of
the normal propeller performance strip analysis method, in that it allows the pro-
peller blade angle to vary with time in any prescribed manner. Checks of the
cyclic pitch propeller method with test data have been difficult because of the small
amount of reliable test data available. The most comprehensive data were found
in the test of a 6-foot-diameter propeller which was accomplished under USAAVLABS
sponsorship (Reference 4). However, these data also exhibited a large percentage
of scatter.

A comparison of the cyclic pitch propeller performance method and test data is
shown in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the thrust loss due
to cycling blade angle at a fixed value of power coefficient (Cp). The Cp chosen
was that giving the peak figure of merit. Although the calculation is within the
band of scatter of the test data, it is believed that the use of unsteady airfoil data
may improve the accuracy of the computation.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of cyclic pitch control moment for the same
power coefficient condition of 0.07. The correlation of calculation and test is
quite good.

The calculated cyclic pitch propeller performance (thrust loss, control moment,
and thrust offset) of the optimum propeller is given in the performance summary
of the "System Design" section. For the design studies, a maximum control
moment requirement equivalent to a 25% offset of the thrust vector was assumed.
This required a maximum cyclic blade angle of 9.6', which could cause a thrust
loss of 12.5%.

Engine Scaling

The propeller parametric sti.dy and the ensuing cptimum propeller selection were
based on the utilization of a 2c,,00-hp (S. L , standard day) engine. It is of interest
to see what effect scaling the engine to a different size and horsepower will have on
the propeller aerodynamic design, and performance. To take an example, assume

18
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that the 2000 hp is scaled down to 1500 hp. As before, the 6000 ft, 95 0 F power
is reduced to 701 , which is 1050 hp. Since the disk loading is still 35 lb/sq ft,
the optimum propeller geometry would not be changed except for diameter. This
can be proved by showing that scaling the horsepower does not change the design
power coefficient, Cp. at the hover and 250-kn cruise conditions if the diameter
is adjusted to maintain the same disk loading. The optimum blade design is still
completely defined on the basis of hover and 250-kn cruise performance and pro-
peller weight. If the operating power coefficients at hover and cruise are un-
changed, then the performance and the nondimensional blade geometry that yields
the performance are also up-.hanged for the same tip speeds.

To show that the power coefficients are unchanged, look first at hover. Since the
disk loading (T/A) is unchanged, so is the thrust coefficient (CT). For a given
geometry, the relation between CT and Cp is fixed; therefore, the C must remain
unchanged. Since Cp is proportional to HP/D 2 at a given propeller tip speed, the
optimum propeller must be reduced in diameter to yield the same figure of merit.
Since horsepower was reduced from 1400 to 1050 hp, the diameter must be reduced
to 12. 8 feet to maintain a constant HP/D 2 .

Lowering the horsepower by 25% also lowers the thrust by 25%. This reduces the
airplane gross weight by the same amount. The assumption was also made in this
study that the profile drag coefficient was a function only of wing loading which re-
mains unchanged at 70 lb/sq ft. The induced drag coefficient and lift coefficient
were also functions of wing loading. Therefore, the aircraft L/D is independent of

fgross weight. Thus, a lower gross weight yields a lower drag and therefore a
lower thrust required in cruise. Since these changes are all directly proportional,

i the horsepower required at the 250-kn cruise is also lowered by 25%. This then

keeps the Cp unchanged and keeps the cruise efficiency the same.

In summary, engine scaling affects the propeller diameter but not the blade design
(i. e., AF, CLI), the hover figure of merit, or the cruise efficiency. The term
HP/D 2 remains a constant. Therefore, the following equation can be written
for the required propeller diameter for some other size engine.

HP(I
D = 14. 8 1400

where HP is the horsepower available to the propeller on a 6000 ft,95cF day.

21



AERODYNAMIC STATE -OF-THE-ART REVIEW

The aerod3 namic blade optimization study discussed in detail in the previous sec-
tion utilized present state-of-the-art techniques and experience. The optimization
criterion developed as part of this study showed that for constant range, a 1-per-
cent change in static thrust produces the same effect as a 5-percent change in
250-kn cruise efficiency. Within these ground rules, the optimum propeller that
could be predicted using presently known technology yielded a figure of merit of
0. 776 and a cruise efficiency of 0. 829. It was also shown that figures of merit of
79% are now attainable but not without large .,ruise losses and therefore a reduc-
tion in available aircraft range.

The above, then, briefly summarizes today's V/STOL propeller performance tech-
nology. With this as a base point, consideration was directed to defining the 1970-
1975 potential for improved static thrust and cruise efficiency. Projections, pre-
dicted on continuing active experimental and theoretical research, show potential

gains of from 6 to 8% in 250-kn cruise efficiency and perhaps as much as 2 to 4%
in static thrust. However, determining the exact potential gain in static thrust is
difficult.

The problem arises because of both the lack of an adequate static propeller theoret-
ical method to analytically relate geometry parameters to performance, and the
lack of a sufficient amount of parametric static propeller test data from which to
derive an empirical performance method. Therefore, even the ultimate attainable
level of stati," performance is not yet definable. If an accurate theory or empirical
method does become available, it uill contribute greatly toward advancing V 'STOL
potential, because of .he high leverage of static thrust on V,'STOL mission effec-
tiveness.

Programs aimed at accomplishing the derivation of a static propeller theory are
being pursued. Moreover, experimental programs have been proposed and should
be undertaken. However, there are other prospects for improving V/STOL pro-
peller performance which can be generally classed as unconventional aerodynamic
configurations. The purpose of this portion of the study is to initiate some of the
groundwork for evaluating the potential for some of these unconventional aerody-
namic configurations.

Because of the success wing designers have had with high lift devices, the aero-
dynamic feasibility of slots, flaps, slotted flaps, and vortex generators, as applied
to the V/STOL propeller, was studied. In addition, devices that could improve the
severe three-dimensional flow effects in the blade tip region were also given con-
sidrVatiOn. S ,mc of these concepts are sketched in Figure 13. Each is discussed
in thc f !',.r'g sections; finally, the results of this phase of the study, as well as
recon ,(, ndat;,'ns for furlher R&D, are outlined.
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Becaase of Mhe kmoo-n deficiencies of the strip analysis calculation rnuthod in pre-
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s-otted airfoii daa it was feft desirable #,: check the caliculafl= sag±t a knomn
quiantty ta~iion Staadard had; tested an XC-142 propeller with and witbost lead-
ing edge slots at Wirigbt Field's Rig #1 during 1967. The original intention of the

* tesi as to install slots in the tip region to alleviate the umiersarable three-dimen-
sional effects caused by the strong tip vortex. Unfortunately, for sL--mctural rea-
Eons, the slots were nct located beyond the 0. 95 blade radius station. The leading
edge slots extezioed inboard to about the 0. 6C station. The slot geometry was
selected on the basis of available test data, and no attempt was made to optim;.ze
the slot geomeL.- further. Also, because of the una-ailabilitY of Rig#4 at Writ it
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I ~ ~yields lower p,.-fornhazwe than the free propeller-. Howe~vr. ill is beliewed thAt
- 4 the comparative perfornac of the slc~ed and unslatted propellers was %valid.

Figcre 17 sims the conijuratire perf-ornmne on a figtire of merit versus wu r
coeffic~eot plC ot. Ae tk* the slotted propeller is lower only by 1 ,r or less in fig-
ure of merit in the wnW operating regimae (Cp bftween 0-.07 and 0-.10) for a pro-
peller of.- s olitty. A p-foma- cAlcubfiGn -ow then rn wbich predicted a

I-. flrt is tha the Gol!iein low, upon whi the strip =&*si calculation Ls based
higher inflow in the t~p region than acteally exist. This mean that the ca~culatia.

uadd predict a lower &qile of attack-, in actuality, the tip stations may be stalled
or near stall and in a yegla wbere the slots start to show benefits. Yt~ on Ria

* #04, this pzrpelle- 'wtot slots yielded a peak flire Gf merit of ?6j;_ The geomi-
j setry of the prepeller tested is simiar to the propeler geometry *;timized for this

:1 study. A 785% figure of merit has been obtainued, and if the bMade. tips are adi
operating efficeol*, the pcssllliy tben exists to make important ganm br syrstem-
akic propeller testiag to define the opimum tip configuration- The other possibleI
error in the calculation deals with the use of the correed slotted airfoi care of
Fipre 1S. Rt may be too pessimistic for thin series 16 sections in a propeller
flow fieldL Hr this vc- ss it couzld! explain the bigh rariable camber Propeller
Static Ierfrmance as discuzaed in thme previos section-. The variable camber

ted-94 a~ a are stadlied (for example. Rtefrence 6), the maximum lift-to-drag
delais loery compare to thet bfa st aifapHoeri . immiilsot

rat:o ilwrcmae otebscaroil. -Again, irprovement is seen ol I
after 9Wa! Is reached- Variable camber static test data indicate an improvement
in L/Di mear its maximum va-ihe..

Im zw,n;. the effect of slois on propeller performawie has not, been satisfactorily
deterzaised. CAalculations appear to give pessimistic results compared to the more
encouraging experimestal results. There is also a possibility thiat toe oitboard
sections of !be optium propeller are operating at too high an angle of attack, wiich
is riot pzedicte by the Goldstein inflow theory. There appezrs to be a pctential
for improvement in V/SrOL propeller performance by the use of slotted blades,
bt~ this wil have to be defined by further testing.

Ylaope Propeller Blades

Pitting fixed flaps on propeller blades is not ,- new concept. Many steel blades
manufactured in the 1940's and 1950's were made with trailing edge extensions,
which were generally used to increase activity factor cr to resolve a s';ructural
problem. They were installed with a flap angle to simulate a desired camber level
in a-cocrdance with the theory of Reference 7. On the basis of two-dimensional air-
fW0, data. the indications ire that higher L/D's are possible by5 adding camber
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rather than ilap xngle. There is now avaia!*le Wri&h Field Rig #4 static tesit data
of a propeller with fixed flp (wedges were a to the blade trail edge to simu-

late split Plaps) and r propeller with increased tip camber. Both tests shoved
about the same effect. There was no improrement in peak figure of merit; how-
ever, there was improveuet at the higher Cp's beyond the peak figure of merit of

abut 1% ia fWire of merit.

On the basis of limited test data, flapped propeller blades do not appear to show
Ah potential of increasing static propeller performance capability and -te of

the art. Flaps do, however, improve off-design static performance anO may hare
merit for certain installations other than WISTOL applicatio for example, on
aircraft niring cruise speeds where high critical Mach immbers for the blade sec-
ticos would increase cruise efficiency. The critical Mach number of a flapped air-
foil is higber than that for an unflapped airfoil of the same equivalent camber.

Vortex Gmerators on Propeller Blades

Vortex generators hare been successbUlly used on wings to eteed the angle of
attack rae to a higher stall ange. The tip vortex tends to mix the high-enrgy
air with the low-energy bommhry layer. This mixing temporarily prevents flow
separation. It was also discovered by NACA in Reference 8 that vortex generators
were uastccessfl when utilized cm thin airfoils which tend to separate near their
leadiig edge. This iud'cates that installing vortex generators in the propeller

lade tip region, where thin airfoils are used, would not be beneficial.

Oilizing vortex generators in a completely different manner, that of redirecting
flow, theoretically has some merit. For example, situating vortex generators at
a propeller blade tip, at the proper angle of attack, could redirect the tip flow
opposite to the inherent tip vortex, thereby reducing the strength of the vortex.
This could realign the blade circulation distribution to a more favorable one. It is
now believed that the strong tip vortex shed from a statically operating propeller
blade causes a locally hi&g angle of attack and, therefore, a reduction in lift-to-
drag ratio in the blade tip region. On this basis, any weakening of this tip vortex
could be beneficial. Tests were performed adding vanes to a wing tip which simu-
lated a rotor tip in Reference 9, in an attempt to weaken the tip vortex to reduce
rotor noise. Unfortunately, the test did not include force measurements (since it
was not a performance test) nor did it include the important rotational flow field.
It would be of interest to obtain some static performance data with propellers
having devices which change the induced flow in the blade tip region. Reference
9 also suggested devices such as porous tips, vanes, planform sweep and radial
blowing (ejecting air radially outward).
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End-Pl-ted Propeller Blades

.Another obious deuce which could improve blade tip flow conditions is the addi-
tion of blade tip end plates which would effectively increase the aspect ratio of the
blades and therefore !ower the induced drag. If the induced drag were reducedmore than the profile drag of the end plates. the total blade drag aould be reduced,

and the end plates would have a beneficial effect.

.An analyti~cal study was mad to assess the advantaqes of adding end plates to the
original XC-142 propeller blades- The results of this study showed ar. increase in
staic performance of a few percent as well as an increase in cruise performance

at the tow Mach mmbers.

The study was encouraging enough to add end plates to the XC-142 propeller fiber

glass blade tips to assess performance. The end plates were 4 x 6 in. with an air-
foil cross section. The blade chord at the tip station was only 5 in. Unfortunately,
thrust could not be measured. Horsepower measurements did not sho%- any differ-
ence between the propellers with or without end plates. ThuE, the test was incon-
ciusive. The end plates did stay attached to the blade tips, so, at least from a
structural standpoint, the concept appears feasible. Tests shou-d be run to assess
whether static performance gains can be obtained by adding end plates to a propel-
ler blade.

Conclusions

On the basis of the above study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

There are probably potential gains of from 6 to 8a in 250-ku cruise effic!-zncy
and perhaps as much as 2 to 4'e in static thrust over and above the present
state of the art. But, because there is no static thrust theory or empirical pre-
diction method that accurately relates all of the propeller geometry parameters,
the upper limit of attainable static performance is not exactly known.

It is believed that probably the most immediate important gains in state of the

art can be made by continued conventional propeller experimental research.

Certain unconventional propeller designs appear to be promising. A design
for slotted propeller blades is one of these. On the basis of static v.,. iable
camber propeller test '4ata, indtcations are that high levels of static p,< .-
mance are obtained. The variable camber propeller is similar to a propN_
ler blade with a slotted flap at the static condition.

It appears that devices which weaken the strong propeller tip vortex could
have a beneficial effect on static performance. The most likely device is an
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end plate. Calculations predicted an important gain in V/SrOL propeller
performance when applied to the original XC-142 propeller. Flow turning
wanes could also be promising. Unfortnuaely, there is no experiemental
performance data available to assess these concepts properly.

Because of the importance of advancing V/STOL propeller performance for the
aircraft mission requirements of the 1970's, it is of prime importance that a static
propeller theory be developed.

Since there is a lack of a reliable static theory to use as a tool, the following
experimental programs are needed and, therefore, are recommended.

Conveptional Propellers - There are many gaps in the experimental informa-
tion needed to fully optimize a V/STOL propeller. A systematic investigation
is needed to assess on an individual basis, the effect of varying activity fac-
tor, integrated design CL, number of blades, tip planform, tip twit, and
tip camber distribMtion on static performance. Propeller testing should be
performed on a rig that is free of rig interference effects, so that the perfor-
mance of the free proprdler can be obtained.

Unconventional Propellers - A propeller such as the optimum propeller of
this study should be built and tested. It will be desirable then to test two-
dimensional slotted airfoils typical of the propeller shank and Up airfoil over
a range of Mach numbers to oltain slotted airfoil data for analytical studies.
Slots should then be added to the propeller. This same propeller should be
tested with flow turning vanes and also with end plates to determine whether
weakening the tip vortex will improve static performance.
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ii
MATERIALS REVIEW

GENERAL APPROACH

A portion of this feasibility study is the evaluation of eristing and future materials.
Because the primary focus of this study is weight reduction, the basic objective
translates to a program that will evaluate advanced materials and fabrication tech-
niques, as applied to design concepts which will potentially produce a significant
reduction in propeller weight for the time period 1970-1975. The prime factors to
be considered for the various areas evaluated are: (1) present state of the art,
(2) projection of feasible technology advances, (3) degree of potential weight reduc-
tion, and (4) degree of technical jeopardy including required additional develop-
ment. These factors, with regard to existing and future materials and their fabri-
cation, will be discussed in this section. Design allowables of each of the various
materials preferred for future application are compared with steel in Table HI.
Typical properties of all the materials evaluated are summarized in Table M.

STEELS - WROUGHT

Low Alloy Steels

The major components of a propeller system, specifically the barrel, blade spar,
gears, and shafts, are presently made of low alloy steels. Therefore, low alloy
steei may be considered as a convenient reference point from which potential weight
savings may be measured. Vast amounts of service and test experience on steel
alloy propeller components have been accumulated and, by relating this experience
to material specimen data, it is possible to provide an accurate assessment of the
materials' mechanical design properties for specific component applications. The
majority of experience with steels has been with the air-melted alloy steels, such
as ASI 4340 and HS 44 (a modified 0.50% carbon steel otherwise similar to AISI
4340).

A laboratory evaluation was condcted on a vacuum degassed, carbon-deoxidized
heat of 1IS 44 to determine the effect of the vacuum treatment on composition, gas
content, cleanliness, and mechanical properties. The conclusions drawn from
this evaluation were that the vacuum degassed, carbon-deoxidized material exhibi-
ted significant improvements in tensile ductility, impact strength, and fatigue
properties over the conventionally air-melted steel. I owever, because only one
heat of steel was evaluated, design allowables were no, increased over those pre-
viously used for air-melted steel; rather, it was assumed that a great, r factor of
safety was obtained.
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Further improvement in merAhicai properties is found in vacuum-melled steels.
AMS 6431 (vacuum-melUte, D6 steel) has been used fcr several recent applications,
the most notable of which is the AH-56 belicopter for the U. S. Army. This mate-
rIzW provAdes excellent bardenability a-ong with a good combination of mechanical
propeties. A sdbtanal amom of mechanical property data has gee geerated
for both specimens and hardware na& of this alloy.

The maximum hardaess level normally specified for alloy steels at Hamilton Stan-
dud Ia 40-44 Bc, since the 6tlgiae streogth does not appreciably increase at hard-
nmess above 44 Rc while the dctilfty and toaghness decrease. Therdore, the
optsmum conatitn of mechmaical properties occurs at 40-44 Rc.

Ukrabfgb-&re.g* Steels

Comiderable effort in the industry is being expended to upgrade the quality of the
ultmrshigh-seraagth alloy steels, such as the maraging steels, and to extend their
a.24)pllcion in both mimile an airframe structures. Recent work has _of-m, ed
on the problems associated with environment, embrittlement, and fracture sensi-
tivity, with the major effort locused on the areas of alloy composition and melting
practice. By optimizing the steel composition and by using vacuum melting or de-
gassing casting methods, it has been possible to increase the tensile strength with-
out compromising the fracture toughness. In adition, the anisL-ropy encountered
in air-melted steel in the short transverse forging direction has been eliminated.

A great amount of work also is being devoted to the development of families of
high-strength stels that have "stainless steel" characteristics and/or significantly
improved fracture properties. ro date, the structural applications of the more
highly alloyed and essentially more expensive steels have been limited. These
steels have not been used at Hamilton Standard for two major reasons: (1) ex'.en-
sive application experience, as is available with the more common alloy steels, is
lacking, and (2) maximum attainable hardness is below that of AMS 6415 or D6
material. Also, the design fatigue strength of these alloys Ila o better than that of
the alloy steels presently used. However, their static tensile strengths are con-
siderably higher than those of other steels, so that Goodman diagram calculations
indicate a 20 to 25% increase in allowable cyclic stress in the regimes of stressing
normally encountered in propeller barrels and blade spars.

The problem of maximum attainable hardness may eliminate the "stainless steel"
family from consideration, because 50 Rc is essentially the highest hardness ob-
ainable. This value is substantially lower than the minimum value now specified
for induction or flame-hardened raceways for the ball-type blade retention system
presently employed. The high-strength stainless steels have demonstrated a de-
crc.se in *.,ughness when the carbon content goes above 0. 45%. This would limit
the maximum attainable hardness to approximately 54 Rc. These steels may be
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suitable for retentou parpaes if *7 "i - -tn cctact SIM eS can be decreased
or if a ha.Deaed steel insert t, !e used for the bearing race. Representative high-
streagnx stahcetss steels, such as AM 36 Custom 455, and AFC-77, were oa-
sidered iL- ,,f zvahation.

Experimetl Steels o

The effects of novel cominatim of therm.l and mechanical treatments = the
strength of steels have been studied only experimentally to date. These include
several treatmets both at elevated and at subzero temperaturer., the oldest and best
known of which is ausforming. Ausforming consists of mechanlcal defoio in
the stable austeuite bay of the tie-temperature-transfornmtio diagram. It has
produced streogth levels of 450 ksi in sheet materlal that has been draibtically re-
duced in section thickness. Fatigue strengths obtained from such material are
amoug the irgbest known strengths obtained from any materil.

A treatment which has been investigated at Hamilton Standard is the cryokinetic
Drocessing of materials, primarily austenitic stainless steels. The pro-ess con-
sists of deforming material a fraction of 1% at cryogenic temperatures j-l00"F
to -320F) to promote a phase change to a martensitic structure am, hence, an
increase in strength while maintaining the corrosion resistance of the stainless
steel

Several problem areas exist which will limit these treatments to laboratory and
development work until the 1970's. Most of the experimental work has been re-
stricted to sheet and bar stock; therefore, a great deal more development work
is necessary to establish the feasibility of applying these new thermomechanical
treatments to forged and extruded shaes. Uniform deformation throughout a com-
plex shape must be achieved to ensure consistent properties, and either special
techniques must be developed to permit machining or shapes must be produced to
near-final dimensions.

TITANIUM - WROUGHT

The use of titanium alloys has been increasing in both airframe and missile struc-
tures and will further increase with the advent of the SST and other lightweight air-
craft. The reasons for the increasing usage and application are obvious upon con-
sideration of the favorable material properties relative to the stringent require -
ments of the aerospace industry. The density of titanium is about midway between
that of steel and aluminum, justifiably classifying the materal as a lightweight
metal. This low density, in conjunction with the high strengths attainable, results
in exceptionally high strength-to-weight ratios. The tensile modulus is about one
half that of steel; however, again upon consideration of the low density, the stiff-
ness-to-weight ratio is comparable to that of steel. The corrosion resistance of
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thanim alloys is ex~*le, particularly a he lower temperatures encountered
In subsonic Jrcraft.

C~usderale ffrt is beift expended to develop present alloys to their maximum
* ecapabilities by minor changes in alloyin or by the adaptation of new processing

methods ir. the areas of forgings and extrusions. The moaut promising alloy devel-
* ouip work Is being combacted by New York University, where maodificationas of

p2'Pmoshed alloy of Ti-6A-GV-2&n, called the Margolin-Farrar alloys, have been
Pre hed wit tensl yildh strengths of 190 to 200 kal and reasonably good ductilit-j.
Further w=r remains to evalae and optimize these modifications with regard to
-ft. -mpc and fracture toughnss.

With respect to forgings, the most n-tural. approach to explore Is the possible use
Of hihrfory~ng tempersares. This means actually forging titanicm fn a high-

t~n rauresingle-phase, rather than a lower tmeauetopaeriu n

standards. Thi allow the attanent of more complex forge shapes and closer
forgig mcrtr heac nt geuraly ropsiered hao bee accmpare bu tde'

effects onbfc teghhv e obe determined. Also, most of the work bas
been wit TI-WA-4V. Other alloys, such as the ones discuissed in the following

pargrahsalso need to be explored.

An evaluation of existing alloys and their potential application must discern between
the alpha-beta and beta alloys. Ti-13V-llCr-3A1 is the only commerily avail-
able beta alloy. This alloy can be heat treated to the highest tensile strengths . f
any commercial titanium alloy. However, the beta alloy fatigue strength is 25%
less than that of the high-strength alha-beta alloys. Also, Its fracture toughneis
is Inferior. The one distinct advantage of the Ti-13V-llCr-3A1 is its ability to be
heat treated in sections up to 1O-4n. thick while maintainin uniform properties
throughout the entire section. The configurations of propeller components are such
that thin-enough sections should be able to be forged and/or machined, prior to
heat treatmet to enable the attainment of maximum strengths in the finished corn-
ponent, Therefore, the alpha-beta alloys appear to be the ones most likely to pro-
vide the required mechanical properties to effect a substantial weight savings.

Of the alpha-beta alloys, Ti-6A-4V accounts for the large majority of stock cur-
rently being produced. However, the trend toward the use of the higher-strength

titanium alloys is now evident with emphasis on 1i-6A1-6V-28n, which is heat
treatable to higher strengths than are anly other alpha-beta alloys. Therefore,
Ti-6A-6V-2Sn, or its possible modifications, has been selected as the titanium
alloy possessing the greatest potential for future aplications. This conclusion was
also reached during two recent programs that structurally evaluated several for-
ging alloys, and both programs recommended T1-SGAI-6-2Sn as having the optimum
combination of mechanical properb. s. Lockheed, in References 17 and 18,
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evaluated Ti-6A1-4V; and Sikorsky, Refrence 20, evaluated Ti-13V-11Cr-3A1
and TI-6AI-6V-9n.

One of the major problems with titanium has been its affinity for galling and seizing

in rubbing applications, a probiem which, historically, has been averted by the
use of steel sleeving or inserts. A substantial amount of developmen effo"' has
been directed in recent years toward wear-resistant coatings for titanium ranging
from anodic coatings to hard plating. Hamilton Standard, as part of a Navy-
sponsored ttanium, propeller system development program, has been developing
a diffused el,-tioless nickel coating to provide adequate wear and scuffing resds-
tance to permit its application on titanium gears. Over the past two years, titanium
gears with this coating have been successfully tested in the laboratory, at getx-
tooth stress levels apprau.iately equivalent to 75% of those used for high strength
steel gearing, for 350 million cycles without failure. The results, :c date, have
been quite promising and there are definite indications that further impiovements
in the coating properties will enable satisfactory operat!on at higher tooth stresses.
Although a considerable amGmt of further development is required, it now appears
that the availability of titanium gearing for future applications may be attainable.

TITANIUM - CAST

The casting of titanium alloys has recent'y emerged from the basic development
stage. Limitations still exist concerning the alloys cast, the degree of part com-
plexity attainable, and the high cost. However, titanium castings are included
within the scope of this study because of their potential application for cast gear-
box housings. Casting has bw~en limited to Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-5A1-2.58n, and static
mechanical properties co-aparable to wrought material ha% e been ota)lned. Ftw-
ther work must be done in the determination of fatigue strengths, establishment of
realistic soundness stmAndard, and improvement of the casting process to enable
the economical proeAction of reliable castings. TI-6A1-4V has been selected as
currently having tue greatest potential. Since there is no strength adv-tge ob-
tainable through, heat treatment, it would be used in the annealed coidition.

MAGNESIUM - CAST

Magnesium alloy castings, primarily the aluminum-zinc alloys AZ91 and AZ92,
have previously been used extensively for propeller gearbox housings. Recently,
the British developed a new magnesium base casting alloy which involves a new
principle of heat treatment that makes It possible to combine high strength and
good ductility with virtually a complete absence of microporosity. The alloy,
ZE63A, a zinc-rare earth composition, de-Ives its excellent properties and sound-
ness from a unique treatment process of heating in hydrogen, which transforms
large-size zinc-rare earth intermetallic precipitates at the grain boundaries to
smaller rare earth hydrides. The smaller hydride precipitates arc less detrimental
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to such properties as fatigue strength and soundness. For practical fabrication,
the maximum section thickness that can be effectively bydrided appears to be I in.

The castability of the alloy is excellent and reportedly "s better than that of AZ92.

Two major deterrents to using mqnesum alloys are tae coefficient of expansion
.iz the need ir corrosion protection. The large magrtsium coefficient of expan-
s8o2 changes 6enter-to-center locations of gearing, which dictates stlgbtly heavier
gears to aommodnte these changes. Corrosion of vagnesium alloys is of critical
cancrn and requires careful attention to both applic"toc of protective coatings
and tispection in service. However, the coatings hate been demnstrated to be
adequte, and the concern over corrosion should not be an overriding factor. The
ZE6A alloy is considered to possess the optimum otnei:1l of the magnesium
cwfng alloys.

AIINMJM - WROUGHT

Cn aon was given to the use of high-str t wrought aluminum alloys. A
great quantity of these alloys has been used in prop 3ller components over the years.
AA 7076 for propeller blades and AA 2014 for a mi tiplicity of parts made from bar
stock and forging are currently in production.

Compartsm of the strongest aluminum alloys with other high-strength alloys shows
that, on a static :- ength-to-weight basis. these almninumn alloyas are not far be-
bind the stronger dtanlum alloys. The problem, however, is that the high-strength
aluminum alloys are highly sensitive to stress corroion and are thus unsuitable
for aircraft application without special heat treatments. These special (controlled
overaging) heat treatments reduce or eliminate the st,ess corrosion problem; how-
ever, they also reduce strength to the point that the alloys are no longer competi-
tive with titanmiwn, especially on a fatigue basis.

ALUMINUM - CAJ.3T

Until quite recently, even the highest-strength cast alumLMum alloys, such as
AA-C355-T61 and AA-A356-T61, could not compete with cast magnesium alloys
such as ZE63A on a strength-to-density ratio basis. Howevtr, during the past few
years, a high-strength proprietary alloy, K01, has been devtloped and tested by
Electronic Specialties Corporation, Pamona, California. Quoto.d typical static
mechanical properties represent approximately a 50% Increase aver typical
strengths measured on the strongest C355 or A356 castings. Conparison with
ZE63A reveals that they are approximately equivalent on a tensile strength-to-
density basis, and that KOL is superior in a yield strength-to-density comparison.
Dynamic properties, such as fatigue strength, do not follow the same trend based
on preliminary K01 tension data. The typical endurance limit of K01-Tq appears
to be less than one-half that of ZE63A, although further testing of K01 l needed to
define this property better.
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Until the question of the dynamic properties of K01 :s resolved by further testing,
the alloy must still be rated inferior to ZE63A. By 1970-1975, hiwever, it may
well be that methods of raising the fatigue strength will make KO a very attractive
candidate for gearbox housing and other casting applications.

BERYLLIUM - WROUGHT

Unalloyed beryllium, because of its unique features such as low density, high mod-
ulus, and acceptable strength-to-weight ratio, continues to command the attention
of those concerned with developing lighter weight structural elements for aircraft.
Beryllium's density is approximately one-quarter that of steel and one-half that of
titanium. and, when compared on a strength-to-weight basis, it is stronger than
steel and only slightly weaker than titanium. The greatest advantage of beryllium
is its phenomenal stiffness-to-weight ratio, which is six to seven times greater
than that of oaher commonly used structural materials.

The largest barrier to wider application of beryllium in aerospace structures is
its low total elongation-to-Lilure in the short transverse direction. Room temper-
ature ductility in the longitudinal and long transverse directions has been increased
markedly by cross-rolling of sheet and by dc-'elopme-t of biaxial forging processes.
However, at present, there is little that can be done about its short transverse
ductility, except to minimize design strains in that direction.

The use of beryllium in a propeller system would normally be limited to extrusions
and forgings because of the configurations required. Beryllium extrusions are pro-
duced in varied configurations. Extruded tubing, which has been produced in 1.5 in.
to 5 in. outside diameter with wall thicknesses of 0.090 in. to 1.5 in., would be
excellent for the manufacture of blade spars where specific stiffness is important,
except that the very low, short transverse elongation (typically 0.25 to 0. 75%)
eliminates any possibility of tube flattening to form the airfoil section. Forged
beryllium also exhibits a high amount of anisotropy due to mechanical working.
Sophisticated techniques for forging beryllium to obtain semirandom or random
crystal orientation are in early stages of development. Biaxial forging has been
studied by determining the mechanical properties of a series of combinations of a
uniaxial forging reduction (by forward extrusion), followed by a biaxial iorging
reduction (by upset forging against the extrusion direction). The results demon-
strated fairly isotropic properties in two directions, but, as in the case of extru-
sions and sheet stock, the elongation is very low In a third direction. Early attempts
with triaxial forging have produced three-dimensional properties which are lower
than typical values normally encountered in the anisotropic material.

The prlmay effort today with beryllium concentrates on developing reproducibility
of forging or extrusion characteristics by relating them to ingot characteristics
such as chemistry or grain size. Once process control is developed, effort may
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then be directed toward establishg statisticaily significant mechanical properties.
Because of the lack of short transverse ductility in beryllium products to date and
because of the apparent inability to improve this property within the near future,
berytiium has not been selected for application in the major structural components
of the propeller system for this study.

In an effort to solve the problems preventing the use of beryllium, a 68Be-32A1
alloy, iown as Lockalloy, is being developed. The purpose of alloying was to
increabe ductility and formability while maintainin as much of the high strength,
high elastic modulus, and low density of pure beryllium as possible. While neither
yield strength-to-density nor modulus-to-density ratios of Lockalloy approach
those of beryllium, Lockalloy's modulus-to-density ratio surpasses those of all
other contending materials and its yield strenth-to-density ratio is second only
to titanium alloys among the other contenders. Unfortunately, the forgeablity of
Ickalloy is as yet poor, and problems are encountered in fabricating even rather
simple shapes.

Nevertheless, extrusions and sheet metal are in current production and, for 1970+
applications requiring high modulus-to-density or strength-to-density ratios, this
material could possibly be considered.

COMPOSITEB

Composite structures have existed for many yeara, but only recently have they
gained any extensive application potential for aircraft. Presently, only glass-
reinforced plastics are extensively used, providing high strength-to-weight ratios,
excellent corrosion resistance, and low fabrication aid maintenance costs. To
date, more extensive application of these materials has been ruled out by their low
modulus, the rapid degradation of properties at high temperatures, and the need
for protecting the surface of the resin matrix against the adverse effects of erosion,
moisture, and ultraviolet light. Work on composition of higher strength and higher
modulus-to-density ratios is expanding steadily. It is devoted to three classes of
materials: metal fibers in metal matrices, metal and inorganic fibers in organic
matrices, and ceramic and inorganic fibers in metal matrices. A further distinc-
tion may be made according to whether the reinforcement is provided by continuous
or discontinuous fibers.

The changing statits of composite materials makes the selection of one material as
the optimum for application in 1970-1975 essentially impossible. Two major reasons
account for this difficulty: (1) both reinforcing and matrix materials are improving
continuously, either by bettering existing ones or by adapting new ones to com-
posites, and (2) the technique of designing with composites is becoming more
sophisticated as analytical techniques for determining the reaction of various com-
posite materials to different types of stressing are established.
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Several different reinforcing materials are shown in Table IV, with typical valutzs
of specific strength and stiffness given for comparison.

Boron has received the major emphasis to date because good-quality filaments
have been available in quantity and at lower cost than other filament materials.
The Air Force has established standards for boron filament: 400,000-psi minimum
tensile strength, 55 x 10 6 -psi minimum elastic modulus, 0. 004 *0.0001-In. diam-
eter, and 2. 7 0-g/cc (. 099 lb/cu in.) maximum density. To achieve lower costs,
improved producticn techniques are being investigated. Speeding up deposition rates
and windup processes, improving reliability, and eliminating costly reprocessing
are advances that are needed to effect lower costs.

Next to boron, graphite is the most widely publicized filameit. Produced in yarn
form at a density of 1.38 g/cc (0. 056 lb/in. 3), graphite proviues the highest spe-
cific stiffness of any reinforcing mater i to date (Table .V) and is surpassed only
by S-glass with regard to soeciflc strength. The graphite fibers have great promise
but as yet have not produced the high Composite properties of boron, particularly
in the cross-ply direction and in interlaminar shear. Also, graphite has a high
rate of solution in some metals and a high sensitivity to oxygen. These are prob-
iems that need to be solved for use in metal matrices.

Silicon carbide has approximately the same mechanical properties as boron but is
20% denser. However, it is compatible with metals at elevated temperatures and
is resistant to oxidation, thus offering definite advantagas when considering metal
matrices. Many other continuous-filament materials are in the development stage
and may eventually compete with the three prominent materials discussed. These
include boron carbide, boron nitride, alumina, beryllia, aluminum boride,
titanium boride, and beryllium.

Although these new filament materials are receiving the majority of attention, im-
proved glass fibers should not be ignored. Despite their low modulus compared
with boron and graphite, S-glass and the newer 970-836 are superior to the widely
used E-glass and offer a much higher specific strength than any of the other fila-
ment materials.

The ultimate in reinforcement strength is obtained with single crystals grown In
threadlike lengths and known as 'Whiskers". In this form, the whiskers can rein-
force both metals and resins. Silicon carbide and alumina whiskers are used pre-
dominantly now, followed by boron 9 arbide and silicon nitride. Also, graphite
whiskers have been experimentally produced with the highest specific stiffness of
any reinforcing material. However, the exploitation of the extremely high strengths
and moduli of whiskers in real structures has been impeded by the practical diffi-
culties involved in properly incorporating them into composite structures. Whiskers,
being quite rigid and anisometric, can be incorporated principally in randomly
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ontued Whoe in a matni. and wth only relatisely low volume percentages. A
lox utwsker ,-ouent, together uth the three- .limensionl randbomness, results in
CowjAites u mechamnia praperties msuh lower than those of the individual
uhser. The mem o qrvr*+' a fdh rebdorcemeft contest and a composite
havlig a sigaticaft percentage d the reinfrcemeut prperties Is to have a hO
deree of whisker a uemnt. To effect ahiiinek.st, erai metds are being in-
%-estWg2ted lding fluid techniques, such as slurry extrusion and vortex spn-
afg, and maugme coings. To date, whiskers have been evaluated in sy emos
where the matrix is introduced in the fluid stazte, such as metal castizg ad inec-
tios moliing d thermoplastics, where the whiskers would compete with choped-

Ahbough the reidorcing medum Is the elemet providing The superior streigtheming
of composites, the aix material has several immortzt fntim ons. The matrix
serves to transfer lad from filanmet to filament, to provide fiber separation, to
protect fibers from abrasion, and to bind them in a rigid shape. Tns, the matrix
is essezal to composite integrity and is the subject of considerable research,
particularly in terms a fiber-atrix interaction.

ferees in faricaon techniques have resulted in differeit development pro-
grams being conducted on resin and metal matrix composites. The well-developed
processes of filament winding and hand layup, used extensively for glass fiber re-
inforced resins, have been successfully adapted to the manufacture of reinforced
resins such as beron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy. The optimum nonmetallic matrix
is oue possessing the maximum load' transfer charactkrlstcs, which is a direct
function of interfacial bod strength and the matrix moJlu.. Based upon these
parameters, the epoxy resins are superior to other resin systems at temperatures
up to the range of 3500 to 450F. They possess a high modulus (E = 5 x l&'), high
inter-Eeial strengths, and excellent handling characteristics. The latter makes
ierd ,eadily applicable to processing techniques, such as wet layup, filament
winding, and tape prepegs. For applications abo'e 350" to 450"F, several new
families of high-performance resins, itcluding epoxylated novolacs, phenolics, and
the polimides, are available. However, for propeller components which operate at
temperatures less than 3500 F, selection of a resin matrix system should be con-
fired to the epoxies.

Metal matrices have several potential advantages over resin matrices: (1) metals
can operate continuously at temperatures above 700 F; (2) the inherent high shear
strength of metals allows better load transfer b.tween reinforcements; (3) rietals
can withstand triaxial stresses better than resins and, therefore, contribute more
when the composites are subjected to complex loading situa ions; (4) metals have
higher resista.ice to impact and damage by forei ;n objects; and (5) component pro-
cessing steps, such as making access cutouts, drilling attachment holes, etc., can
be accomplished more easily with mretals. The major problem with metal natrix
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composites is one of Labrication. Several methods have been and are being inves-
tigaed for metals such as aluminum, titanium, nickel, and cobalt. The well-known

al fbzcation techmiques which are readily applied to metal matrix composites
may be amrated into three general categories based qpon the physical state of the
U ar proessi .

bu d state processes are powder metallurgy and diffusion bonding. Both processes
are I/mited to a maxImum flisment content: 20-30 vol % for powder metallurgy
and 45-55 vol % for diffusion bonding. Evaluation has shown that the strengthening
eficiency of the powder metallurgy process Is susceptible to many variables and Is
ad* yet capeble of .rovidig reproducible resuts. Cousderable effort has been ex-
- toward developft diffusion-bonded components, resulting in substantiai

progress to date. Problems encountered have been chemical reactions between
filament and matrix materials and mainaining consistent filament spacing. Methods
of alleviftng these are being developed and optimized.

SLquid state processes are castin, vacuum infiltration, and plasma spraying.
The major detriments of the casting and vacuum infiltration processes are reac-
tions with the molten metal, filament spacing, and filament wetting. Because these
probleme have been difficult to solve, the casting and vacuum infiltration processes
have been deemphaszed in comparison with plasma spraying. Plasma spraying is
unique in that the metal remains liquid for only a very short time after contacting
the filaments. When sprayed onto a fiber mat or filament wound on a mandrel,
several advantages are obtained: the sabort-time contact with molten metal Umits
chemical r-Awtions, id the wove -:at or prewound filament provides consistent
filament spacing. Also, fllawnt cratents up to 75 vol % are practical with this
manfacturing process.

Molecular processes are electrodeposition and vapor deposition. These processes
are limited to 50 vol % filament content, and problems have been encountered with
filament spacing and bending between the matrix and filament resulting in lower
strengthening efficiencies than expected.

The relatively low temperatures required for a propeller application narrow the

choice of an optimum metal matrix down to alloys of titanium or aluminum. Tests
with many alloys have demonstrated that the matrix contributes to the strength of
the composite in proportion to its yield strength. However, the selection of an
alky for the matrix Is highly dependent upon the manufacturing process used to
make the composite. The type of components involved in a propeller system could
be manufactured most easily from dlffaslon-bonded components or plasma-sprayed
tape which could be employed in a layup construction.
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Most of the development to date has been writh aluminum. Fairly large diffusion-
bondc. iatm.'ates of aluminum, using high-strength steel and boron filaments, have
been prodLCv- with excellent results. The plasma spray process results in an end
product in the form of unidirectional tape which can be employed essentially like
boron-epoxy prepreg tape. Multiple layers can then be joined by diffusion bonding
or brazing. AA 6061 appears to be one of the better choices for the matrix mate-
rial for several reasous. The lower alloy content, compared to the AA 2024 and
AA 7075 alloys, tends to limit chemical reaction with the filament materials, and
the material has better ductility, which is important to the plasma spray process.

Also, AA 6061 has better corrosion resistance than the aluminum copper alloys
and has a high melting point. This is important when diffusion bonding or brazing
the composite tapes together for a component structure. AA 6061 has good cryogenic
properties, is resistant to stress corrosion cracking, and is more easily formed
than the AA 2024 and AA 7075 alloys. Other alloys evaluated for plasma-sprayed
composites have included AA 1100, 360, and 380. However, the AA 6061 has defi-
nitely been demonstrated as possessing the best combination of strength and duc-
tility.

The configurations of propeller components essentially necessitate the use of long
filaments rather than whiskers. Therefore, boron, S-glass, and graphite filament
reinforcements have been selected because of their production availability in con-
tinuous lengths. For the metal matrix application, silicon carbide-coated boron
filament will be used to eliminate oxidation of the filament and reactions with the
matrix material. For a nonmetallic matrix system with boron, S-glass, or graphite
filaments, the epoxy resin has been selected because the substantial amount of
available strength data will permit a realistic design.

Three nonmetallic composites are selected because of the variation in strength due
to orientation and the different specific strerngh. The graphite/epoxy composite,
though stronger in the filament direction on a strength-to-weight comparison, is
weaker in the cross-ply direction, and the S-glass epoxy has the greatest specific
strength. This will be illustrated in the listing of mechanical properties. A
plasma-sprayed boron-aluminum (AA 6061) composite has been selected as a rep-
resentative metal rnatrix system. This selection is based upon several advantages:
(1) the process is simple, (2) the process yields good fiber spacing because the

monofilament winding tecnnique allows careful placemcnt of the fibers which are
retained until bonding by the plasma spray, (3) good filament-matrix bonding is
achieved without fiber degradation, and (4) the use of monolayer tapes as an inter-
mediate product allows considerable flexibility in hardware fabrication.
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SUMMARY - MATERIALS SELECTED

The above review of potential materials to effect a significant weight reduction in
propeller systems for 1970-1975 provides the following selections, based on the
criterion of the material within its particular class possessing the highest degree
of potential weight reduction and the least degree of technical jeopardy. These
materials range from the presently used steels which involve no technical jeopardy
to composite materials where, until fabrication and design parameters are ade-
quately developed, technical jeopardy certainly does exist. This summary discusses
each of the selected materials with regard to potential problems and indicates the
type of development required to alleviate or eliminate theae areas of technical jeo-
pardy.

Steel

Vacuum-melted D6A steel (AMS 6431) has been selected as the optimum ferrous
material. This material is well established and has undergone extensive testing
and application in propeller components. Also, the material's characteristics with
regard ta he st treating and induction hardening of raceways have been firmly de-
fined. Therefore, D6A steel is used as a basis for comparison with other materials
(rebr to Table H).

One of the newer generations of high-strength steels, AFC-77, has been included
because of its substantially higher ultimate strength, which provides greater lati-
tude of stressing within the confines of a Goodman diagram. This material requires
the determination of more statistically reliable mechanical properties to provide a
basis for the establishment of realistic design strengths. The lower hardenability
of this material would require lower contact stresses in areas such as the blade
retention. This material may provide a small degree of weight savings in parts
requiring the use of steel.

Titanium

Forged Ti-6A1-6V-2Sn and cast T.-6A1-4V have been selected as the best titanium
alloys for use in a lightweight propeller system. Forged TI-6A1-6V-2Sn or modi-
fications now being developed are the strongest alpha-beta alloys available, con-
sidering static and dynamic properties. The material Is heat treatable to strength
levels in excess of 180, 000-psi UTS in sections less than 1 in. thick. Several minor
problems exist with regard to titanium forgings of a blade spar or a barrel. How-
ever, solutions are within reach of the present state of the art, and with continuing
development, any technical jeopardy should be eliminated by 1970. These problems
include the optimization of forging practice to provide the maximum amount of work-
ing in the metal, the optimization of tube processing parameters, and the adaptation
of heat-treat equipment to eliminate the fo mation of alpha case.
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Cast fi-6A1-4V is selected as the most promising titanium casting material.
Casting of titanitun is presently limited to small and relatively simple shapes. Also,
extensive precautions are required to prevent the highly active molten metal from
reacting with the mold or the atmosphere. Existing government programs should
eventually develop structurally reliable titanium alloy castings, thereby eliminating
any large ckgree of technical jeopardy by 1970-1975.

Magnesium

A relatively new alloy, ZE63A, has been selected as the optimum magnesium
casting alloy. This material, developed by the British, provides higher strengths
than the normally used AZ92. It has a sounder structure and possesses excellent
castability. The material derives its high strength from a unique hydriding heat-
treat process. This hydriding treatment converts insoluble zinc-rare earth inter-
metallics to hydrogen rare earth compounds which, being smaller, reduce the
amount of brittle precipitate existing at the grain boundaries. More effort will be
required to generate a larger amount of statistically reliable strength properties
before this material can be utilized to its full potential. However, there appears
to be little technical jeopardy in developing this material for propeller system
application.

Composites

Several different composite materials have been selected as being representative
of the better materials available in the immediate future and expected to be devel-
oped for application in 1970-1975. Boron, S-glass, and graphite filament rein-
forcements have been selected for nonmetallic matrix and silicon carbide-coated
boron filaments for metal matrix composites. Epoxy resils have been selected as
the optimum nonmetallic matrix, and plasma-sprayed aluminum (AA 6061) has
been selected as the metal natrix.

With composites, the designer has an essentially unlimited range of raw materials
at his disposal, so the problem becomes one of how to use them. The highly direc-
tional properties of fibrous composites make them both promising and a problem.
They cannot be considered as simple substitutions for existing metal compouents
which were originally designed on the basis of the properties of isotropic materials.
The designer must now take advantage of the unidirectional properties as much as
possible, because the great gains of unidirectional strength and stiffness are re-
duced if the structure must carry multidirectional loads. The maximum structural
efficiency when using composites depends on how accurately and economically the
reinforcement is oriented and proportioned to sustain design loads. This task re-
quires lar more knowledge of failure modes and constituent deformation. Toward
this end, almost every company concerned with advance composites has programs
to convert the basic specimen properties data tr. a more fundamental understa,-ding
of the interaction of fiber and matrix.
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With metal matrix composites, these problems are a little easier to resolve be-
cause of the comparatively good tr.nsverse strergth of the matrix material. The
problem area here, particularly with the plasma-sprayed tapes, is one of finding
proper techniques for fabricating the actual individual component which would be
built up from the tapes. The two processes with the greatest potential are brazing
or diffusion bonding. They possess the capability of being developed imo a highly
reproducible and economical manufacturing process for making hardware. The
following limitations are influential in determining the character of the fabrication
process: (1) bonding must be conducted at elevated temperatures, 900°F to 1000 0F,
in a protective atmosphere to prevent oxidation of the composites; (2) bonding of
large components must be accomplished at relatively low pressures, 25 to 1000 psi
(otherwise, press tonnage requirements and die costs may become exorbitant); and
(3) shapes that can be formed are fairly restrictive due to stresses imposed by
bending fibers around small radii, the limit for plasma-sprayed tape being a bend
radius of about 3/4 in. The brae-bonding technique is preferred because it allows
bonding at the lowest possible pressures. Also, the requirements for uniform
pressure over a large area to assure good densification are far less stringent for
brazing than for solid-state bonding, since all voids are readily filled by the flow
of braze material.

These new advanced filament composites have dramatic increases in strength- and
stiffness-to-weight ratios over either steel or titanium. When the loading is essen-
tially unidirectional with the reinforcing fibers, and thus the matrix material is not
highly stressed, the epoxy r.,atrix appears preferable because of its lighter weight.
However, metal matrix offers the advantage of higher strength and modulus where
needed. Also, the design allowables of the epoxy matrix are normally adjusted
downward, when used in a structural component, to allow for service environmental
effects of mclsture absorption and for the gradual decrease of its modulus under
continuous cyclic stressing. Composites are being developed at a very rapid pace
in the aircraft industry, and a reasonable degree of technical jeopardy still exists.
However, the large weight improvements being projected should ensure continued
evolution of these materials, and they are therefore considered to be feasible for
use in propeller systems in 1970-1975.
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COMPONENT DESIGN STUDIES

POINT DESIGN SIZING CRITERIA

This section discusses the various design studies and parametric studies conducted
to determine the lightest weight concepts and configurations for the different conip-
onents of the propeller system. With the exception of some parametric studies con-
ducted early in the program, the component designs and subsequently, the system
designs, are all based upon the following point design sizing criteria:

Structural

2000-hp, 1160-prpm torque limit
E. F. = 4(+25% higher order)
20:1 gear ratio
4.00-kn maximum velocity

Aerodynamic

35-pef thrust disk loading
1400--hp, 6000-ft, 95OF hover design point
900-fps hover tip speed
14.8-ft-dta/4-way/120AF/0.4CLi

0.78 figure of merit (existing technologyl
60% prpm for cruise

82% 250-kn cruise efficiency (S. L., standard day)

GEARBOX

Gear Sizing Trade-Off Study

Initial gear train parametric studies to define the optimum gear sizing were conducted
using a two-stage, in-line, star-epicyclic configuration. For this configuration,
studies were conducted to evaluate changes in the total gear train weight when certain
significant parameters were varied. The parameters chosen were: (1) the second-
stage gear ratio, (2) the number of planets in the second stand, and (3) gear face-
width-to-pitch diameter ratios. The basic assumptions for these studies were as
follows:

Engine shp - 2,000
Engine rpm - 19, 000
Gear ratio 20:1
Bearing B1 0 AFBMA Life Calculation of 600 hours air melt
Gear material, consunable electrode vacuum-melt steel
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Only the gears, bearings, interconnecting shafting, and planet gear supports were

considered in the weight comparisons.

The following discussion, together w'.th Figures 18 through 20, summarizes the
weight relationship to the above parameters. It should be noted that theoe figures
are presented only to show the relAtive weight variations associated with each in-
dividual parameter and not the final study weights. These Initial parametric studies

were completed before the final propeller sizing from the aerodynamic studies was
defined, and prior to the detailed optimization of the components.

Figure 18 shows the variation of both the first- and the second-stage gear train
weight versus gear ratio split. To understand the figures better, first consider a
given total gear train of constant torque input to the first stage and known overall
gear ratio. If the first-stage ratio is increased by 20% and the second-stage gear
ratio is decreased by 20%, the torque input to the second stage is increased by 20%.
The larger gear ratio and higher output torque of the first stage will require larger
(and heavier) gears. However, this is the low-torque stage and, as Figure 18 in-
dicates, the increase in weight is minimal.

The second stage (high-torque stage) requiies a slightly larger diameter sun gear
because of the higher torque, but the ring gear and planets can be made much snal-
ler due to the smaller gear ratio. This effect can be seen both in Figure 18 and in
the following.

A relationship for gear tooth Hertz stress can be written for two gears in contact
as shown below:

S K Wt/D +D = K R(2SC =K D 1D 2  FD2
1 2 2

S = Hertz stressC
K = Constant dependent on tooth geometry and material

W t  = Tangential tooth load, gear

F = Gear face width
D1 , D2  = Pitch diameters of meshing gears

R =D = Gear ratioD2
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PD 22 = Torque

or for a constant face-width-to-pitch-diameter ratio (F/D 2 ),

2DR+
(D2)FR (3)

For a constant gear ratio the 20% higher torque would require an increase in dia-
meter of only (1.2) 1/3 = 1.063. However, the diameter of the ring gear and planets
is reducedby nearly 20% to produce the gear ratio decrease. This effects a definite
weight saving.

Figure 19 shows the results of a paranretric study to determine the variation of
total gear train weight with different numbers of planet gears in the second stage.
For a constant output torque and face-width-to-pitch-diameter ratio, increasing
the number of planets produces a lighter second stage. This is because the load
per mesh is lower, thereby permitting a smaller sun gear pitch diameter for the
same ratio of face-width-to-pitch diameter. The smaller sun gear reduces the
ring gear diameter, planet gear centrifugal load, and carrier size. As noted on
the curve, a gear ratio of approximately 3.3 or less is required to use seven planets
in the planetary gear train.

The third basic parametric study was to ascertain the effect of a variation of face-
width-to-pitch-diameter ratio on total gear train weight. Figures 20 and 21 show
that the gear train weight increases as the ratio of face-width-to-pit h diameter of
the sizing gear (MAX F/D) increases.

This can also be seen from the previous relationship, where, for a constant HWrtz
stress, torque, and gear ratio, FD2

" is constant. Also, gear weight should be
proportional to D2 F t (t is gear rim thickness) or D22 F t/D 2 . Therefore, weight
is proportional to t/D2. If t is constant and the supporting gear webs have only a
secondary effect on weight, which is generally true, gear weights decrease as the
diameter increases.

Figures 20 and 22 show the interrelated effect of varying gear ratio split and face-
width-to-pitch diameter, that is, the change of the overall gear train diametral
envelope. The figures graphically demonstrate that the largest gear evelope gen-
erally produces lighter weight.

This initial parametric study of the 20:1 gear train was conducted to determine the
weight trends of the previously discussed parameters. It was shown that, in general,
the lightest weight gear train should (1) have the majority of the gear reduction in
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the first stage (low-torque stage); (2) use the largest number of planet gears pos-
sible; (3) have as large an envelope as possible, thus enabling the use of gears of

lower face-width-to-pitch-diameter ratio.

Gear Train Configurations

Under this phase, several different gear train configurations were designed and
compared in order to ascertain which gearbox was the most favorable in terms of
the following characteristics:

1. Weight
2. Envelope
3. Efficiency
4. Simplicity of providing opposite rotation
5. Simplicity of providing cross-shaft drive

The basic assumptions established for use in this comparison study are listed below
in tabular form. Gearbox housing comparisons, overrunning clutch, decoupling,
and accessories were not considered in this phase of the study.

Engine shp 2,000
Engine rpm 19,000
Overall gear ratio 20:1
First-stage ratio 5:4
Max face-width-pitch to diameter ratio 1.00
Gear material CEVM Steel
Bearing life 600 hours air melt

A summary of the several configurations, their advantages, and their disadvantages
are discussed in the following paragraphs. Table V is a compilation of the specific
design data for the gear trains.

In-Line Star-Epicyclic (Figure 23)

The selected gear train for this concept incorporated a gear raLio of 5.4 in the first
stage and 3. 7 in the second stage. This gear ratio split, together with a face-width-
to-pitch-diameter ratio of 0.522, resulted in a ring gear pitch diameter of 12.96
in. for the first stage. It was felt that this pitch diameter plus the diameter in-
criase required for ring gear backing and housing would result in approximately
the maximum envelope that would still allow for annular ducting to the engine inlet.
The gear ratio split was selected on the basis of the earlier parametric studies,
and the requirement that three ulanets be used in the first stage was based on allow-
ing room for the insertion of three idlers for reverse rotation.
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To provide for the addition of a cross-shaft drive to this concept required the in-
corporation of a 2:1 gear ratio angle drive bevel mesh between the engine and the
star stage sun gear. This added 15 lb to the ba3ic gear train weight.

Offset (Pinion-Bull) Epicyclic (Figure 24)

The pinion-bull stage inherently has one less equivalent power Diesh (hence, one
less mesh producing a power loss) than the star train and, therefore, can be de-
signed for higher efficiency from a power loss standpoint. The number of equiva-
lent power meshes can be determined by summing the product of the tooth load and
the relative velocity of the engaging teeth for each mesh and by dividing by the pro-
duct of the input gear tooth load and meshing velocity (Reference 40). For a star
gear train, the number of equivalent power meshes will be equal to the actual num-
ber of meshes (2) transmitting full I.wer. In a planetary gear train, the relative
velocity between the planet-ring mesh and the planet-sun mesh is one-half the absolute
pitch line velocity; therefore, the total is equal to ore equivalent power mesh. In
gear trains such as the split power configuration, to be discussed later, some of
the meshes have high relative velocities which increase the relative power (relative
meshing velocity times the tooth load, at the mesh actually more than the trans-
mitted power. This results in a lhrge number of equivalent power meshes.

The offset design allows a local scoop-type air inlet to be incorporated in the nacelle
under the pinion and to be flared into a full annular engine inlet behind the gearbox.
The in-line design normally utilizes an annular air inlet which usually limits the size
of the gearbox envelope diameter. The previous gear sizing study showed that an
increase in diancter has a beneficial influence on weight.

The pinion-bull first stage allo%'s O"e addition of cross-shaft drive with a lower
weight penalty than would be the case with a star stage. Although accessory mount-
ing was not considered in this phase of the study, it should be noted that accessories
can usually be added to an offset configuration with less weight penalty than for the
in-line version.

Modification of this concept for opposite rotation is accomplished by opening up the
center distance between the pinion and the bull gear enough so that an idler gear can
be inserted as an intermediate mesh.

Differential Gear Train With Offset

A fixee planet differential drive, with 20:1 gear ratio, which did not include an off-
set first stage was studied briefly. The concept was found to be heavier than the
one studied previously because the high planet bearing loads from the high first-
stage tooth , nd the high second-stage rpm inherent in this type of train re-
quired uvw. i .lancts to mount adequate bearings. Also, the overall diametral
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Split Power

A split-power epicyclic-star gear train (Figure 30) was designed, wherein 70% of
the output torque is taken off the second-stage ring gear and the remaining 30' of
the output torque is taken off the first-stage planet carrier. This concept, as a
righthand gearbox without cross-shaft drive provision, is the lightest system but
does not include opposite rotation. The addition of cross-shaft drive increased the
weight by 15.5 lb. In an attempt to reduce this weight penalty and to incorporate
provisions for opposite rotation without requiring a new gear train, a second con-
cept was studied. This concept (Figure 31) utilized an offset pinion-to-bull (2:1
gear ratio) driving a 10:1 split-power star-epicyclic-gear train. In this second
system, 59.4% of the output torque is taken from the second-stage ring gear, with
the remaining torque being taken from the first-stage planet carrier. The weight
of this system with cross-shifting was the lightest of aU the systems conceived.
The major disadvantage of this concept is the large number of equivalent power
meshes. It has five equivalent full-power meshes versus two for the offset-epi-
cyclic train. This makes it virtually impossible to limit the maximantzix gear train
power loss to 1%.

Summary - Gear Train Configurations

Table VI is presented as a comparison of the several gear train configurations
studied. The parameters of this table are the weight and envelope values (shown
in Table V) as a ratio of those values for an "Offset, Two-Stage (Spur, Epicyclic)"
configuration. It should be noted that the weight and power loss parameters are
given for a twin-propeller shipset system. The weight parameter includes the
weight of the gears, bearings, bearing supports, and connecting shafts; but it does

not include housing, propeller tailshaft, or other components of an integral gear-
box propeller. The cross-shaft drive weight includes power takeoff gearing in the
integral gearcase, but does not include the aircraft cross-shafting, wing box or
other components of the transmission system. Parameters for a shipset are not
listed for those configurations that required a new gear train to provide opposite
rotation.

The conclusion reached in this phase of the study is that the gear tiains using
differential, compound star, and roller gears were appreciably heavier than the
other trains, which showed little relative weight difference. The offset, two-stage,
spur-epicyclic gear train was selected as the optimum configuration for an applica-
tion with cross shafting. It is the lightest configuration with provision for opoosite
rotation and cross-shaft drive which affords the possibility of obtaining 99% power
transmission efficiency.

Although the split power with offset first-stage configuration is slightly lighter, the
power loss associated with over twice the equivalent power meshes greatly over-
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shadows this weight difference. For example, the split-power configuration would
be expected to be approximately i't less efficient than the selected configuration,
and this results in approximately a 60-lb loss in static thrust per propeller, which
is many orders of magnitude larger than the slight weight savings. For the non-
cross-shafted gearbox application, the offset spur-epicyclic gearbox was also sel-
ected as the optimum configuration. Here again, the split-power version is slightly
lighter, but its lower gearbox efficiency offsets this advantage. The in-line (star-
epicyclic) is also less efficient and slightly lighter than the selected offset configur-
ation. The power loss would probably still be sufficient to overcome the weight
advantage, but since the non-cross-shafted version is not considered to be a VTOL,
the trade-off is much more dependent upon the aircraft mission. Also since the
propeller control inputs to the in-line gearbox become more complex, this was
assessed as negating the small weight advantage.

It should be noted, however, that the gearbox configuration selected in this study
is based primarily on optimizing the integral gearbox propeller system itself.
There may be overriding airframe installation and/or performance requirements
(especially for non-VTOL aircraft) for a specific aircraft design which would lead
to the selection of an in-line rather than an offset installation.

Gearing and Gear Tooth Shapes

The selection of the gear tooth shape and the gear material to use with the two-stage,
spur-epicyclic gear train configuration to obtain the lightest weight gearing is dis-
cussed below.

The use of involute spur gears in both high-speed and planetary stages has been
successful in previous integral gearbox propeller systems and is shown in the sys-
tern design.

The selection of gear tooth geometry, tolerances, stress levels, and mounting
arrangements which will provide a flexible system is a necessary consideration to
ensure that design calculations will reasoaably approximate actual operating load-
ing conditions.

During the detailed design of the gearing, the magnitude of the involute profile mod-
ification would be determined from an analysis of the gear tooth deflections under
loading conditions. The standard involute gear tooth proportions would also be mod-
ified after '.ialyzing the gear center distance and scoring parameter change under
load. These analyses have been successfully used on previous aircraft gearing and
would not change the gear sizing discussed below, but they would provide detailed
design refinements.
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The ii-rtz stress levels of helical gears are reduced by the cosine of the helix angle.
For a givei diametral pitch (rotational). the bending stress remains the same as
that of an equivalent spur gear. The reduction in normal tooth section and the in-
crease in normal tooth load are offset by the incrase in face width engagement and
contact ratio.

The selection of the helix angle of the helical gear should be large enough to provide
two or more teeth in contact to obtain the desired increase in contact ratio. For the
pitch sizes used in this gearbox, a 300 helix angle would be required, which would
produce very high axial gear forces. Therefore, if helical gearing were desired,
herringbone gears (double helical) would be used to eliminate the need for large i
gear thrust bearings. Herringbone gears could be used in the first-stage gear trains
of the design shown herein with essentially no change in weight.

In an attempt to reduce the gear train weight further, a study of the literature was
conducted on circular arc tooth forms (Novikov gears). The conclusions of this
study are presented in Appendix IV, and a brief synopsis is included below.

Gear teeth for propeller gearbox systems are usually designed for structural
adequacy relative to two potential failure phenomena: tooth bending and surface
durability (primarily Hertz stress) under both steady and dynamic loads. However,
the majority of investigations of the Novikov tooth shape that were examined have
used only the surface and beam strength criteria under steady loads to rate the
Novikov tooth form. From the literattre surveyed, the Novikov gear form at first
appeared to have a substantial advantage over the involute tooth relative to Hertz
contact stress, but this advantage is substantially lost when consideration is given
to tooth bending and dynamic loadings. Based on steady transmitted load, the cir-
cular arc tooth form may, however, have significant weight advantage over the in-
volute in applications where wear of contact stress is the limiting design criterion.
The two tooth forms are comparable when static beam strength is the criterion.
However, the circular arc appears to be at a disadvantage when the effects of dy-

namic load are included.

Some weight advantage may be possible, depending on the particular configuration

and operating requirements. However, in propeller gearbox systems where the

dynamic loadings are usually a significant part of the sizing loads, the weight sav-
ing would, at best, be small ard would require considerable research to determine
its magnitude accurately. Therefore, the circular arc tooth form was not incor-
porated in the proposed gear train concept.

To obtain a minimum-weight gear train, an assessment of titanium versus vacuum-
melted steel as a gear material was made. For this comparison, two offset-epicyclic
gear trains were designed for the following criteria:
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Engine hopsepower 2000

Engine rpm 23,300
Face-width-to-pitch diameter 1.0 max
First-stage ratio 5.4
Overall gear ratio 20:1
5 planets in the second stage

Weight comparison of the gears is shown in Table VII.

From test work currently in progress, hard-surfaced, diffused-nickel-coated

titanium appears to be a feasible gear material for the 1970-1975 time period.

Titanium has therefore been selected as the optimum gear material for the study.

The calculated stresses on the gears have been determined by the equations pre-
sented below. Relatively conservative stress allowables of app-oximately 100,000

psi static Hertz stress and 55,000 psi dynamic bending stress for titanium gears

were used as a basis for the 1970-1975 time period. For comparison, 150,000

psi static Hertz stress and 65,000 dynamic bending stress were used for steel

gears.

A. Hertz Stress

C= 54W /1 + 1 0.50

SC cos sin q - 1- t (4)

where:

W= tangential tooth load (pounds) - torque
t pitch radius

Fe = minimum effective face width (in.)

p = pressure angle

R p and Rp2 = pitch radius

P 1 P2 = Poisson's ratio

E = E2  = modulus of elasticity

B. Bending Stress

1.5 (Wd) (Kt)
SB (F) (X)
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where:

Kt = stress concentration factor

F = face width (in.)

X = tooth form factor

W d  = dynamic load (lb)

0.05 Vp (F CB +Wt)

Wd -0.05V +(FC+W) 0 . 50 t

where:

V = pitch line velocityP

F = face width

CB  = deformation factor

Wt  = tangential tooth load (lb)

_ torqueWt PT radius

As an example, the calculated stress levels for the input pinion-idler mesh are
100, 530-psi Hertz and 53,820-psi bending when:

torque =5410in.-lb E =E 2 =16.5x10 6

rpm = 23,300 (input) Pl = P2 = 0.30

Kt  = 1.15 ,= 250

X = 0. 095

C = 405B

F =2,8

Based on a current development program for titanium gears, it is of importance
to note that sliding velocities, pitch line velocity, scoring parameters and flash
temperature values for the study gearbox design are lower values than those of
titanium gears presently being tested.
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The design of the planetary system incorporates a nonsequential, nonsimultaneous,
hunting tooth arrangement, with a flexible planet carrier and a floating sun gear to
ensure load distribution and to decrease vibratory effects due to gear meshes.
Figure 32 shows the order off gear meshing of the planetary arrangement.

With this system, no two planets pick up the load simultaneously, nor does one planet
engage with the s.ir and ring at the same instant. Although it is shown above that
planet A engages with the sun and ring simultaneously, the planet gear with 43 teeth
cannot engage at the same instant due to the odd number of teeth. The order of mesh-
ing with planet A engaging first is (A-D-B-E-C-A, etc.) for the sun gear and (A-C-
E-B-D-A, etc.) for the ring gear. The sun gear's ability to float between the meshes
makes allowance for tooth errors and for positioning of the sun due to tolerances and
thermal changes.

Data for the power gear train are shown in Table VII.

As can be seen, a 2. 8-in. face width is indicated for the first-stage pinion-idler
mesh. The pinion could be smaller in face width and/or diameter when meshed
with the bull, which would result in a weight reduction. However, the present de-
sign allows for interchangeability of pinion gears for a right-hand or left-hand gear-I box.

Propeller Barrel Mounting

The propeller barrel mounting system used in todayls integral gearcase propellers
incorporates the use of a relatively long tailshaft. The tgiishaft is an integral part
of the propeller barrel and is supported in the gearcase by bearings attached to the
front and rear of the housing (see Figure 33A). The propeller moments are reacted
by the two roller bearings at each end of the tailshaft, and propeller thrust loads
are reacted by a thrust bearing which may be positioned at either end of the gear-
case. This design has been thoroughly proven in service and is in production.

Experience, however, has indicated that, in its present form, this design does im-
pose certain restraints on the packaging and sizing of other propeller components.
The conventional approach requires that the tailshaft pass through the sun gear,
thereby possibly limiting the tailshaft diameter and dictating the inner diameter of
the rear roller bearing and propeller hydraulic actuator envelope diameter.

Two new concepts have evolved from this study which eliminate the long tailshaft
and any possible compromise of the design of other propeller components. The
first concept utilized large-diameter, duplexed, angular-contract ball bearings
(Figure 33B). This type of bearing negates the need for the long tailshaft, since the
contact angle produces a large effective wheelbase(A)with which to react the pro-
peller moments. Propeller thrust would also be reacted by the ball bearings. The
evaluation of this design approach, however, indicated a weight penalty associated
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with the use of ball bearings in place of roller bearings with a higher capacity-
to-weight ratio. Another concern was that, from a structural standpoint, the
effective wheelbase of the duplexed ball-bearing design is a sensitive function of

the contact angle. Any wear of the bearing or loss of preload which might adversely
affect the contact angle and decrease the effective wheelbase (A) would reduce the
bearing load-carrying capacity and life.

The second new concept was selected as optimun. in the study and is similar to the
above concept except that the ball bearings were replaced by large-diameter, dup-
lexed, tapered roller bearings (Figure 33C). The tapered rollers do not have the
structural disadvantage of the ball bearing, since any wear of the races does not

* affect the contact angle and therefore does not alter the effective wheelbase of
the bearing. Preload is applied to the duplexed, tapered roller set to eliminate
backlash in the system. Only a small load is required to accomplish this, and
any loss of this preload will not influence the effective wheelbase of the bearing.
This concept was evaluated and found to be approximately 20% lighter than the long
tailshaft concept. This weight assessment considered only the effects on the tail-
shaft, bearings, bearing mounting, and the second-stage planet carrier. It appears

reasonable to assume, however, that the permitted use of a larger diameter bear-
ing might also contribute some additional weight saving in the front housing.

Bearings

The design criterion selected for the gearbox bearings was to use a minimum B10
life of 3000 bours, based upon the AFBMA life calculation (References 41 and 42)
adjusted by a factor of 5.

The factor of 5 is approximately twice that used in present design practice and adjusts
the calculation to represent a conservative estimate of the improvements being pro-
jected in bearing materials.

Reports by two bearing manufacturers (References 43 and 44), based on current

testing of ball beariags manufactured from Crucible 52 CB material, exhibited a
minimum test life of approximately 15 times the AFBMA calculation. Each test
group consisted of a nomogeneous lot, with a minimum of 30 test bearings, run,.
either to failure or to 200 million revolutions, at which time the tests were suspended.

From these reports and the further testing that is being conducted, it is concluded

that the actual life factor for vacuum- melt 52 CB material for future applications
would probably be at least 10, which would make the B10 life of the bearings used
in the study at least 6000 hours. Therefore, the material factor utilized in this
gearbox design is considered to be conversative and in no way a jeopardy for de-
signs of the 1970's.
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Thin bearing races of consamable electrode, vacuum-melt bearing steel have been
incorporated in the design and would either be bonded or mechanically joined to the
titanium gears. The thickness of the race would be determined by the magnitude of
the subsurface shear stress, which must be below the allowable shear stress of the
bend at the junction of the race and foundation material. Where possible, the bond
has been extended beyond the roller contact area to increase the bond shear area.
Development testing would be required to establish the proper detailed design and
manufacturing practice. However, this is considered to be of minimum technical
jeopardy.

The design loads, speed, dynamic capacity, and B10 life for the major bearings used
in the study gearbox design are tabulated in Table IX. The mean effective loads and
speeds listed were considered to be representative of the bearing loading spectrum
for twin-propeller V/STOL systems.

Gearbox Housing

Present-day aircraft gearcase housings are made primarily of cast magpnesium
alloy. This cast material has the disadvantage that the large size of the housing
generally results in wall thicknesses which in many areas are dictated, not by
stress or deflections, but by manufacturing process limitations !Figure 34). The
possible need for providing accessory mounting pads was not considered for any
of the housings conceived during the study.

The incorporation of a tapered roller bearing barrel retention would afford addi-
tional freedom to the housing design, since the tailshaft loads would then not have
to be reacted by the rear housing. One of the minimum-weight housing concepts
considered in this study was a back-to-back conical housing which had the benefit of
very short load paths (Figure 35). The propeller loads are reacted through the for-
ward housing and enter directly into the nace!le ring mounting structure, which is
at the junction of the forward and rear housings. This concept proved to be lighter
than locating the mounting pads on the rear housing, and thus nacelle mounting at
the front ring was maintained on all concepts. The pinion bearing and cross-shaft
loads are reacted in housings which are cantilevered off the rear main ring struc-
ture. A fiberglass cover can be used to enclose the aft end, since its only func-
tion is oil containment. This concept, when compared to a magnesium casting,
was found to be approximately 50' lighter using either forged and machined .i-ag-
nesium or titanium as the material. However, this double conical concept became
less efficient when consideration for an idler gear and control mountings was in-
cluded, to provide needed additional strength and deflection capacity for the fiber-
glass skin.

A strut-type ho0Using utilizing channel beam sections for struts was then studied
(Figure 36A), to provide the control mounting pad requirements. Oil ccatainment
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TABLE IX. BEARING DATA

DYNAMIC DESIGN BI0

BEARING LOAD(LB) RPM CAPACITY (LB) UFE (I)

FORWARD PINION 1.490(2') 19.00s3 )  10,420 3000

AFT PINION 1,490(2) 19,800 3 ) 10,420 3000

IDLER GEAR 238(2) 8,000 (3 )  2.670 35,000

BULL GEAR 2,985(2) 3,680( 3 ) 13,000 3000

PLANET 3.840 121 3,130f 3 )  15,550 3000

CROSS-SHAFT FORWARD 420(4)  10,650 5)  5,950 22,500

AFT BEARING 420(4 )  10,650 S )  5,950 22,500

PROPELLER MOUNTING (6) 1,165 COMPUTER 3325/SET (7)
CALCULATION

(REFERENCE 45)

NOTES:

(1) AFBMA CALCULATION METHOD CORRECTED FOR IMPROVEMENTS PROJECTED FOR 1970
BEARING MATERIALS.

(2) MEAN EFFECTIVE LOAD = 70%(GEAR TOOTH LOAD)

(3) MEAN EFFECTIVE SPEED = 85%(SPEED%,
NOTE : 100%INPUT SPEED z 23,300 FOR PINION

(4) MEAN EFFECTIVE LOAD= 45%(GEAR TOOTH LOAD)

(5) MEAN EFFECTIVE SPEED = 91.5%(SPEED)
NOTE : 100% CROSS-SHAFT SPEED = 11,650 RPM

(6) MEAN EFFECTIVE DESIGN LOAD = 4170--LB THRUST 57,200 IN-LB (I-P MOMENT)

(7) ADJUSTED VALUE BASED ON THE DUPLEX COMBINATIONCONSIDERING EACH INDIVIDUAL
BEARING ROW SEPARATELY. THE LIFE FOR THE FORWARD ROW IS 6480 HOURS AND THE
LIFE FOR THE AFT ROW IS 5850 HOURS.
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in the rear housing is accomplished by the use of a fiberglass shell bonded to the
inside of the struts.

A third housing concept was evolved that consisted of a forged titanium front hous-
ing and a welded plate and ring structure for the rear main housing (Figure 37).
This concept proved to be the lightest overall titanium housing configuration of
any conceived under this study, since it permits a most efficient distribution of
material, with localized~ reinforcement only where needed for structure and/or bosses.

Forged and machined magnesium could also be used in this concept and would be
blightly lighter than the titanium. However, the titanium is preferred because of the
virtual elimination of changes in gear center distances due to differential thermal ex-
pansion. This allows the use of high diametral pitch gears with the attendant ad-
vantage of reduced gear weight.

Another favorable feature of the welded plate housing concept is that it permits the
use of tubing for lubrication lines. The tubes can be positioned to give a direct
connection to the areas where lubrication is required. This is in contrast to the
conventional housing concept, which requires cored or drilled passages with in-
herf.ntly heavier sections to accommodate the lube lines and plugs.

Overrunning Clutch

An overrunning c.utch is provided on the engine input to the gearcase to allow the
engine to be shut down and still maintain propeler operation via use of the cross-
shaft system. To fulfill this function, two types of overrunning clutches were
studied: (1) sprag and (2) spring.I€
In the sprag clutch, shaped sprags operate in the annular race between two cylin-
drical races (Figure 38Tj). The rotation of the outer race (driver) produces an
initial friction force on the sprags, causing them to pivot and in so doing, to wedge
between the outer and the inner races. In this position, the load is then able to be
transmitted from the driver (engine) to the driven (propeller) member. If the
driven or inner member attenpts to overrun, the sprags will pivot, unlock the
load, and permit freewheeling of the inner member.

The spring clutch utilizes a spring wrapped in the annular space between two cir-

cular races (Figure 38A). One end of the spring i3 mechanically driven by the inner
race, while the opposite end has a slight rubbing interference fit on the outer mem-
ber. Rotating the spring in the same direction as the helix of the spring causes
the free end to rub against the outer member; this frictional force expands the
spring, and it tightens against the driven member to drive it.

The expansion of the initially engaging coil will not, in itself, produce a sufficient
force to drive the gear, but the compressive force in that coil causes expansion of
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tne succeeding coils until the required load to drive the pinion gear is produced.
Whenever the outer member attempts to overrun the inner member, the rubbing
force on the spring coils is in the opposite direction to that of the helix, and the
spring loosens and will not drive.

The spring concept requires a smaller envelope for packaging and therefore could
be placed within the pinion gear, minimizing the overall gearbox envelope and
weight. The rubbing action of the spring and resultant burst load induced by the
spring have been contained within a steel sleeve. Additional weight saving could
have resulted by incorporating a boron wrapping around the sleeve, thereby per-
mitting the use of a lighter sleeve.

Cross-Shaft Decoupler

To feather a propeller connected to a cross-shaft system and still be able to oper-
ate the remaining propellers, a cross-shaft decoupler is required. The location
of the decoupler is dependent upon the specific requirements of tle aircraft --
either to shut down just the propeller reduction gearbox or both the propeller re-
duction gearbox and the wing box, or even the complete wing transmission system.
Since the scope of this study did not entail the design of a wing box or a cross-
shafting system, the decoupler has been positioned on the main gear train. To
perform this decoupling function, both a jaw-type and a spring-type decoupler
were conceived.

The jaw type (Figure 39) contains several advantages which are not found in the
spring concept (Figure 40). Cross-shaft torque is transmitted by the po',Itive action
of the curvic gear teeth, whereas the spring concept relies on the friction of the
system. In the spring type, any slippage in the system, as power direction is re-
versed, will distort the phasing of the propellers. In contrast to this, the positive
action of the jaw-type decoupler keeps the propeller phasing fixed.

The decoupler must be capable of transmitting power in both directions. The jaw-
type decoupler accomplishes this by being able to carry load on either side of the
curvic teeth, whereas the spring concept requires two effective spring elements and
two separate load paths between the cross-shaft gear and the output drive flange.

The jaw-type decoupler was also slightly lighter, but it was selected primarily for
the reasons discussed above.

The coupling and decoupling actions of the jaw-type decoupler are described below.
A signal from the cockpit to couple the cross shaft is fed to the speed indicator
and coupling control. Here the speed of the cross shaft is compared to gear speed
in such a fashion that the jaw teeth will not engage until the two speeds are equal.
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Upon equalization of the speed, a signal is transmitted to the solenoid to actuate
crupling of the jaw teeth. This is accomplished by having the solenoid activate
a check valve, thus allowing aircraft hydraulics to enter a servo ptston. The move-
ment of tne servo unlocks the moveable jaw by pltsically disengaging it from the

* detest- continued movement engages the teeth of the jaws and allows the syLem to
lock into an engaged positkm detent. For de.upling. a second solencid is used,
which, when actuated. allows aircraft hydraulics to flow into the opposite side of
the servo piston and to force the jaws to disengage. When the solenoid is de-ener-
gized, the delent holds the jaws apart.

Lubrication Syetem

To satisfy the desig requirenents of being able to distrllxate and scavenge oil in
the horizotral and vertical modes, two types of pumnping systems were stuied. A
conventional constant-displacement gear pump with two scavenge elements and its
rvq.ired gear train drive was compared to a "Scbleuder pump" for distrib tlng
the lube oil and two ejectors for scavenging the hot oil. The Schleuder and ejectorconcept shown in Figure 41 was clear!y the lighter system and had advmmtages of

less moving parts and simplicity of design. The "Schieuder pump" is basically a
stationary tube projected into a volume of rotating fluid The rotation is provided
by the id:-r gear. The rotating fluid has a velocity head and a centrifugal head asso-
ciated with it. When the fluid contacts the statiocary tube, the velocity head is
converted to a static head or pressure. The theoretical pressure created by only
the velocity of the rotating fluid in the design studied is 280 psi for 100-percent rpm
and 100 psi for the 60-percent rpm condition. The 100-psi pressure level would be
more than adequate for the lubrication of the gearbox. Theoretical analysis Mas
shown that this concept is feasible, but a limited amount of additional detailed d-ign
and testing would be required to determine the optimum configuration. The use of
a Schleuder pump is net a completely new concept; for instance, the variable camber
VC82S prq'eler control incorporates a Schie-der pump for scavenging and is oper-
ating suscessfull).

T-, t nW 1,,be oil foiv for this gearbox .z bazed on the requirements of 20 quarts
per minute for 73 ?t rejection in the gearbox and 3 quarts per minute for heat rejec-
tion in the actuator. Of the oil which is picked up by the Schleuder pump inlet, 10
quarts per minute are diverted to ejectors (jet pump) for scavenging the sump areas.
The scavenged air-oil mixture is discharged into the rotating idler gear cavity.

Based on an efficiency of 2-6,0' for this elector, a supply flow of 9.2 quarts per
minute to the ejector would be required tu scavenge 32.2-quarts-per-minute flow
from the sump into the rtating idler gear. To ensure that the Schleuder is always
immersed in oil, 10 quarts-per-minute supply flow would be used so that 35 quarts
per minute would be provided to the idler gear, which is more flow than is removed

by the Schleuder. The excess cil is allowed to spill cut of the gear ad into an

annulus provided on the baffle. I'is moving fi,,id is then dii-ected through the baffle
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and is allowed to reenter the sump area. The incoming fluid is initially brought
up to the speed of the gear by vanes which are physically a part of the gear. The
cil then translates across the inner surface of the gear through a baffle, which
isolates this oil from additional incoming scavenged oil and allows ti.- centrifugally
loaded oil to centrifuge any air which is entrapped. The oil, after passing through
the air-oil separator chamber, is passed through a second baffle into the area in
which the Schleuder is located.

The effect of piacing the scavenged oil into the rotating field is to Ltcrease the
buoyancy force, by centrifugal action, to approximately 300 times the force of a
l"g" field. The dwell time necessary for air-oil separation is therefore decreased
by a factor of 1/300 over the dwell time in a static tank. For the gearcase co&-
ceived, a separate tank for separation would have required approximately a 6-quart
capacity for a 15-second swell time. The rotating separator requires only 0.05
second for air disentrainment and a volume capacity of only 0.019 quart. This
rotating separator saves not only oil weight but also the weight of the tank, hydrau-
lic lines, and mounting hardware.

The 23 quarts per minute required for heat rejection is passed through a filtration
system upon leaving the Schleuder (Figure 42). This filter assembly will consist of
two filter elements. The primary stage will provide 10-micron absolute filtration

, (nominal of 1 microa), and the secondary stage will provide 18-micron absolute fil-
tration (3 microns nominal), together wizh a high-pressure relief valve. The oil
normally will pass through the primary and secondary stages before continuing on
in the system. Deterioration (,f the primary system will not contaminate the gear
train or the actuator, sinKe the second stage will filter. Clogging of the primary filter
will cause the relief valve to open, thus r'ypassing the flow around the primary and
into the secondary filter. A differential pressure indicator w'l l inserted into the
system for indicating failure of the primary filter.

The lubricating fluid is then directed to the heat exchanger before being used for
cooling of the propeller assembl..-.

* Two concepts for mounting an integral heat exchanger and fan were studied. A
modular co.cept, where an axial flow fan and cooler were mounted on the aft end of
the gearcase and driven off the idler gear, was the first system considered. This
system had several disadvantages: (1) the air supplied to the fan had to be ducted
around the gearcase, (2) it required additional mounting structure which added weight,
and (3) accommodating the length of the package required that the distance between
tie cngine and gearcase be increased, also adding weight.

The concept selected for minimum weight ,Figure 43) incorporates an axial flow fan
fwith integral drive gear on its outer periphery Nkhich is driven directly by thu first-

stage bull gear. Because of the proximity of the: nacelle CONver to the gearcase, the
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design has a simple air entry, and the air exit may be ducted out along the side of
the nacelle aft of the gearcase mounting structure. The high-speed fan ensures suf-
ficient cooling airflow when the aircraft is in the vertical hover mode, and it increases
the air pressure available to the heat exchanger over that available by using only pro-
peller slipstream. The fan exits the air directly into the spiral-wrapped heat ex-
changer mounted on a pad coaxial with the fan. The exchanger consists of two cor-
rugated sheets laid perpendicular to each other and separated by parting sheets.

The combined sheets are then rolled into a cylinder (Figure 44). This configuration
lends itself to simple cantilever mounting off the gearbox.

Part of this cooled oil is then directed by tubing to the spray bars for cooling of the
cross-shaft bull, pinion-idler, and idler-bull gear meshes. A flow of 3 quarts per
minute is fed directly into the actuator to top off the hydraulic sumps. The returning
oil is discharged from the actuator into the rotating planet carrier. This returning
oil, and oil from the sun spline, is then used to lubricate the propeller mounting
bearings, the planet bearings, and the planet-sun meshes. The remaining oil is
sprayed onto the aft sun-quill spline. The overflow from this flooded spline con-
nection flows outward into the bull gear quill spline and continues on to lubricate
the bull gear bearing before draining back to the sump.

The incorporation of baffling ensures that the oil is directed away from the rotating
gears, thereby reducing windage losses from the churning action of the oil.

Horizontal mode scavenging is natural for this housing contour. Vertical mode
scavenging is accomplished by contouring the aft face of the housing so that the
same sump area is also the low point on the gearcase, and by the addition of two
slinger pumps. These pumps consist of rotating plates, which centrifuge the oil
up and out of the low areas anti back to the main gearcase and sump area.

For visual inspection of the oil level, a sight glass has been incorporated into the
gearbox rear housing. Oil can be added to the gearbox through a combination
breather and filler plug. A screen in the gearbox beneath the plug keeps foreign
particles from eniering, and a combination chip detector and drain plug has been
I ncoriorated in the sump area.

BARREL AND RETENTION

Retention

The blade retention supports the blade at the interface between the inboard portion
of the blade (shank end) and the barrel structure. The normal retention consitts of
the blade shank, an antifriction bearing to react blade loads and to permit blade pitch
angle change, the barrcl shank arm structure in the barrel, a clamp ring to position
the bldle staticall., and a seal to retain oil in the barrel. (See Figure 45.)
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'The blade retention must react the following blade loads: () steady axial load from

centrifugal force on the rotating blade, (2) transver." s Ima aloU from lateral acre-
dynamic and ier'a Ic, ads on me blade, and (3) beth in-plane and out-of-plane steady
and cyclic bending moments from aerodynamic and inertia 1uads on the blade.

* With the conventional integral ball race blade retention shcwn in Figure 45 as an
established inherently lightweight design, a parametric study was conducted to
determine the effect of number of bearing races, ball diameter, mean bearing
diameter, and race spacing on retention stiffness and weight, axial, moment, and
"rocking" capacities. Retention length, gross barrel arm and blade shank stres-
sing, and ball race contact stressing were held constant during the study. For a
retention with the best balance between stiffness/weight, axial capacity/weight, and
"rocking" and moment capacity/weight, it was found that small race spacing on one
or two bearing rows is superior and that the mean bearing diameter/ball diameter
ratios should lie between 12 and 16. The smallest ball size which meets the axial
load requirements should also be selected to provide a more uniform load distribu-
tion around the retention bearing race and to decrease the local stress concentrations
in the retention and mating parts. This parametric retention study is described in
detail in Appendix VII.

An alternate retention concept incorporating a tapered roller instead of a ball bear-
ing was studied (reference Figure 46). Results of this study revealed that a slight
weight reduction was possible by utilizing this bearing concept for the basic reten-
tion, but the concept represented a more complex design problem to provide the
desired feature of quick blade removal.

The use of materials other than steel for the blade spar and barrel to obtain weight
reductions requires that the basic integral ball race retention design be revised as
shown in Figure 47. Hardened steel ball races must be added to both the blade shank
a0d the barrel.

Blades of titanium or composite boron filament construction result in significant
weight reduction, which reduces centrifugal blade load on the retention. This load
reduction is sufficient to permit the blade to "rock" on the retention under the in-
fluence of aerodynamic blade moments, which are unaffected by reduced blade weight.
To prevent blade "rocking" or unloading of the balls on one side of the retention,
the basic bearing design was revised to react axial loads in both directions. This
is accomplished by extending hardened steel races around the ball to establish a
four-point contact bearing as shown in Figure 48.

Since the resulting centrifugal load from the lightweight blades supports approxi-
mately 901T of the maximum blade moments, the extended races need to support
only the remaining 10% of the maximum moment. The conventional blade clamp
is replaced by a retention nut which provides a small bearing preload and which
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supl:,s the 1)lad statie, ily. To avoid the undesirable use of machined threads on
the Made sha.k, a separate tzaim collar ring is formed c. "-e Wade to accom-!
modate the retention bcaring.

Barrel

The propeller barrel consists of three major elements: t-he blade retention, the
hub structure, and the tailshaft The blade retention supports each blade shank in
a ring structure, as discussed in the previous section. The barrel is the primary
strLcture supporting the retention rings and the taiqlhaft transmits drive torqe to
the ptopeller and moumts the barrel on antifriction bearings in the gearbxm.

Four basic approaches were taken in this sd)y to reduce barrel weight:

1. Reduction of centrifugal load on the barrel by utilization of lightweight
blade construction.

2. Optimization of conventional barrel design concepts by parametric study.

3. Study of new structural shapes.

4. Use of high strength-to-weight material.

A four-way propeller was chosen for this study ,ecause of the theoretical perform-
ance considerations listed earlier in te "Aerodynam'ac Studies" section of this report.
Since centrifugal blade loads represent - major loading on the barrel retention and
hub strucutre, reduction in blade weight results in an inherently lighter barrel
structure. Conventional barrel structures consist basically of forward and rear
ring structures supporting cylindrical blade arms (Figure 49). Web structure is
blended between blade arms and rings to make a closed structure. The rear ring
blends into the tailshaft, and the forward ring incorporates a bolt circle for mount-
ing the pitch change mechanism. A parametric study was conducted on a barrel of
conventional design to determine load capacity-to-weight ratio as a function of barrel
and retention radius and fore-and-aft ring spacing. This parametric study is con-
tained in Appendix VI. Results of the study showed that the barrel diameter should
be small with a retention as large as possible consistent with barrel diameter and
that the fore-and-aft ring spacing should be as small as possible consistent with re-
tention diameter. Since conventional barrel design practice has generally complied
with these criteria, there was no significant weight saving potentiat (other than with
material change) to be gained by selecting a conventional barrel structure for this
propeller.

A new barrel structural concept was studied which consists basically of two crossed
cylinders, arranged in such a manner that the walls of each cylinder are continuous
through the other (Figure 49). The blade retentions are located at the four outer erads
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of the cylinders. This basic configuration provides an efficient structure for react-
ing centrifugal blade loads and blade moment loads in the continuous cylindrical
beams. This bsic cylinder structure was then modified to incorporate: (1) a tail-
.haft, (2) a reinforced hole in the forward face for mounting the pitch change mech-

anism, and (3) small reinforced boles in the rear of the cylinders to provide access
to the blade pitch change links (reference Figure 50).

A second concept of a monocoque design was studied, consisting of a shell
structure generated by connecting each point in the blade retention ring with a
straight line to its corresponding point on the adjacent retention ring (reierence
Figure 51). This concept was also shown to be lighter than conventional barrels
and to provide good access to the blade for pitch change. However, this design was
found to contain additional oil weight; accordingly, the crossed-cyliuzer design
was established as the preferred concept. For a three-way propeller, the crossed-
cylinder concept would change from an "' structure to a " A'. A dise'.ssion of the
structural features of both concepts is provided in Appendi; VI

The crossed-cylinder barrel was initially designed using the same allowable stress
and stiffness values used in convertiorwl steel barrels. The use of titanium was
evaluated, and the barrel was redesigned for the lower density material. A titanium
barrel of conventional design for this propeller weighs approximately 33 % less than
a conventional steel barrel, and a titanium barrel incorporating thc new crossed-
cylinder design weighs approximately 44% less than the steel barrel of conventional
design. Therefore, the latter barrel design was selected as the basic configuration
for this study. With successful progress being made on the current development
program on titanium barrels of conventional design, little technical jeopardy is
involved in proposing titanium as the barrel material for the near future.

The large conical tailshaft was selected for this bArrel based on the propeller mount-
ing trade-off studies. The larger diameter shaft is a lighter weight structure for
reacting propeller moments and readily adapts to the ligbtweight planet carrier
concept. Furthermore, the large-diameter barrel tailshaft was easily adaptable to
the new barrel structure and provided better access to the blade pitch changc links.

BLADES

Blades represent 35% of the total weight of one of today's advanced propeller-
gearbox systems. Blade weight also sets the design loads for other major compo-
nents, such as barrel, actuator, gearbox, and support structure. It th..s represents
the single, most determining factor on total system weight. Therefore, in seeking
to define the maximum weight reduction potential for the 1970-1975 propeller sys-
tem, prime attention must be directed toward blade weight reduction. This requires
not only the evaluation of those new materials which appear to be feasible for use in
that time period, but also a detailed evaluation of composit blade structures to
utilize the advanced material properties best.
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This section presents the results of such an evaluation, based upon quite searching
design analysis studies. The methodology is that currently used to design produc-
tion V/STOL blades, and it is one which analyzes all primary and secondary struct-
ural actions, considers the unique and often conflicting requirements at varied opera-
ting conditions, and arrives at a balanced structural design consistent with the desired
aerodynamic blade shape. An important Input is the definition, based on past exper-
ience, or proper design stress limits and safety factors specific to the complex struc-9
tural envirc-n-wit of propelier blades.

AU weight projections emanating from this study are predicated on such analysis.
It Is recognized, however, that there may be a degree of conservatism In such pro-
Jections, in that no assumptions were made for any progress on the learning curve
of structural design tailoring, as a parallel to the introduction of the advanced ma-
terials.

The detailed biade design process described above is in direct contrast to the
generalized form of blaod structural analysis presented in Appendix IX. The latter
is basically a more theoretical parametric analysis which must, inherently, be
more general and which tends to indicate more optimistic blade weights. These
may be construed to be "idea" weights. Such "ideals" are never fully attainable,
but they serve the useful purpose of setting targets for further potential refinements,
over and above those indicated by today's established design criteria. A compari-
son of the projected blade weights in Table X to the "ideal" weight values plotted on
the parametric weight charts in Appendix IX affords some indication of the extent of
the remaining weight margin. It is reasonable to presume that a sizeable portion
of this margin can be gained by a progressive refinement of blade design methods;
but, to be conservative, the following blade weight projections do not include this
potential.

Tables X and XI summarize the most promising blade designs generated by this
study. The optimum blade configuration which was selected as common to each
of these designs is presented in Figure 52.

Blade A, included solely for comparison purposes, is a steel spar, fiberglass shell
~blade of the type presently used on the XC-142, X-22, AH-56A, and P-2H. This is

a blade that could be built today with no advancement in materials state of the art.

Blade B uses the same basic materials, but assumes a reasonable advancement in
material properties for the 1970-1975 period. Approximately a 30% decrease in
the blade fill density and 15% increase in the allowable steel spar fatigue strength
were as umed, and S-glass was substituted for the present E-glass shell. From
Table X, it is seen that these improvements would lower the individual blade weight
from 62 lb v, 54. 3 lb (a 12.5% reduction). The corresponding reductions in blade
centrifugal load, centrifugal twisting moment (CTM), and polar moment of inertia
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1p) represent a source of added, substantial weight reductions in the prcpeHer

barrel, actuator, and support sructure.

Blade C uses the same materials as Blade B except that a titanium spar has been
s"Ituted for the steel core. This blade weighs 45.7 lb, which is a 26 reduc-
tiom from the weight of the present-day steel core blade.

R Is interesting to note that the present-day steel spar blade, the advanced steel
spar blade, and the titanium spar blade are shown to have the same basic frequency
spectrum (see Table XI). with the 2P flatwise frequency falling well below the oper-
st takeoff rpm. This type of spectrum is typical of today's propellers.

The final two blades, D and E, use the more advanced boron filament composite
materials in their construction. Both a monocoque construction and a spar and shell
construction were investigated with these materials. The fact that fabrication pro-
cesses with the boron filament composites are more tractable to the attainment of
a desired, nonuniform distribution of material than are those with steel or titanium
affords the prospect of some improvement in the generally poorer structural effi-
ciency of monocoque blade construction by concentrating material at critical loca-
tions. However, the evaluation showed that spar-and-shell type construction was
still the most efficient structure. By using a fiberglass shell over the boron comp-
osite spars, the full-strength levels of these boron materials may be realized; and
since the spar material is protected by the shell, it is not necessary to derate the
design allowable stress levels because of possible surface damage.

Blade D uses a boron-filament-reinfrced epoxy composite material for the spar.
All other materials are the sae as i blades B and C. the blade weight is 40.8
lb, which is a weight reduction of 34% over the present-day steel core blade.

Blade E uses a boron-filament-reinforced aluminum matrix composite material for
the spar. This blade weighs 37.2 lb, which amounts to a 40% reduction over the
steel spar blade of today's technology.

Examination of the frequency spectrum of the boron composite spar blades reveals
a characteristic change from the other blades: the 2P first-mode frequencies fall
well above the operating takeoff rpm. This would be a definite advantage for these
p.Nq-ellers, since there would then be no necessity for a 2P rpm restriction.

Blade C, the titanium spar version, has the advantage of involving the least state-
of-the-art advancement. The only major development required would be in the re-
tention area, and this does not present any major problems, Hamilton Standard
has done considerable work on developing steel raceway inserts on titanium blades
and barrels, and no major obstacles have been encountered.
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I
Blades D a..f E represent the greatest weight-saving potential, but they do require the
greatest amcur, of development. The boron-epoxy and boron-aluminum materials are
both still in their early stages of development; however, with an accelerated effort,
their evolution could closely parallel that of the titanium spar.

The major technical jeopardy will probably be in the retention area of the boron
composite blades. Loading patterns in the retention area are quite complex and
involve combinations of tension, compression, bearing, and torsion as well as the
Hertz-type stress in the bearing areas. To take full advantage of the boron compos-
ites for the spar, the spar needs to be configured to handle these omnidirectional
lcas with a basically unidirectional filament composite material. A promising
solution for the retention is shown in the "System Design" section of this report,
page 160. In order to be ready for the 1970-1975 period, this type of development
which involves the need for new basic skills in material handling and forming, should
be started immediately. In addition to the manufacturing process development re-
quired for these new materials, environmental development testing for foreign ob-
ject damage, erosion, temperature extremes, weathering, lightning damage, etc.,
is required to determine their effect on the blade and its allowable stress levels.
From the data generated by this study, however, it seems certain that this new
technology can be achieved in an orderly fashion and that the introduction of boron
composite blades can be looked to for very substantial reductions in propeller
blade weights before 1975.

COLLECTIVE PITCH CHANGE MECHANISM

The hydraulic collective pitch change actuator is a hydraulic servo actuator de-
signed to react blade twisting moment loadings so as to maintain any selected blade
angle for all operating conditions. These twisting moments include frictional twisting
moments (FTM) caused by rolling friction in the blade retention, centrifugal twist-
ing moment (CTM), and aerodynamic twisting mement (ATM). ATM and CTM vary
with blade angle and rpm, and ATM also varlep with airspeed. The total twisting
mements (TTM) which determined the design loads are shown in Figure 53. Reli-
ability, weight reduction and maintainability, and the ease of disassembly of the
actuator without requiring the removal of blades or other major structure are the
prime objectives in the actuator design (Figure 54).

Description

For ease of actuator removal, breach thread is used to attach the actuator cylinder
to the yoke which supports the rod ends of the blade links. The actuator cylinder is
splined to a tube that is bolted to the barrel, and the yoke Is directly splined to the
barrel, thuE locking the breach thread. To remove the actuator from the propeller
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assembly, the spinner and the front bulkhead bolts are removed, and the spline
tube as well as the cylinder is rotated a portion of a turn to free the breach thread.

The actuator, beta valve, pump housing, and pump drive are then removed as one
unit.

For high reliability, the actuator hydraulic chambers, blade links, pumps, bet?
valve, and control input are dualized. This provides for two completely indepen-
dent hydraulic systems and redundant major structural components where practical,
each capable of supporting the maximum blade loads over the entire operating range.

The actuator is positioned by a servo valve which consists of two four-way valves
physically coupled together to meter oil to the high and low pitch sides of the actu-
ator. The hydraulic power is provided by two gear pumps which form an integral
part of the nonmoving actuator. These pumps operate at 9500 rpm and deliver 15
quarts per minute each to provide for a minimum pitch change rate of 30 deg/sec.
Dual system-out indicators are provided to detect the failure of either system's
supply pressure. In the event of a failure of both hydraulic systems, a pitchlock
mechanism prevents the blades from moving toward low pitch. The propeller then
continaes to operate at fixed pitch.

The actuator weight was optimized by considering loading paths, trade-off studies

of geometric considerations (actuator diameter versus stroke, blade arm lengtjh,
and working pressures), and actuator construction. Links connecting the blade
trunnion with the actuator yoke were chosen over a scotch yoke design to minimize
the hole required in the barrel to insert the actuator and thus to produce a lighter
barrel design. The titanium blade links are a dual redundant structure having
spherical rod ends with reinforced Teflon-coated bearings. Loads from the links
produce a torsional component on the yoke which Is reacted through the yoke spline
to the barrel.

As part of the actuator study, two parametric studies evolved in order to determine
the effect of (1) pressure and.(2) blade trunnion radius on the actuator weight. The
influence of pressure on the weight per Inch of length for various center-body dia-
meters (Figure 55) indicates that, for decreasing center-body diameter and in-
creasing allowable pressure, the wet weight per inch of actuator decreases. The
physical requirements of the beta valve, hydraulic lines, and hydraulic pump drive
shafts dictated that the center-body diameter be 2.3 in. For the study design sys-
tem loadings, this center-body diameter dictated that a pressure of 4500 psi be used.

Increasing the blade trunnion a -m length on a blade with constant total twisting mo-
ment loadings reduces the pressure load required in the actuator but at the same
time increases the linear stroke of the actuator required. Figure 56 indicates the
effect of blade arm length on weight for a constant pressure level. This weight
study included the cylinder, piston, bulkheads, barrel extension, and splined blade
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shank. As the blade arm shortens, piston diameter and bulkhe.d_ incrc. (fo
enn.t~ont pre u ' , ab does tne total load carried by the blade links; thus, the
curve asymptotically approaches infinity as the blade length shortens. Conversely,
as the blade arm lengthens, the actuator and barrel extention required length also
increase; thus the curve (Figure 56) also indicates higher weight for large blade arm
lengths. For the USAAVLABS system, a 2.00 blade arm was used.

With respect to the materials, an all-titanium actuator would be light, but it has the
disadvantage that with the cylinder diameter used and the pressure of 4500 psi, the
radial deflection could be as large as 0.01 in. This would exceed the normal
seal capacity to prevent extrusion. Thus, cylinder stiffness becomes the limit-

ing structural criterion.

To provide the necessary cylinder hoop stiffness, boron filaments in an epoxy
matrix are filament wound on the outside diameter of the titanium cylinder. The
bulkheads and pistons are all titanium, and the cylinder uses a titanium shell with
boron filament winding. The titanium on the cylinder is sized to react axial loads
primarily. Approximately 1 lb of boron filament is used on the actuator cylinder
to limit deflections, and it provides weight savings of approximately 5 lb over an
all-titanium cylinder. This also permits the cylinder outside diameter to be
smaller, thus enabling a smaller hole in the barrel and additional barrel weight
saving. The inside diameters of the cylinders and all wear surfaces on the titanium
would be coated to prevent fretting or galling.

An in-place pitchlock has also beeri incorporated in the actuator system to prevent
loss of blade angle in the event that both of the actuator hydraulic systems malfunc-
tion. The in-place pitchlock feature (Figure 57) utilizes a threaded member to con-
vert the rotary signal of the propeller control to an axial positioning of the actuator
servo valve. Should the hydraulic pressure drop to a level that is not sufficient to
tend to move the actuator in a direction to decrease blade angle. Powever, in this
concept, the actuator reacts through the threaded member and closes the pitchlock
"gap". The blades are then mechanically held in position due to the irreversible
nature of the thread.

By having the actuator hydraulic pumps rotating with the propeller, a high-pressure
oil transfer bearing is eliminated, and the pumping system becomes an integral part
of the actuator. These pumps operate at 9500 rpm and deliver 15 quarts per minute
each to provide a minimumn pitch change 'ate of 30 deg/sec. Licluded with each ro-
tating pump are a high-pressure relief valve, regulating valve, double valve to the
system-out indicator, check valve for auxiliary pump and ground handling, and act-

uator cooling valve. The regulating valve keeps pump outlet pressure at about 150
psi above actuator pressure. This restrains the pumps so that little power is con-

sumed in the low actuator pressure operating regime. The high pressure relief valve

is set at 4500 psi. The actuator cooling valve has its longitudinal axis radially out from
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the rotational axis of the propeller, and its setting is a funrti-,- ._ pr1kL ijnm.
When the prpe!icr Is auu rotating, the valve closes off and prevents leakage to the
gearbox. During normal operation, it takes the outflow from the regulating valve
and dumps a portion of low-pressure hot oil int, the gearbox. Cooler gearbox oil
replenishes the system by providing low-pressure lube oil through the center of the
beta valve. In the event that this replenishing oil is blocked off, the actuator cooling
valve shuts off, and the propeller continues to operate with no exchange of oil be-
tween the gearbox and the propeller. All this valving is included in the pump housing,
and it is removed with the actuator during disassembly.

A summary of the actuator design data is listed in Table XI.

Ball Screw Actuator

As part of the propeller actuator component studies, a brief study of a ball screw
actuator was conducted. This type of actuator utilizes the control system to acti-
vate hydraulic motors which, in turn, change the propeller blade angle by use of a
gear train and a power screw (Figure 58).

The ball screw actuator would provide redundant load paths, with each capable of
carrying the full load. Failure of one of the paths results in the reduction of the
pitch change rate to one-half the normal rate.

The combined weight of the ball screw (to change blade angle), the main actuator

thrust bearings (to react the propeller loads), and the hydraulic motor (required
for input signal), without consideration for the gear train, input shafts, and redun-
dant drive system, is equal to the weight of a hiydrauic actuator system. There-

fore, with no indicated weight advantage, the study of the ball screw actuator sys-
tem was not pursued further.
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TABLE XIL CVCLIC PITCH ACTUATOR DESIGN DATA

PlISlTON AREA 1 1.35 IN.2

MAXIMUM OPERAT"ING PRESSURE* 4500 PSIG

MAX54UM NORMAL OPERATINIG PRESSURE 2250 PSIG

CENTER--BODY DIAMETER 2.3 IN.

ACTUATOR STROKE 2.57 IN.

SLADE ANGLE RANGrE 9019

BLADE FEATHER ANGLE 8118 3/4

BLADE CRANK RADIUS 2.00 IN.

MAXIMUM TOTAL TWISTING MOMENT 19,200 IN.-LB/BLALDE

*2ONE SYSTEM OUT
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FIGURE 58. BALL SCREW ACTUATOR
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CYCLIC PITCH CHANGE MECILANISM

Introduction

can be used to produce pitch control moments for the aircraft. This pitch control
used in hover could allow the elimination of a tail propeller, fuselage gearbox
and associated shafting. However, a total analysis, including the hover performance
loss when cycling blade pitch and an assessment of the complexity and reliability
of the cylic pitch systems, is needed to fully evaluate whether adding a cyclic
pitch capability to the propeller is desirable. This study did not attempt to make

such an analysis; it was concerned solely with design concepts to define the best
mechanical implementation of blade angle cycling pitch for minimum weight and
maximum reliability of the propeller system.

Another potential use for cyclic pitch to consider is to produce a moment in flight
to cancel or minimize propeller 1P moment. The 1P moment is encountered n
flight when the propeller disc is not perpendicular to the velocity vector of the in-
fl )w airstream. 1P moment is generally the major structural design considerption
for the blade and barrel construction, and its reduction could have a marked effect
on blade wekht as well as on *ie weight of the entire propeller system. Although I
the cyclic pit, h mechanisms for minimizing 1 P would be similar to those used to
produce control moments, only the latter were considered in detail for this study.

For the specific disc loading considered in this study, the desired pitch control
moments at the hover design point are of the same magnituda as the design 1P
moments. For these conditions the structural loadings to which the blade, re-
tention, and barrel must be de 3igned are essentially the same to react the control
moments as the 1 P moments. Specifically for the point design, the 1 P moment is
106, 000 in-lb per propeller, and the maximum pitch control moment induced into
the propeller shaft is 116, 000 in-lb. Thus, for this design, very little weight was
added to the blade and barrel to superimpose the capability of providing control mo-
ments. The weight added to the specific cyclic pitch propeller design described in
this report was primarily that due to the additional mechanism required in the pitch
change actuation system.

It should be noted that if different assumptions of the design requirements were
made, the weight increase could be higher than that discussed above. For example,
since there would be more power (and thrust) available during operation at sea level
standard day conditions, the aircraft could be designed to accommodate extra payload,
Therefore, the maximum operating gross weight would increase, and higher cyclic
pitch propeller control moments for the aircraft would be required. This would
increase the propeller structural loading requirements; hence the weight would
increase. Another example is that the same magnitude of aircraft control mouents
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required for hover may also be required to be provided in transition by the cyclic
pitch propeller. In this case the cyclic pitch moments can add vectorially to the
1 P moments encountered in transition which could also increase the propeller
structural requirements and weight.

Discussion

Several concepts were considered, and the cyclic pitch design deemed optimum is
that shown in Figure 59. A change in location of the collective pitch control as
well as of the pump housing was necessary. When the entire design adaptation to
cyclic pitch is considered, this concept showed a difference in weight of only 23
lbs per nacelle over the noncyclic design. Its major advantages are its relative
mechanical simplicity--all linkages and moving parts are enclosed within theL barrel and gearbox, providing adequate lubrication and protection from contamin-

ation and minimized load paths to support the blade twisting moment loads--and
its mutual compatibility with the gearbox, actuator, and barrel designs which
optimized collective pitch propeller design.

For purposes of the design analysis, a maximum aircraft pitching moment require-
ment was estimated, equivalent to a propeller thrust vector shift to the 25% blade
radius. The corresponding cyclic angle amplitude of * 10 deg. blade angle was
calculated by the analysis discussed previously in the "Aerodynamic Studies" sec-
tion. Since the maximum control moment requirement is considered tc be only
a short duration, it was also necessary to define a representative steady-state
condition. THis was eatimated as being equivalent to a 10% thrust axis offset,
which would require a cyclic blade angle of L 4 deg. or less.

Selected Design Concept

Figure 59 describes the new cyclic pitch actuator concept which was selected as the
optimum design concept. The basic actuator is essentially the same as the pro-
peller actuator previously discussed for purely collective pitch change. The major
difference is that the connection between the translating actuator cylinder and the
links to the crank arm on each blad, is made throv.gh a moveable ball joint. The
axial positioning of the actuator determines the propeller collective pitch in the
usual manner, but rotational displacement of the ball joint allows the rear plane of
the blade links to be tilted relative to the plane of the propeller disc. Then, with
propeller rotation, the axial location of each blade link varies cyclically, forcing
a periodic blade angle excursion about the collective pitch setting. Adjustment of
the angular positioning of the ball joint wtill control the magnitude of the generated
moment in a manner analogous to that of tilting the swashplate on a helicopter
rotor.
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Loading

The first consideration in analyzing the loading imposed by monocyclic pitch was the
inertia of the propeller mechanism. This includes the ball joint, blade links, and
blades. The blades contribute the major portion of the mass moment of inertia.
For the design point propeller, this moment of inertia about the longitudinal axis of
the blade is 3.6 lb-ft2. With the maximum angular acceleration imposed by * 10
deg. cyclic pitch at 1160 propeller rpm, the blade inertia torque is 60 in. -lb. This
is negligible when considering that just the cyclic torque produced by the retention
friction is over 1000 in. -lb (Figure 60).

The titanium link arms are the same as those used in the noncyclic propeller.
The maximum load requirement for the blade links is the same as that for the
collective pitch actuator design, which is 10, 000 pounds per link in high-speed
flight. The rod end bearings in the ends of the blade links, however, are sub-
jected to increased motion when providing cyclic pitch. The maximum blade link
load is lower (2000 lb per link) when in hover where cyclic pitch is used. The year
of the rod ends operating continuously for 1000 hours of cyclic pitch operation was
estimated to be approximately 0. 002 in. This wear could result in an error in
blade angle, but it is only of the same magnitude as the backlash existing in present-
day propeller design practice, using a scotch yoke mating with a blade crank pin.

The ball joint design is also capable of being packaged in a small envelope, because
lower blade twisting moment loads occur in the blade range of cyclic pitch than at
the high speed cruise conditions. The total calculated axial load on the ball joint
during cyclic pitch operation has a maximum value of approximately 8, 000 lb. This
load must be supported during relative motion of the ball and socket mating surfaces.
The ball joint design was found to be structurally adequate to support the maximum
collective actuator axial loads J)' approximately 40, 000 lb in the noncyclin flight
range.

Redundant lubrication of the ball joint has been conceived. A reinforced Teflon
coating is used for backup to a unique lubrication system incorporated in the ball
joint which provides a hydrostatic oil pressure over the moving surfaces. This
is accomplished with piston pumps that reciprocate only during cyclic action. The
pumps have oil flow supplied by the gearbox lube system plus the centrifugal

pressure head provided by propeller rotation, and they can provide flow up to 0. 48
in. 3 /sec at a cyclic amplitude of ± 10 deg. This provides enough lubrication flow
to dissipate friction heat, and the developed pressure will support the axial loads.

A Hooke's joint design using anti-friction bearings , reduce friction could have
been used in this concept rather than a ball joint. However, in that case, the
structure involved in transmitting the maximum collective pitch actuator loads
would necessitate large, heavy gimbal rings and a large weight penalty.
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The ball joint must also react a component load from the link arms, wvhich impose
a torque about the propellcr axis. This torqut has a maximum value of 5500 in-lb

and is transmitted by two needle bearings (simlar to cam rollers) fixed in the
outer socket and rolling in slots in the ball. The torque is then reacted through a

spline irectly into the barrel.

The blade retention was increased slightly (7-in. diameter to 7. 5-in, diameter) to
account for the increased number of pitch change cycles. During cyclic pitch
operation, as the blade oscillates to either side of the collective pitch angle, each
ball in the retention rolls over a given point on the retention bearing races twice.

The cyclic pitch signal to the ball joint is provided by a tapered roller bearing set,
redundant load path lever arms, and a dual servo actuator. This load path reacts
a moment produced on the ball joint by the blade links which is due to both FTM,
and the nonlinearity of CTM and ATM with blade angle. Figure 60 shows the
twisting moment of blade #1 as it cycles + 10 deg. through one complete propeller
rotation. Figure 61 shows the total twisting moments of each of the four blades
and their summation as the propeller rotates through 360 deg.

Friction in the ball joint also has to be reacted by the cyclic input lever. This is
a moment which is in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the cyclic input lever
and has a maximum value of 400 in-lb.

A summary of the Ball Joint Cyclic Pitch Actuator design data is listed in Table

xm.

Cyclic Servo Actuator

The cyclic servo actuator is designed with the same double redundancy philosophy

as the collective pitch actuator, and it also has a moving cyclinder with a direct

feedback. Each actuator pressure chamber is sized to take the entire load, as is

each lever arm to the ball joint. The cyclic pitch servo actuator reacts its load

through a grounded pivot mounted to the gearbox housing. The actuator cylinders

are pinned to the input lever connected to the ball joint.

The cyclic actuator hydraulic supply pressure is 3000 psi. This was considered

to be supplied by the aircraft hydraulic system, but it could also be supplied by

propeller-mounted hydraulic pumps. If aircraft hydraulics are used, the cylinders

would be designed so that any leakage was directed out of the gearbox and was not

mixed with propeller oils.
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TABLE XIII. CYCLIC PITCH ACTUATOR DESIGN DATA

COL_.ECTIVE PITCH

PISTON AREA 11.35 IN2 EACH
MAX OPERATING PRESSURE 4500 PSIG
MAX NORMAL OPERATING PRESSURE 2250 PSIG
CENTER BODY DIAMETER 2.3 IN.
ACTUATOR STROKE 7.57
SLADE ANGLE RANGE 30°

BLADE FEATHER ANGLE 81°# 3/4
BLADE CRANK RADIUS 2.0 IN.
MAX TOTAL TWISTING MOMENT 19,200 IN-LB/BLADE

CYCLIC PITCH

CYCLIC BLADE ANGLE EXCURSION (MAX) ±10°

PISTON AREA .307 IN2 EACH
MAX OPERATING PRESSURE 2500 PSIG
NORMAL OPERATING PRESSURE 550 PSIG
ACTUATOR STROKE 1.3 IN.
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Other Cyclic Mechanisms

The above-discussed cyclic pitch system was considered to be of optimum design.
Several other cyclic mechanisms were considered and are described below.

Figure 62 shows a concept of a nonrotating.actuator with a ball and a rotating,
tilting swashplate. A basic disadvantage of this configuration is the size of
the duplexed tapered roller bearings which must react the full actuator collective
and cyclic blade loads while rotating at propeller speed. The cyclic input bearings
in the selected design react ouly the differential moments between blades and also
rotate at propeller speed. The -aquir, d bearing capacity for the ncrotatlng
actuator would be approcimately 17 times that of the concept used, which would
cause at least a 25-lb weight penalty.

A second disadvantage to this concept i,. that the actuator loads must be groundad

across the main propeller mounting bearings into the hub structure. This additional

thrust loading increases the required capacity of the main bearings by a factor of
2.85 times that of the selected system, and it would produce an additional weight
penalty of appracimately 22 lb.

The nonrotating cyclic actuator design was not pursued further because it had these
apparent weight disadvantages.

Figure 63 shows another cyclic pitch concept which uses linkages to provide a cyclic
input that does not stroke with the collective actuator. However, the design has

12 more pivot points than the selected design, with each reacting the tot,, blade
loads. The added complexity and additional structural pivots were the primary
reasons for discarding this concept.

A planetary gear train located within the blade shank seemed to be an interesting
concept and is shown in Figure 64. The gear train is used to sum collective angle
and also to cycle blade angle. This system requires a 7. 00-in,_ring gear, six
planets with a 2. 00-in. diameter, and a 3-tn. sun gear, all with face Widths of 1. 5 in.
A collective pitch actuator with inputs to the planet cage would have a stroke of 2. 75
in. and would require dual areas of 14 in. 2 each, The cyclic input of the sum gear
must essentially go through a swashplate similar to that of the selected design. The
cyclic input must also go through a bearing to take out propeller rpm, but it does
not have to translate with collective pitch. This system has the disadvantage
of being heavier and more complex thrn the selected system.

One of the cor:cepts considered for providing a cyclic pitch to minimize 1P loads
was a self-regulating propeller in which the propeller hub was gimbaled to the
propeller shaft. An anticipated advantage was that a major portion of the i pmoment
would be automatically eliminated by allowing the plane of the propeller disc to
adjust to the free airstream inflow to the propeller. This configuration Is shown in
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Figure 65. The gimbaled joint must have the angular degrees of freedom of a ball
joint, be driven torsionally about the propeller axis, and must transmit full propeller
torque (approximately 108, 000 in. -lb). This design must also avoid possible whirl
flutter instability. A mathematical discussion of the criteria for stability is dis-
cussed in Appendix VIIL The stability criteria for a monocyclic mechanism de-
pend on the ratio of blade angle cyclic excursion to angular rotation (tilting) of the
propeller disc. For an aircraft with a Vma x of 410 kn this ratio must be 6. 0 to be
stable. Specifically, for a blade crank arm radius of 2. 0 in. selected for the pro-
peller design, the blade link would have to be attached to the blade external to the
barrel at a radial location 12 in. from the propeller axis of rotation. This would
require an extensively modified large barrel or external blade linkage. These
conditions appeared to negate any weight advantages that would be accrued by the
elimination of the major portion of 1P by using the gimbaled propeller concept.

The controlled cyclic pitch (such as the selected design concept) is not subject to
the stability described above. Also, the selected cyclic control system could be
used with a feedback loop from a 1P moment sensing device to automatically min-
imize induced 1P moments in flight. This would be the preferred method.

CONTROL SYSTEM

The rpm control system for the propeller consists of an rpm-sensitive valve which
meters oil to the beta valve servo piston in proportion to the rpm error. The servo
piston moves as long as there is an rpm error present, and at a rate proportional
to the rpm error magnitude. The beta valve position is then changed by a linkage
connected to the servo piston. Displacement of the beta valve causes the actuator
cylinder, and thus the blades, to move. Output of the servo piston is also connected
to the speeder spring platform and the speed-setting servo through a summing link.
This, in combination with the speed-setting pilot valve, provides a lead time constant
which cancels the effect of the long engine-propeller lag time constant, thus allowing
high system gains and less rpm overshoot during transients. The same hardware
also provides a delay in speed setting. Since this delay is the same as the lead time
constant, which is matched to the engine-propeller time constant, torque dips are
minimized when power and rpm settings are changed in the coordinated mode.

The overspeed governing system provides protection against failure of the main
governor. If the main governor fails and calls for a decrease in pitch, the resulting
motion of the beta valve actuator servo moves the speeder spring platform of the
overspeed governor as well as that of the main governor, thus resetting the governor
and bringing it into play before the propeller reaches the steady -state rpm setting
of the overspeed governor. Studies have shown that this feature prevents rpm over-
shoots greater than 2 % over the overspeed governor setting. Since the overspeed
governor is a true governor for this mode of failure of the main governor, the
propeller will continue to operate at the increased rpm.
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Feathering of the propeller is initiated by rotating the feather valve. This action
bypasses the governor output and directs supply oil to the beta valve actuator servo
piston which moves the beta valve to increase pitch.

The beta control mode is accomplished mechanically and bypasses all the hydraulic
functions of the control. This ensures additional propeller reliability by providing
direct control of the beta valve with the input linkage. In cases where the hydraulic
supply of the control has failed, the blade angle can be increased by activating the
beta valve to correct an overspeed condition.

Hydromechanical Control

Figure 66 depicts the hydraulic schematic of the propeller control. It is similar
to that used on the Hamilton Standard VC82S propeller system, in that it incorporates
a mechanical lead network, but linkage and valving have been greatly simplified for
this concept.

Redundant beta valves (distributor valve) in the propeller actuator are positioned by
the control output. Failure of the actuator signal to reposition these valves will cause
the propeller to lock pitch, as described previously.

Use of new concepts for the control (Figure 67), such as modular construction,
hydraulic wiring, and miniaturization of components, yields large-percentage
weight savings while increasing reliability and ease of field maintenance. 110"
seals have been eliminated except for external sealing. Titanium is incorporated
in place of steel wherever possible throughout the control to take advantage of
titanium's inherent high strength-to-weight ratio and corrosion resistance.

One of the major weight reductions accomplished in the control is the elimination
of the conventional forged or cast control housing, which has valve bores and
drilled interconnecting passages. The new housing concept consists of an aluminum
mounting plate of sandwich construction. Hydraulic tubing is integrally brazed be-
tween the plates of the housing and forms a light, rigid "wiring board" which dis-
tributes hydraulic flow to all the modular control units. The rear face of the
mounting plate is used for mounting various components, and a "spider" structure
is used for support of linkage. All units are mounted by studs and locknuts, thus
eliminating lockwiring.

Sealing between modules and the control housing is performed by soft metal gaskets.
To provide a known preload at the gasket interface, the mou.-ting surface of the
housing is slightly recessed except for small rings of material around the hydraulic
line endings and studs.

A typical valve module is shown in Figure 68. It is comprised of a steel container,
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sleeves, and tubes joined by nickel brazing into one rigid nsse - ... Wiiilin the
module container, hdraulic iiput and output lines are brazed to the container next
to the stud locations to ensure adequate transfer of the stud loading to the sealing L
surfaces at the metal gasket interface. For redundant joint sealing and additional
vibration damping, the modules would be encapsulated with a relatively low density,
high-temperature epoxy compound (similar to Stycast 2662) with good strength and
adherence characteristics.

Although the components within the modules are not intended to be line-replaceable
units, all valves within a module could be disassembled and inspected by removing
their sealed threaded plugs. The modules could be operated at temperature levels
up to 400OF with the elimination of "0" seals. (Maximum oil temperature is
300 0 F.)

F:r the early 1970's, the material used for the modul6 valves and tubing would
be a combination of AISI 347, a carbon-stabilized stainless steel, and a nickel-
alloy braze which allows liberal clearance gaps between parts for brazing.

During assembly and brazing, a ceramic fixture holds the sleeves in position.
Brazing material is applied in a powder form over a dip coating of a volatile oil
which vaporized during brazing. After brazing, the valve bores are sized to their
finished diameters and are nitrided.

Work is currently in progress to obtain a satisfactory means for brazing titanium.
Current brazing materials yield a brittle interface which affects the fatigue strength
of the joints. Silver alloys are showing the greatest promise; however, at operating
temperatures higher than 3000F, MIL-L-7808 oil breaks down, due to the cataytic
action of silver. It is expected that significant advances in this regard can be made,
such that, by 1975, titanium will eventually replace steel for the modules.

The main control pressure pump and valve module would be constructed in a manner
similar to the module described above. The pump is a constant-displacement gear-
type pump which is operated at approximately 15, 000 rpm (at takeoff). This is a
higher speed than has previously been used, and it will greatly reduce pump size and
weight. Speeds of 15, 000 rpm are considered to require only a small improvement
in today's state of the art. For a constant pump output flow rate, increasing the
speed allows tooth height and/or gear outside diameter to be reduced. Reducing
these dimensions tends to offset the problem of filling the gear pump teeth cavities
at high speeds, and it reduces the pump inlet presssure required for proper tooth
filling. Should inlet pressurization cease, the pump is capable of operating at
approximately 70% volumetric efficiency for several hours. However, cavitation
would probably occur under this severe operating condition. Pressurization to

20 psi should ensure proper operation without the need to resort to additional
measures such as helical gears. Pump gear centerlines would be oriented so that
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by intercharging the drive gear and idler gear, a minimum of change would be re-
quired to accommodate propellers of opposite directions of rotation. Should the
pump drive gear spline fail due to a jammed pump, a journal bearing is provided
between the gear and the pump shaft to allow gear rotation without damage to the
gearbox components.

A new concept for the propeller governor is shown on the control package. The
new concept has improvements in simplicity, weight, and volume. Basically,
the governor flyweights have been replaced by a rotating disk of oil behind an
axially movable, double-layered, flexible metal diaphragm. Hydrau'iZ iorce
generated by the centrifugal force of the rotating oil is opposed by the convention-
al speeder spring and associated speed-setting linkage. The gear ratio between
bull gear and governor drive alows the governor to be driven at approximately
15, 000 rpm and ensures a small govenor with large hydraulic force output. The
lack of friction in converting from a rotating to an axial force by means of fluid
pressure ensures excellent speed sensitivity and accuracy. A hydrostatic/hydro-
dynamic thrust bearing at the speeder spring end of the governor would be em-
ployed rather than the conventional high-speed ball bearing. An antitorque link
connected to the stationary spring seat is used during governor startup to prevent
spring windup before hydraulic pressure is established between the thrust bearing
seats. When synchronizing and synchrophasing are required, the antitorque link
is replaced by a lever which is positioned by the synchronizing control and applies
a varying load input to the speeder spring for small speed corrections. Governor
metering is accomplished with the conventional spool valve, but due to the elim-
ination of "0" seals, it has a much smaller envelope.

Nonregulatory on-off hydraulic swithcing functions, such as the feather valve
shown in Figure 66, have been incorporated into a rotary-type disk valve. A
small center disk of approximately 0. 5 in. outside diameter surrounds the shaft,
and it is sandwiched between two end plates. Fluid metering is accomplished by
relative rotation between the shaft and the disk. An adjustment screw on the
outer disk allews adjustment of the valve. This type of valve greatly reduces size
compared to the conventional spool type and also eliminates "0" seals.

Shafting, feedback cam roller supports, lever pivots, control cover, and brush
block are supported and positioned by a lightweight aluminum spider housing
mounted to the control mounting plate by self-locking nuts and studs. Included
in th, control at the lowe- aft part of the spider housing is a jet pump and check
valve module. Normal component and gearcase leakage is scavenged and returned
to the main gearcase in either the VTOL or the cruise attitude.

Input levers and control linkage are primarily constructed of sheet metal and are

laminated or doubled for redundancy. Input levers are welded to the coaxial shafts
to form an integral, strong, lightweight configuration. For reliability, pins to
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support linkage bearinac will be electron-beam aed ,, ihe jevers or wi be
trapped b% adjacent hardware, thus eliminating loose pieces such as clevis pins,
washers, and cotter pins.

An axial-type feedback bar cam was selected in preference to a rotary type for
s.mplicity and ease of control assembly and disassembly.

By utilizing the center area along the propeller axis, electrical wiring for propeller

deicing can be enclosed within a hollow tube which supports the wires from the rear
of the control package to the front of the propeller. The rear end of the tube attachesto small-diameter beryllium -copper sliprings contained within a sealed rear slip-
ring brush block for redundancy. A small carbon button at the centerline of the aft
end of the tube makes contact with a flexible spring to transmit the system-out
sign" - sembly of the slipiing tube can be performed from the forward end of
the propeller. nspection of the sliprings and brush block assembly can be accom-
plished, without removing the control, by removing three self-locking nuts that
retain the brush block assembly.

The-control cover is fabricated from fiberglass reinforced plastic. The control
cover can be moved rearward over the brush block assembly by removing the
cover self-locking nuts to inspect the internal parts of the control without removing
the propeller system from the engine.

Electromechanical Control

Although an electrohydraulic propeller control was not the selected control for use
witn the study propeller, a system has been conceived for comparison. The con-
trol can be a relatively small, lightweight unit attached to the aft end of the gear-
box, and it can produce a mechanical output which actuates the beta valves in the
propeller pitch change hydraulic actuator.

The control system would comprise three basic elements: sensors, electronics
package (including power generation, computation and output power circuits), and
output electromechanical coupler (Figure 69). The speed sensor, power generator,
and computation would be contained in a single unit mounted on the aft part of the
propeller gearbox. Two separate channels would be utilized, with the power gener-
ator, computer, lever position sensor, and motor electrical windings repeated in
each channel. A comparator in the electronic package will permit both channels to
function when their signals agree. When they do not, a comparison is made with
the last control signal (held in storage), and the channel whose signal is closest
to the last signal is activated and the other channel is deactivated.

The position sensors for power lever nnd condition lever would be located at the
control for maximum reliability and would connect to the electronic package wvith
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et-ci.re ...;.-. ms-repaced and that any component replacement wiring
could be dome at a depot !evel maintenance facility.

Sensors and Power Generator

- Propeller speed. speed lever command, and condition lever command must be
sensed. The propeller speed would be sensed by a pulse generator driven byIthe propeller rotation but mounted :o the nonrotating portioa of the propeller
system. Sufficient power would be extracted from the pulses generated for
speed sensing to provide the Io vttge required for the computer plus approdi-
mately 10 watts of pulse power required for the step motor. Two redundant pulse
generators provide redundant power. speed, -,nd phase signals to two compietely
separate electronic channels.

Sensors for the position of power lever and condition lever would be two solid-
state optical encoders mounted in an encapsulated package, and solid-state low-
speed multiplexers would sequentially sample the encoders and pass information

- through redundant, physica~ly isated paths io the computer.

Computer

The computer would be entirely contained in the rear portion of the speed sensor
package and would comprise 506-1000 integrated circuits. All signal conversion,

I power source regulation, computation, and output circuits would be in the assem-
bly.

i Electromechanical Coupler

The c !put coupler will comprise a stepping motor and mechanical positioner
located in the stationary part of the propeller. The coupler drives the input to
the r yopeller in the same fashion as in the hydromechanical system. Its elec-
trical windings would be made redundant and would be driven from the redundant
computers. Circuit magnetic bias in the motor will lock the rotor with a torque
equal to rated torque except when the motor is stepping. This provides a fixed
input characteristic to the hydromechanical propeller in the event of an "open"

control failure.

Environmental Tolerance

Vibration, temperature, and RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) characteris-
tics present problems for electrical equipment in a combat powerplant environ-
ment. The use of solid-state circuits and completely encapsulated wiring has been

demonstrated to be aaequate for vibration in powerplant environments, and the

motor would employ potted windings. no brushes, and no connectors to assure

vibration tolerance.
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The temperature of the solid-state electronics uould be limited 6% their insu-
lation from the surrounding parts of the stationary propeller and by cooling air
provided from the gearcase oil cooler through a small air duct. This should
limit the maximum temperature of the computer to less than 2000 F. Tempera-
ture is not a problem for the output coupler or the input sensors. RFI suscepti-
bility would be controlled by using digital transmission of a command signal and
by limiting the bandwidth of signals. RFI generator would be controlled by elimi-
nating the fast rise times of high-power signals.

Fail-Safe Features

Fail-safe features would be required, such that no failure would jeopardize the
safety of the aircraft and its passengers.

The conpletely redundant duaiized system provides inherent ability to handle any
"open" fail-Are, and a comparator circuit is used to provide protection from short-
circuit failures.

Speed condition commands would be stored in the computer. As these sensors
were sampled, the new commands from the redundant sensors would be com-
pared by the computer. In the event of disagreement, the value closest to the
previous command would be selected, and the other system would be shut down.

j The comparator has the ability to detect the rise time of the signals and to shut
down either system when the signal rise is essentially instantaneous, as is the
case of an electrical failure.

Reliability

The low reliability level of a electromechanical control in comparison to a hydro-
mechanical control is a major problem. The improvement of the electromechan-
ical control reliability level requires the elimination of critical fits and motions,
the use of components of high inherent -eliability, the employment of conserva-
tive design, and the use of redundancy i: critical components. The electro-

F mechanical control does have the advantage of few moving parts (and those that
do move do so on a very low duty cycle) and therefore, failures accentuated by
wear should not be present. However, the probability of initial failures (infant
mortality) in the electrical components is high, and therefore a "burn in" period
of operation after manufacture wotld also be mandatory to provide a reasonable

level of f-clinbillity.

Electronic Control ,Conclusions

Electronxc cont3 ols are receiving considerable emphasis for engine fuel controls
a, llamiltorn Star:dard Division and elsewhere in industry. Electronics is an area
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of tremendous growth, and the use of electronic fn," r-. .. ilo. , i

continue to be considered where their unique advantages of microminiaturized

computing ability, ease of readout, and integration into other electronic circuits

(such as stabilization or integrated data systems) warrant their use. It is esti-

mated, however, that in the 1970's, electronics for propeller controls will con-

tinue to show a negligible advantage in weight and volume and a considerably

lower overall reliability. (Mission reliability can be markedly improved by re-

dundant circuitry, but it is estimated that unit reliability in the environment of

a propeller control will not approach that of a hydromechanical device in this

time period).

Fluidic Control
I!

Fluidic systems have the potential for providing improvements in reliability, cost,

weight, and frequency response over conventional hydromechanical controls and
therefore. warrant some study. The major disadvantage of fluidic systems, how-
ever, is the greater standby power consumption required over hydromechanical
systems. This limits their use in providing large power actuation functions. It
does not appear desirable, therefore, +o replace the propeller actuator and associ-
ated hydraulic power pressure regulators with fluidic components.

It 'Iki's -ppeer that een further improvements over miniaturized hydromechanical
controls in volume and weight could be realized by replacing the lead network (and
possibly the governor) with fluidic components with at least equal reliability to
hydromechanical components, although this change would not have a major impact
on the overall system weight or volume. It is recommended that additional studies
in this area be pursued.

Synchrophasing

Synchronization and synchrophasing of engines, if desired, could be accomplished

with a fluidic system as shown in Figure 70 by biasing the slave engine governor
through a small lever and bellows assemby attached to the spring seat. A cen-
trally located master fluidic control, supplied by air pressure, compares the

speeds of the master and slave engines and by means of a digital-to-analog con-
verter, modifies pressure to the slave governor bellows to effect proper slave
synchronization and synchrophasing. This concept has been laboratory tested at
the UAC Research Labs with excellent results.

DEICING SYSTEM

Deicing power for the two propellers is assumed to be supplied from one phase
of the aircraft main electrical system. The higher the voltage, the lower would
be the current requirement for the deicing system. Therefore, a 208-vac
supply is recommended. The blades would be deiced from the spinner radially to
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approximately 23"' of the blade radius, and from th, 1!dc lcadhug edge Oack to
?Qadc ,1,.t i. ihe average watt density would be 6 watts per square in.

On this basis, each propeller would require 2076 watts for blade heating. A typical

blade heater is shown in Figure 71.

Should spinner deicing be required, another 2076 watts would be required for heating

the spinner. The spinner heated area extends from the tip to the 12-in. station with

power densities varying from 9. 0 to 3. 5 watts per square inch (Figure 71). A

thermostat is located near the spinner and blade heaters to switch off the current

in the event of an overtemperature condition at the heater.

The power requirements for each propeller are summarized in Table XIV. Power

would be cycled by a timer so that power would be supplied to only one propeller's

set of blades or spinner at any given time. The cyclic time would be 30 sec. on and

90 seconds off. The power would be supplied to the spinner (#1 prop) for 30 sec.,
then to the blades (#1 prop), then spinner (#2 prop), then blades (#2 prop); then re-

peat cycle. In this manner, the total deicing power requirement is 2076 watts.

The timer would be powered by the aircraft 28- vac system. The timer activates

the deicer relay to a specified propeller heater zone and current flows through a

brush block slipring assembly mounted on the control housing. Three #14 or #16

Teflon-coated lead wires (2 power and 1 ground) conduct the current to the spring

loaded electrical contacts mounted on the inner spinner surface adjacent to the

blade shanks. The current is then conducted through thermostats to the spinner
and blade heaters. The spinner-to-actuator contact will be by means of spring-

loaded contacts to provide for quick spinner removal. The electrical schematic

shown in the next section includes the above deicing system.
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TABLE XIV. DEICING POWER REQUIREMENTS

AREA WATT DENSITY POWER
(SQ IN')(AT/N 2  (WATTS)

BLADES 346 6.0 2076
SPINNER ZONES

1 3 9.0 27
II 78 7.7 604

111 76 5.2 396
IV 81! 5.0 405
V 184 3.5 644

TOTAL
SPINNER 422 4.9 2076
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PI I
SYSTEM DESIGN

The previous section described the various concepts and materials studied for use
in the integral gearbox (IGB) propeller system components. The concepts and
materials found to be feasible and to offer the best potential for weight reduction
were defined. This section presents three different propeller system designs using
the previously optimized components. The three specific system designs are:

ICollective Pitch GB Propeller System With Cross-Shaft Drive
Cyclic Pitch IGB Propeller System With Cross-Shaft Drive
Collective Pitch 1GB ropeller System Without Cross-Shaft Drive

DESCRIPTION

The major components of the three system designs presented are described in the
following pages.

Integral Gearbox Assembly

The integral gearbox assembly will be identical for both propeller systems used
with cross shafting, and only minor Lhanges are made to the gearbox used with the
non-cross-shafted propeller system.

The primary requirements of the gear train are that it transmit 2000 hp through
a 20:1 speed reduction with a maximum desired 1% loss and that it incorporate
provisions for opposite rotation.

The gear train (Figure 72) is a two-stage configuration with a pinion-bull gear train
driving an epicyclic (planetary) gear train. The engine input power is transmitted
to the driving inner sleeve of the overrunning clutch by a splined connection. This
spline allows for small eccentricities and deflections that change the location of the
engine output shaft and the gearcase input. The clutch has been integrated within
the first-stage pinion gear, thereby eliminating the need for separate clutch mounting
bearings and additional housing. The overrunning clutch is a spring-type clutch
that drives a steel cylinder insert in the pinion gear rim. The sleeve isolates the
high bursting loads of the driving sping from the pinion gear rim loading. A spline
connects the sleeve to the pinion gear. Lubrication of the clutch area is achieved
by a spray bar depositing oil in an annulus that causes the input spline, output
splmes, and clutch spring to be submerged in oil.

The pinion gear meshes either with an idler gear for the left-hand gearbox- rotation
configuration or directly with the bull gear for the right-hand rotation configuration.
The first-stage gear ratio is 5.22:1.
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Theidlr ad te bllewrs arm mounted an single bear-ings to permi the gcnar to

a~emly ocedrrMieposiionof he ier earcenter with respect to the pno
a4nd Stl ar centers is selected "o that the uumatie of the Scar loads A the two

- re-tes ted to make them cancel each other, dos reshacig --& reipired bearing

CVGaCiy and Mw.

A doweled an bolted flneconection is utilized for muiffing the torque from
the boUl par to the so gear qmM spumse to allow for assembly. Thie spluaed
diankm ipil shaft aiimws the sn Sewr to adjust its amplar and radial positon as

It mmbe with the planet Sears. Ihe second stage has a 3.84: gear ratio.

The planet gears are mounted mn a planet carrier with spokes designed to deflect a
sWfIcdes amount, so that there is essentially equal torque sharing among the five
rlanets. Jaaddition to a ntltldflecti on, te soes ar esigndso fat

changed. This enure that the planet loads will on* predkce deflectim of the
spokes in soch, a mnr thaO the pirset pear is nat misaligned.

* The seledcti titasham material. for th gearcase as vell as for the gears virtually
eliminates the effect at thermal exanszion an gear center distance. This also
permits the planietary ring gear to be made an integral Fart of the front housing.

The am of the large-diameter tailsLaft enables the planet carrier ring structure to
* mate directly with the tafishaft, close to the point af l adnon the planets. T-he

asmnus which mt be reted by the ring are thereby rechaced. The placement
of the carrier-tallshaft spline connection beneath the tailshaft bearings has tfae
additional advantage of inreasing the stiffness of that section. The planet carrier
is mehnial held to the propeller tailsliaft by a large spanner nit, and is locked
In position by a solined lock cup.

The propeller tailshaft mounting concept selected for the system was Ine chaplexed
tapered roller bearing configuration. In addition to the weigh saving, this design
has a larger area arwAilable at the rear of the actuator which is used to advrantage
in the cyclic pitch design.

Eternal sealing is accomplished by using carbon face seals ffor the high-speed irput
shaft, cross-shaft, and fan shaft5 and a lip seal at the low-speed propeller tailshaft.

The lip seal may be removed for replacement without disassembly of the propeller
by removing the front housing ring and by cutting the seal. A split lip seal is used
for replacement until the propeller is overhbiuled. This concept is presently being
used on the AH-56A propeller system.
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For cruise operation of a cross-shafted propeller system, a decoupler ha- been
included in the system in order to feather the propeller. To actuate the deeoupler
mechanism for either decoupling or recoupling in flighl, two solenoid valves using
aircraft hydraulic supply pressure and a speed indicator with a coupler coat -lA are
utilized (Figure 7Zy. A signal from the cockpit to couple the cross-shaft is !r.ns-
milted to the speed indicator and coupling control. Here, the speed of the cross-
shaft is compared to the speed of the cross-shaft drive gear. When the speeds are
equal, the signal is then transmitted to a solenoid valve. The solenoid valve then
allows aircraft hydraulic pressure to enger into a servo piston. The movereat o!
the piston unlocks the moveable jaw member by physically disengaging it from a
detent; then continued u=ovement engages the teeth of the jaws and the moveable
jaw member is locked in the engaged position by a detent. For decoupling, a
second solenoid valve is used, which, when actuated, allows aircraft hydraulls to
flow into the opposite side of the servo piston and to force the jaws to disengage.
liTe use of the servo system ensures rapid engagement and die meet of the

Lubrication of the decouqler jaw teeth, splines, and inner bearings is acconiishod
by incorporating dams and submerging these parts in oil. For the sizing of t
cross-shaft gear and decoupler system, the torque capacity was based an tran-
mitting one-half engine power at a cross-shaft speed equal to oe-Imlf engine rpm.

The right-hand version of the gearbox assembly will be identical to the left-hand
configuration shown in Figure 72 except in the following areas: (1) the pinion gear
center location is changed, which brings the pinion into mesu with the bull gear;
(2) the idler gear is retained to drive the pumping system, btt its center is le
changed so that it meshes only with the pinion gear, and its face width is decreased
to reduce weight.

Based on test progr-ams currentb- being conducted by bearing wan ,'tuers on the

ause of Crucible 52 CB fearing steel a lrlowl, the bearings for this study were de-
sipi, l fnr =a AFBMA air-meit-calcuae B10 life of 600 hr. A conservative fac-

~tor of 5 was applied to t.he life calculation to account for the Increased life obtain-
able with these advanced bearing naterials, which would result in an expected 14).
life of at least 3000 hr for the hear-ings.

Integration of the fan and beat exchrger into the gearcase has actually increased
the weight usually furnished by the propeller manufacturer, but it has reduced the
weight of the total propulsion system. The air inlet ducting to the fan has been
eliminated, and the use of tne axial flow fan allows the heat exchanger to have a

smaller volume.

The p ro-;posed pumping and scavenging systems shown for this gearbox design have
fewer m,,ig par'ts a6nd are lighter than the constant-displacement gear pumps



presently in wide use. The scavenged lube oil is supplied to the rotating idler gear
internal annulus. The rotation of the gear provides a centrifugal field that centri-
fuges the oil from the scavenged air-oil mixture which, because of the almost im-
mediate air-oil separation, eliminates the need for large external oil tanks pres-
eady In age. The rotating gear is also used as a centrifugal pump to provide luhe
system pressure and flow. A portion of the pump low is diverted to a jet pump
Jccated bn the wet sump area to provide scaveaging. The scavenged discharge from
the jet pump flows into the rotating idler gear. Initial operation of the pump is ac-
aa zllshed by having the pump area flooded when the system is shW down.

The forward and rear gearbox housings are joined at a bolted flange connection.
This sun flange would be designed to be a uointing ring for attaching the propel-
ler systm to the aircraft nacelle structure. The cross-shaft power takeoff and
coollg fan are positioned 45 deg from a vertical plane in order to reduce the over-
all gearease hei and nacelle size. A preliminary nacelle layct is shown in
Figure 73.

The integral gearbox with crrAw-shaft drive described above can be used with either

the propeller prmoldlng colletive pitch change or the propeller providing cyclic
lpitch (Figrs 72 K1d 74). For airraft installations where cross shafti is not
required, the only change to the Integral gearbox is to remove the croes-shaft drive
gear and decouqier and to remove the provisions for these in the housing (Figure
75).|I

i rieller Assemiy

The propeller assembly consists of four major components: blades, barrel, pitch
change actuator, and spinner.

Significant reductioas in blade weights primarily due to using advanced materials
for the blade spar have been projected in a previous section. Since the blade
weight imposes the main sizing requirements for the barrel and actuator, these
ccmpoenets will also possibly be substantially lighter.

The spar made of boron filaments in an aluminum matrix has been shown to offer
the highest ptential for future weight reduction, and that is the blade spar specifi-

* caly shown in the drawings of the system desiW (Figure 72 through 75).

A titanium spar also offers a significant improvement in blade weight over that of
the steel spar blade. The titanium spar is presently being developed and could

feasibly be used in the next-generation V/STOL prcpellers. The only modification
required to the design shown in order to substitute a titanium spar for the boron
spar, would be to make the titanium blade retention bearing race, which is sI"-. ,
attached to the boron spar, integral with the titanium spar. Both blade sparE would
be covered with the airfoil-shaped fiberglass shell.
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FIGURE 75. COLLECTIVE PITCH IGB
PROPELLER SYSTEM
WITHOUT CROSS--SHAFT
DRIVE
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The torque output of the gearbox planet carrier is tra--smitted through a splined
connection to the barrel tailshafl. The tailshaft is integral with the cross-cylinder
barrel concept and reacts the propeller loads into the gearcase structure through
the tapered roller bearings. The cross-cylinder barrel concept consists of two
continuotsly interActing perpendicular cylinders that form the fo, r blade retentions
at their extremities. The normal ball-bearing blade retention has been modified
to a four-point bearing design to increase its capability to react blade moments.

movement of the actuator cylinder is controlled by beta valve displacement, which
is accomplished by converting the propeller control output signal by means of a
system of bearings, bal-screw, and moveable threaded members. Fore-and-aft
axial control output motion Is first intioduced from the mrotating control Into the
rotating propeller by a redundant set of duplexed ball bearings. With a double-
lead, dual-load-path ball screw, the axial position of the coatol output adds or
subtracts a given number of revolutions from the bal screw, thus causing the pitch
lock nut threaded to the actuator to rotate relative to the actusor and to thenpitch
to a new axial position. This axial motion is transmitted through two flanged idler
gears to displace the beta valves that meter hydraulic fluid to the atuator. Motion
of the actuator (and therefore the wt) nulls the displacement of the beta valve and
closes the metering passages. A loss of hydraulic pressure would allow the blades
to move toward low pitch, closing the gap between the ctuator nut and the stop and
causing the blades to lock pitch.

Beta valves are dualized for redundancy, and they contain a centering device so
that override of either valve can occur in the event one of the valves Is jammed,
If an override occurs, that system pressure is automatically dumped to drain,
to allow the remaining system to continue tx; control the actuator. The double-lead
ball screw allows preloading within the assembly for removal of backlash and also
serves in a redundant manner. Misalignment of the input system from the beta
valves io the control is prevented by incorporation of a universal joint at the forward
end of the ball screw.

The beta valves meter fluid to the actuator from the actuator-mounied high-pressure
pumping system. The motion of the actuator cylinder produces a displacement in
the blade links, which are connected to the offset blade trunnion arm. The axial
movement of the links thereby produces a rotatory motion of the blades about the
blode axis.

The side loads generated by the blade trunnion are reacted in the actuator cylinder
by the incorporation of a spline connection between the cylinder Rni the barrel.

The additional pitch change mechanism required to incorporate provisions for cy-
clic pitch consists primarily of a moveable ball joint between the collective pitch
actuator and the blade links, and a lever and servo actuator to provide the force to
pivot the ball joint (Figure 74).
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To improve the airflow into the propeller and provide better pressure recovery,

a flbe-glass spinner has been Included In the system. The single-point retention
of the spinner alows for the quick removal of the spinner and also ensure mechan-
kal connection of the deicing leads. Lateral loads of the spinner shell are re-
acted by the front bulkhead and through the slip joint connection of the spinner to
the rear bulkhead, while ftze-and-aft loads are reacted by the front bulkhead.

NomU-SesftMd System

The rpm control system for this propeller consists of an rpm-sensitive valve
(governor) which meters oil to the beta valve servo piston in proportion to the
rpm error. The servo piston moves as long eaz there in an rpm error present,
a:A- at a rate proportional to the rpm error magnitude.

The output ,f the beta valve servo is connected to the main beta valve actuating
rod. ? Mb x of this red, through a linkage mechanism, displaces the beta valve
Ioc*. In the main actuator, which in turn meters oil to the main actuator.
The beta valve is .dled by motion of the main beta actuating rod, which is con-
nected to a cam and a cam follower.

Th) cam follower, through a linkage, resets the governor speeder springs and
displces the speed-setting pilot valve. Oil metered by the speed-settIng pilot

valve movs the speed-setting servo piston, and toe resulting motion is summed
with the motion of the cam follower, thus nulling the speed-setting pilot valve
and returning the speeder spring to its original position.

The rate oi displacement of the pilot valve determines the value of the lead time
constant (71), which is sized to cancel the effect of the long engine-nropeller
lag time co istant (-re). Thi, allows high system gains which provide improved
steady-stat3 and transient characteristics. The linear block diagram repre-
sentation of this system is shown in Figure 76, which presents characteristics
that define the propeller response under engine power transients.

The overspE ed governing system provides protection against failure of the main
goveilmor. if the main governor fails and calls for a decrease in pitch, the re-
sultzig motion of the beta valve actuator servo moves the speeder spring plat-
form of the overspeed governor as well as that of the main governor, thus re-
setting the governor and bringing it into play before the propeller reaches the
steady-state rpm setting of the overspeed governor. Studies have shown that
this feature prevents rpm overshoots greater than 2% over the overspeed gover-
nor setting. Since the overspeed governor is a true governor for this mode of
failure of the main governor, the propeller will continue to operate at the in-
creased rpm.
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Featering of the propeller is initiated by rotating the feather valve. This

action bypasses the governor output and directs supply oil to the beta valve
servo piston, which moves the beta valve to incre.-e pitch.

The beta control mode is accomplished mechanically and bypasses all the hy-
drauiic functions of the control. This mode covers the range of blade angle
co , 'l from the low-pitch stop (i.e., the minimum governing angle) to full re-
verse. Since tbe low-pitch stop angle is determined by the stop on the beta

j valve actor servo, the beta valve is positioned directly by the input linkage.
Thus, by coordinating pow--- mnd blade angle, reasonable rpm control can be

maintained for ground handling and reverse thrust.

Operation of this control is similar to that used or the VC82S-1 propeller sys-
tern which has been successfully engine tested on the T56-A18. Excellent

transient and steady-state performance has been observe& Although the
engine-propeller Inertial time constant (-re) on the study propeller is shorter

> ["than that on the VC82S-1, this would only improve the propeller transient
characteristic. No other unuua dynamic characteristics were found in inves-
tigating, the propeller-engine system.

Zros4 ted (VMOL) System

The cross-shafted (VTOL) control system either with or witho't cyclic pitch
contain essentially the same hardware as the non-cross-shafted system, but

it must be different In its mode of control. In the non-cross-shafted system,
the L~chronous main governors maintain rpm on each propeller system inde-
pendently while power is controlled by the pilot. This system automatically

accomodates any change in the propeller operating environment, such as air-

speed, power level, and density, and continues to operate at its set rpm.

When the two systems are cross-shafted together, several major problems

arise. If two isochronous governors are trying to control a common rpm, and

the two governors are not set at exactly the same rpm setting, one governor
will increase blade angle while the other will decrease blade angle, causing a
severe torque and thrust mismatch.

To stabilize this system, either (1) a trim device can be added to average the
settings of both governors and to provide the necessary bias to force both to in-

crease or decrease pitch together, (2) the cross shafting can be decoupled be-

fore entering the propeller governing mode, (3) the main governors can be

modified from an isochronous mode to a droop mode, or (4) one control can be

a "master" controlling both propellers. In the first system, a failure mode

arises where one governor failure can cause either overloading or unloading

of that propeller system with the remaining shp shifted to the second propeller,

i.e., a failure which caukies decreased p!tch will unload that side, but the

other system will increase ittch to absorb the increased shp and to maintain

rpm. This will cause a thrust misi.latch and 9 yaw moment on the aircraft.
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The second system is undesirable for STOL operation where safety requires
the use of the cross-shafting.

In the third system, the estimated droop whic-h can be tolerated for reasonable
stability is perhaps 0.5 deg per percent rpm. In an STOL mode, the blade
angle increases from approximately 14 deg statically to 22 deg at 150 KTAB,
which is an Increase in rpm of 16%, and the Vmax flight blade angle s
approximately 42 deg which would reslt in a further increase in rpm of 40%.
Therefore, it appears desirable to use some form of common governor out-
put feeding both propeller systems. This can be accomplished by cross- coup-
ling the collective blade angle outputs to each other, either across the aircraft
or by movirg the two controls to a more central location.

Each control system would continue to have an isochronous governor, but the
overspeed governors would be deleted. For safety, each governor could pro-
vide sufficient output through its servo to drive both propeller systems. Each
servo governor output would also be provided with a "no-back" device such
that the mechanical collective pitch signals could not feed back through the
control of either system.

In the event of an "open" failure (such as loss of a control systemo hydraulic
power) or a "short" failure (such as a governor drive fracture), an electrical
pressure balance cutout switch located across the metered servo output pres-
sures would be activated to dump both system supply pressures by means of
electrical solenoids, and a system-out indication is provided. If this shutoff
system should be non-operative during a "short" failure, the two governors'
outputs would cancel each other, and the rpm would shift less than 1%. The
two systems can be shut down, and the pilot can revert to an emergency beta
mode of operation by using the collective pitch lever.

During VTOL operation, the pilot can set the propeller governors to a "topping"
setting (approximately 103c, and the governors are prevented from operating
by locking the output servo pistons in "fldl decrease" position with the electri-
cal dump solenoids. This precludes any posstble governor, overspeed gover-
nor, or secondary hydraulic control failure from affecting the VTOL operation,
and the system now operates in a conventional beta (helicopter) mode. The
pilot (and/or stabilization system) Is given limited direct mechanical blade
angle authority from essentially flat pitch to the maximum static thrust blade
angle. ie can feed direct collective pitch signals to the two controls for alti-
tude control, and he can feed differential collective pitch to each for roll con-
trol, while the fuel control maintains rpm by increasing or decreasing fuel
flow.

During transition, as the wing tilt angle is lowered, the pilot maintains blade
angle authority until the wing is horizontal and forward flight is established.
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The- plot can now fly a forward beta mode at the trn o aispe or beka ,

i::. :":: :.tIo increase or eacreaeairspeed l also came a € in i pn r/engie

and to-decrease power It arsnied is Jacreah. Ibis womk be WAdSaXgeox"
: ;InProviding aUtmee mensationfor hudingad maneuers. Hon r, a
"-- beta mode also/le scone iportant liiain as te pilot. NI fe Mlade

4:" angle is idE e ittorp , overspee ea occur If Se blade angle is In-
.';y.l¢. I- to rapiadly, asovertorqe siubozWrd-Mop. lBecm-se tbese

11itlls R- I at cnsdeedto be desirableto pe ea mnnmal beta Ite
..* Iover Se entire flight reichme, even Ooqmlb pitct srsteis could be pro-
;- t idedto limit the p"i~'s collectiv piteh &_vtborlt.

I

- Aber a stesdy-sme kref attitde Uas been e~sta ld the operating
amde an be covre to the govering and the eni governors can be

t o dn warda to the dired over al a el

As the governor rlpm is reset below the operatflt rlpm seftf of the fwel con-
*trol, the roeler w i , besi to increas e a e, the rpm wi l drop, the

f del control w r Icrease foel flow, a indfdependent propeller gvrning opera-
itn will o ur at te xmu schediled fo eJ-ow setting.

I e is suggeed that the fiel c I power lever be p with a schedule

Ssuch that atits 1vnunsetting, 10%rpm isset with arypoweravalal
e 100 and flig t idle po e; It is further sugdee. that as the power

S]ever in retarded, te rpm and maium available p be reduced in a coordi-

note fIshoa such th the fuel control (ower turbine, N2) rpm exceeds the
fina &d red propeller rpm at any desired operating M& condition by a few
percet It Is also suggested hflat the power lever and the propeller rpm (aon-
dition} lee be located tde by side, and such that when they art in alignment,

s the N2 rp o is so a few percent above the propeller control rpm setting. This

L!- allows a coordinated sbp/rpm governing mode from flght WIe to 100% shp.In a VTOL beta mode, the power lever is set at 100% rpm and 100% available

fAl ru, and the propeller g lever is set at approxemately 103ra. -he fuel

control Is c trolling rpm and is modulating fuel flow (power as a fstgtion of

" he pilot's coll~ ve pitch setig)

ITo enter the governing mode, the propeller rpm lever is reta-rde d to a position
Sin alignment with the power lever, where it s set w lightly less than I0 .

Ths allows propeller governing at essentially su00% rpm aad t03 shp. As tpe
two levers are retarde ed simultaneously, any coordinated rpm/shp condition
can be set on propeller governing, and the fuel control N2 governor acts as an
rpm topping governor at a few p ercent above the propeller governor setting.
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If the condition lever is rtarded ideeFlea lr the prq*elr wil gIver- rpm,
he the power level may reamin high; or if the power lever is retarded iade-
pendealy so tat the N2 fuel coutrol gover-r ! mt below the propeller gover-
nor setting, tbe pneler rpm will re11oce and the fuel flow will rede toward
flig idle poer. In either case. moving the remaining lever to the coordinated
pouiek will establish the desired posr and rpm in the gover-ing - .

Tbe collective pitch lever shkuld remain locked in its ita m e Position,
where it acts Ps a flight low-pitc stop. Power can be controlled by the power
lever for amy or increase up to 100% power, since at aiu Increased position
the N2 governor will continue to run underupeed relative to the propeller gover-
or.

For an STOL takeoff, the propeller can also be placed In the propeller gover-
ning mode by locking the collective pitch at zero tarst, setting the propeller
governor to 100% rpm, and the advancing the power lever past a gate at 100%
rpm to aro 1inately 103'. At this position, the fuel controwll v s
maximum rl~, while the propeller governor will increase blade angle during
t4eoff at es atially 100% rpm to absorb full power and will continue to In-
crease blce angle as airspeed is increased.

To convert t.-om the governing mode to the beft mode at the transition airspeed,
the collective pitch can be advanced a few degrees until a slight reduction in

rpm occurs, indic, ing that the governor servo output is bottomed and that col-
lective authority has been established. The condition lever can then be advanced
to its maximum position (103%). Since blade angle cannot decrease, rpm will

not increase from the propeller governor action, and shp will remain at the
sche&.ded value. The system is then. on beta conti-l at a part-power/rpm con-

dition; and if 100% rpm beta mode is desired, such as prior to conversion to
a VTOL or an STOL loading, the power lever can be advanced to its 100% set-
ting and collective pitch can be modified as necessary to maintain the desired
power absorption.

In the event that both governors are inoperative or that the cross-slaft mast be
shut down, an emergency beta flight mode can be estabLtshed by locking both
governors out through the dump solenoids. The collective pitch lever can then
be lowered through its authority of perhaps 24 deg to allow a reduction in air-
speed and an STOL landing, although reverse thrust may not be avaL-ble.

To allow one propeller system to be shut down and feathered in flight, a de-
coupler is provided in the common governor servo output between the two con-
trols. This allows the desired control to feather its system through the feather
valve action. This decoupler can be electrically energized simultaneously or
sequentially with the cross-shaft decoupler. The entire cross-shaft can also
be decoupled at transition velocity or belew by first reverting to the beta mode.
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A t h approach to a cress-shafted installation does require system
coordination among the airframe, the fuel control, and the propeller control,
thag a mzerof advaaes:

1. VTOL operation control is direct, with maximum reliability from the
propeller controls.

2. VTOL operation is similar to helicopter operation.

3. A beta flig mode can be used in an emergency.

4. A propeller governing mode can be selected over the entire flight
re ime.

5. The fuel control does not require a switch in operating mode, includ-
ing reversing and ground handling.

6. The cross-shafting system can be shut down in flight if necessary.

Maintainability and Reliability Assessment

An electrical wiing schematic for the IGB propeller system is shown in Figure 77.
An assessment of the system design features that should improve maintenance and
reliability over existing production turboprop systems, such as the 54H60 propeller

used on the C-130 and P-3 aircraft, is presented below. It should be noted that
certain improvements have already been inco'iporated on first-generation V/STOL
aircraft (XC-142, X-22), such as the fiberglass-covered steel spar blade and the in-
tegral propeller reduction gearbox. These improvements not only offer significant
weight reductions but also offer improvements in maintainability and reliability.
Examples of these are that impact damage to the fiberglass blade shell can be re-
paired in the field and that the integral gearbox concept isolates the propeller-
induced moments from the gear train and permits a more accessible control loca-

tion. Also, the rcently developed pusher propeller for the AH-56A introduced the
"modular packaging" concept wherein major components (blades with quick-
disconnect retention, pitch change actuator, integral gearbox, spinner, and cooling
fan) can be easily removed and replaced without special tools or rerigging.

The system designs presented herein are considered to provide improvements in
maintainability and reliability over present production turboprop systems. Those
significant improvements are listed below.

Modular Packaging

Modular packaging allows a number of propeller system items to be packaged
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as separate interchangeable components. Line replaceable units (LRUs) of
the proposed design which can be easily removed and replaced in a matter of
minutes are:

1. Spinner

2. Lube Oil Heat Exchanger
3. Blade Pitch Change Actuator
4. Integral Gearbox
5. Propeller Blades
6. Contr'i

7. Deicer Brush Block Assembly

Oil Filters

The oil filters utilize throwaway cartridges and a differeitial pressure sensor
to indicate when clogging has reached a critical point.

IAP Seals

Split lip seals can be installed without removing or disassembling the integral
gearbox propeller system.

Chip Detectors

Chip detectors are connected to a cockpit indication.

Blade Retention

Quick-disconnect blade retention makes blade replacement in the field a rapid

and simple process.

i' Blade.Weight

Blade weight reauction has been accomplished through the use of advanced mat-
erials which will in itself reduce maintenance because the lighter blade weight
makes handling and transporting the blades easier.

Blade Repairs.

The blade can be removed for overhaul on an "on-condition" basis; i.e., only
when exterior surface deterioration makes overhaul more practical or when
spar damage is evident. Field patch repairs of the fiberglass blade retu-rn
It to a like-new condition, provided the metal spar is not damaged.
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Pitch Change Actuator

The pitch change actuator provides system-out indication when one of the tan-

dem hydraulic cylinders or valves fails to function.

Fan and Heat Exchanger

The integral fan and heat exchanger does not require lube oil line connections
to be made during gearbox Installation.

Although current state-of-the-art VTOL propellers have been designed with
dual pitch change actuators, a double failure has occurred which negated the
protection usually afforded by dual systems. The addition of a simple, mechani-
cal pitchlock device in the study design will greatly reduce the effect of a
double actuator failure. Mechanical pitchlock will also reduce the effect of
propeller hydraulic oil loss due to combat damage for a military aircraft.

Control Signal Linkage

Mechanical dualization of all control signal linkage will increase VTOL propel-
ler reliability.

Propeller Bearings

Bearing manufacturers expect the vacuum-melt material factor to increase
from the current value of approximately 3 to a value of approximately 15 in
1975, due to improved materials. Naturally, a part of this material improve-
ment factor has been applied to reduce propeller weight. Critical bearings
have been designed for an air-melt B10 life of 600 hr and have used a factor of
only 5 to arrive at a vacuum-melt B1 0 life of 3000 hr. However, since a ma-
terial factor of 15 should be applicable by 1975, the actual vcatum-melt B1 0
life will be 9000 hr. Thus, a part of the bearing material improvement has
been applied to improve propeller bearing reliability by a factor of 3 over cur-
rently designed VTOL integral gearcase prope:ie&.

Deicing System

Deicing brushes have historically had a relatively high premature removal
rate due to relatively high contact velocities and occasional contamination with
oil from lip seals. Location of deicing brushes as shown on the study design
will reduce the contact velocities, reduce oil contamination, and improve the
reliability of the deicing system.
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Control Valves

Mniaturization of control valves and elimination of the majority of "0" seals
will result in improved control reliability. Many premature removals of pro-
peller controls have been caused by "0" seal deterioration and leakage. The
improved design will eliminate a substantial portion of this failure mode.

WEIGHT SUMMARY

IA weight breakdown by major components is presented in Table XV for the three
system designs discussed above representing the lightest weight potential found
during the study. For comparison, the weights of a first-generation VTOL pro-

j poller system (XC-142) and the estimated weights of a 2000-shp, 14.8-ft diameter
VTOL propeller system based on today's state of the art (SOTA) are also listed In
the table.

The propeller components in the weight column listed "1965 SOTA ... "were
estimated by using the weight of ,today's" steel spar fiberglass-covered blade
listed in the above section concerning the blade component design and by adjusting
the XC-142 barrel and actuator weight due to the lighter blade. The gearbox com-
ponents were estimated by adjusting the XC-142 system weights by the ratio of the
gearbox output torque to the 0.84 exponent (Reference 1).

Since the table presents the lightest weight potential for 1970-1975, the blade
weight shown represents the spar-shell design with a boron-aluminum composite
material for the spar. However, as discussed previously In this report, a titanium
spar could be used which also will result in a significant weight improvement for
the future.

If a titanium spar, fiberglass-covered blade were used, the following changes
would have to be made to the 1970-1975 weight breakdown in the table:

Blade and Retention Add 36.2 lb
Barrel Add 2.0 lb
Actuator Add 0.7 lb
Total Weight (Dry and Wet) Add 38.9 lb

The non-cross-shafted design is shown with the same overrunning clutch as Is
used with the two cross-shafted designs, since the clutch could be used as a propel-
ler-to-engine decoupler if the IGB propeller were used with a single-shaft engine.
If the ciutch is not required, the engine output shaft would be connected directly to
the pinion gear and the system would be 3.4 lb lighter than shown in the table.

An assessment of the potential reductions in IGB propeller system weight for the
1970's and the primary causes of the weight reductions are summarized in Table
XVI.
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TABLE XV
WEIGHT SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

1970--75 SOTA
2000 SHlP. 14.8 Fr DIA.

19I5 SOTA COLLECTIVE PITCH CYCLIC PITCH

XC-142 ESTIMATED NON- WITH WITH
3400 S9.HP FOR COMPARISON CROSS- CROSS- CROSS-

COMPONErNT 15.6 FT DIA. 20-30 SHiP, 14.V IA SHAFTED SHAFT DRIVIE SHAFT DRIVE

BLADES& RETrENTION 311.0 276.0 164.1 164.1 ]"4.1

BARREL 92.0 'A.0 30.5 30.5 315

ACTUATOR & LINKAGE (5) 100.8 ().5 34.2 38.7 529

GEARING 208.0 140.0 63.9 (2) 71.9 (2) 71.9(2)

GEARCASE 107.0 72.0 24.1 26.3 26.3

OVERRUNNING CLUTCH 26.0 18.0 3.4 3.4 3.4

LUBE SYSTEM

PUMPS 20.0 13.0 1.8 1.8 1.8

FAN & HEAT EXCHANGER 27.0(3) 15.9 11.6 11.6 1.6

EXTERNAL OIL TANKAGE 15.0 (3) 10.8 0 0 0

CONTROL (4) 7.0

DECOUPLER 13.0 9.0 0 5.0 5.0

SPINNER 22.0(3) 18.0 8.5 8.5 9.1

DEICING 7.4 7.4 5.6 5.6 5.6

TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 949.2 LB 755.6 LB 354.7 LB 367.4 LB 385.2 LS

OIL WEIGHT 49.0 36.0 20.7 20.7 2 1.0

TOTAL WET WEIGHT 998.2 LB 791.6 LB 375.4 LB 388.1 LB 406.2 LB

NOTES
(I) WEIGHTS ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF SYSTEMS WITH PROVISIONS

FOR THE SAME FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS (IE. IGB PROPELLER
CONFIGURATION, SELF-CONTAINED HYDRAULICS FOR ACTUATOR
AND IN-PLACE PITCHLOCK, COPLETE GEARBOX LUBE SYSTEM,
POWER TAKEOFF FOR CROSS-SHAFTING

BUT SHAFTING AND WINGBOX ARE NOT INCLUDED)

(2) LEFT-HANO ROTATION CONFIGURATION WEIGHTS ARE SHOWdN.
RIGHT-HAND CONFIGURATION WOULD BE 2.4 LB LIGHTER.

(3) ESTIMATED WEIGHT REPRESENTATIVE OF PRESENT TECHNOLOGY.

(4) WEIGHTS LISTED ARE FOR A NACELLE SYSTEM AND CROSS-

SHAFTED SY6 'EMS ARE ASSUMED TO USE A REMOTELY MOUNTED
MASTER CON1 tOL FOR COMPARISON WITH PRESENT TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS. THE 1965 SOTA MASTER CONTROL IS ESTIMATED TO
BE 16 L.B AND THE 1970-1975 SOTA WOULD BE 7.5 LB.

(5) THE WEIGHT OF AN AUXILIARY PUMP AND MOTOR IS CONSIDERED
TO BE G.S.E. AND NOT FLIGHT HARDWARE AND IS NOT INCLUDED.
1965 SOTA AND 1970-1975 SOTA UNITS ARE ESTIMATED TO BE
5.2 LB AND 4.2 LB RESPECTIVELY.
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TABLE XVI

WEIGHT REDUCTION Im) TECHNIOLOGY vs. It"5

SUYWEIGHTS PERCE REUTO
fW.REDUCTIONi) REGUCTION OF SYSTEM PRIARY REA9ONS

COMPONENT Le OF COMPONENT DRY WEIGHT FOR WEIGHfT REDUCTIONF35 tl.6 ONH-AUB4WJt M BLADE SPAR
6 Z.t LIGHTER BLADE PILL

11LAIMS & ETENTION 164.1 41% 14A6%

25 2.6 LIGH TER BLAES
is I'? TffANAIM

's 0.5 HIGH4 PRESSURE ACTUATOR
20 2.3 *1 ' CEr

BARREL 30.5 65s 7.3%
(35.3)

22 2.6 LrGHTE @LADIE
6 0.9 HIGHER PSIESSURE

is 2.1 TITANIUM &FILAMENT WINING
9 1.1 HIGH SPEED PUMPS POSSIBLE1

WITH LARGE TAILSHAFT AND
MJODULAR PACKAGING

ACTUATOR & ULINKAGE 36.7 57% 6.7%
(30.8)

24 4.4 GEAA RATIO SPLIT. I./D STUDIES
AND LARGER ENVELOPE

7 1.4 INCREASED BEARING LIVES
4 0.7 NIEWITTANIUM PLANET CARRIER

4 07 OUPLEX TAPE RED SEARING PRDP
MOUmNIN & LARGE VIA. SHAFT

'GEAING71.6tO.4 TITANIUM GEARS

GEARING 7(1.1)9 90

33 3.1 FORWARD BOLT CIRCLE GEARBOX
MOUNING AN'I ENGINE NOT
SUPPORTED BY GEARBOX

31 3.0 TITANIUM STRUCTURE

GEARCASE 26.3 64% 6.1%
(45.7)

OVERRUNING CLUTCH 3.4 41% 1.9% INTEGRATED SPRING CLUTCHI
(I'.4)

LUBE SYSTEM

PUMP 1.6 66% 1.5% CENTRIFUGAL LUSE SUPPLY
(11.2) PUMP AND EJECTOR SCAVENGE

FAN & NEAT EXCHANGER 11.0 27% 0.6% FAN AND DRIVE INTEGRATED,

(4.3) INLET DUCTING ELIMINATED

GEARBOX OIL TANKAGE NONE 100% 1.4% SUFFICIENT WET SUMP IN GEARBOX

DEGPI 5 4% 0.5% INTEGRATED DESIGN AN4D TITANIUM

is 0.5 SINGLE PONT ATTACHM4ENT AND
35 0.6 SIMPUFISD DESIGN

'IS" GLASS

SPINNER 6.5 53% 1.4%

(6.5)

DEICING 5,6 24% 0.2% SMALLER MAIN SUIP RINGS, BUT BLADE
(1.11) BRUSH BLOCKS FOR EASE OF REMOVAL ARE

SLiGHTLY HEAVIER

TOTAL DRTY WEIGHT 347.4 $1.4% $1.4%
* (366.)

OIL WEIGHT 20.7 36% AIR-OIL SEPARATOR
(13.3)

TOTAL WET WEIGHT 3U4.1 51%
(403 3)
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

The performance of the IGB propeller designs described in this report is
presented in the following tables and curves:

Table XVII presents the propeller efficiency and/or thrust for specific
operating conditions. Note that both the 14.8-foot-diameter point design
propeller and a propeller with a higher figure of merit projected for the
1970 time period are listed.

. Figures 78 through 83 include the blade characteristic chart and performance
curves for calculating propeller thrust at other operating conditions.

. Table XVIII presents the estimated pressure recovery for hover and cruise
conditions.

0 Figure 84 presents the calculated thrust and control moments for the cyclic
pitch propeller design.

. Tables MX, XX, and XXI and Figures 85 and 86 present data concerning
the propeller noise estimation. The sound pressure levels produced by
14. 8-ft (point design) and 12. 8-ft-(presented for comparing the effect of
a lower power design point at the same disk loading) diameter propellers
were estimated at the operating conditions listed in Table = The es-
timates are believed to be accurate to within ± 3 db for near-field and +
10 db for far-field.

0 The near-field levels listed in Table X are estimated for a location one
foot from the tip of the propeller in the plane of rotation in a free-field
domain. Also shown are the propeller's operating parameters and the
harmonic distribution of the noise generated at each condition.

. The maximum and minimum estimated overall noise levels for the 14.8.
foot-diameter propeller are 130.4 db and 128.6 db; for the 12.8-foot-
diameter propeller, 129.2 db and 128.'0 db.

Figures 85 and 86 show the maximum and minimum octave band plots of
the noise of the two propellers. These curves were obtained by summing
the harmonies presented in Table XX within each octave band. It is shown
that the low-frequency noise is the most prominent, while the levels in
the 500-Hz center band and above are much lower and contribute little to
the character of the noise.

. It should be noted that it is difficult for the human ear to distinguish be-
tween two sounds differing by less than 5 db; therefore, all of the levels
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17COMPRESSIBLE =FT X 7 INCOMPRESSIBLE
MN =AIRPLANIE MACH NUMBER

J=23 j2.
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f FIGURE 80 (CONT) COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION FACTORS FOR
THE 4-WAY/ 120 AF/0.40 CLi EFFICIENCY MAP
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T 5. AT ZERO CYCLIC.-F!TCH, 1400 HP. 600 FT, 95OF

900 7rn 0

4-WAY/1 4.8 - Fr 014/120 AF/0.4CLi PROPELLER

6200 - 120,00 [ 241

6000 - 0000 20 ...

I. 16

w560- 60POO - 12

5200 - 20,000- 4

±t CYCLIC PITCH ANGLE - DEG.

FIGURE 84. Si ATIC PROPELLER CYCLIC PITCH PERFORMANCE
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TABLE XX. NEAR FIELD NOISE ESTIMATES

HOVER CONDITION

12.8 FT DIA, 1050 HP, 900 FT/SEC TIP SPEED 6000 FT ALT, 95OF

0.A. 137.82 OB 6 119.8
FUNDAMENTAL 134.3 7 118.8

2 130.8 8 118.8
3 127.8 9 118.8

4 124.8 10 118.8
5 121.8

CRUISE CONDITION

250 KN, 482 HP, 450 FT/SEC TIP SPEED, 12.8 FT DIA, SEA LEVEL, STD
DAY

0 A. 128.02 DB 6 107.0
FUNDAMENTAL 125.0 7 107.0

2 114.0 8 107.0
3 110.0 9 107.0
4 108.0 10 107.0
5 107.0

250 KN, 482 HP, 540 FT/SEC TIP SPEED, 12.8 FT DIA, SEA LEVEL, STD
DAY

0.A. 129.12 DB 6 108.1
FUNDAMENTAL 126.6 . 7 1oe.1

2 116.1 8 108.1
3 112.1 9 108.1
4 110.1 10 108.6
5 109.1

250 KN, 482 HP, 630 FT/SEC TIP SPEED, 12.8 FT DIA, SEA LEVEL, STD
DAY

O.A. 129.22 DB 6 110.2
FUNDAMENTAL 126.7 7 109.2

2 119.7 8 109.2
3 116.2 9 109.2
4 113.2 10 109.2
5 111.2
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TABLE XX-CONTINUED

HOVER CONDITION

14.8 FT DIA, 1400 HP, 900 FT/SEC TIP SPEED, 6000 FT ALT, 95OF

O.A. 137.7 DB 6 119.7
FUNDAMENTAL 134.2 7 118.7

2 130.7 8 118.7

3 127.7 9 118.7
4 124.7 10 118.7
5 121.7

CRUISE CONDITION

250 KN, 643 HP, 450 FT/SEC TIP SPEED, 14.8 FT DIA,SEA LEVEL,STD
DAY

0.A. 128.6 DB 6 107.6
FUNDAMENTAL 125.6 7 107.6

2 114.6 8 107.6
3 110.6 9 107.6
4 108.6 10 107.6
5 107.6

250 KN, 643 HP, 540 FT/SEC TIP SPEED, 14.8 FT DIASEA LEVEL,STD
DAY

0.A. 129.4 DB 6 109.4
FUNDAMENTAL 126.9 7 109.4

2 118.4 8 109.4

3 113.9 9 109.4
4 111.4 10 109.4
5 109.9

250 KN, 643 HP, 630 FT/SEC TIP SPEED, 14.8 FT DIA,SEA LEVEL,STD
DAY

0.A. 130.4 DB 6 110.4
FUNDAMENTAL 127.9 7 110.4

2 120.4 8 110.4

3 116.4 9 110.4
4 113.4 10 110.4
5 111.4

NOTE O.A. INDICATES OVERALL NOISE LEVEL
FUNDAMENTAL 2,3... INDICATES THE HARMONIC ORDER
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TABLE XXI. FAR FIELD NOISE ESTIMATES (1000 FT)

HOVER CONDITION

6000 FT ALT, 95OF V= 0 KN

12.8 FT DIA 1050 HP OA.= 62.26 DB
14.8 FT DIA 1400 HP 0.A. = 62.12 DE

CRUISE CONDITION

250 KN, 482 HP, 1000 FT ALT, STD DAY, 12.8 FT DIA

V* 450 0.A. 68.02 DBT
VT 540 0.A. 69.12 DB
VT 630 0.A. 69.22 DB

250 KN, 482 HP, 1000 FT ALT, STD DAY, 14.8 FT DIA

VT 450 0.A. 68.6 DB

VT 540 0.A. 69.4 DB
VT 630 0.A. 70.4 DB

VT INDICATES PROPELLER TIP SPEED IN FEET PER SECOND
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estimated for cruise conditions would sound the same to anyone inside the
aircraft, providing the tip of the propeller is the same distance from the
fuselage in every case.

( The far-field overall levels are summarized in Table XXI. These levels
were estimated for a location 1000 feet from the tip of the propeller in the
plane of rotation.
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SCALING FACTORS

The system weights listed ia the previous weight summary would vary if the siz-
ing criteria were changed. I Lis section presents scaling factors that can be ap-
plied to the previous system weights for estimating the effect on weight of changing
the following significant design sizing parameters.

Hover Design SHP or Propeller Diameter

6000 ft, 95 0 F), and a 0.78 figure of merit (FM), which produce 35 lbs of thrust

per square foot of disk loading at the hover design point. If either the hover design
shp or the figure of merit is changed, then the diameter will also be changed to
keep the same 35 lb/ft2 disk loading as shown in Figure 87. The scaling factor
(WD) for these variables is presented in Figure 88.

Gear Ratio

The point design was based on a 20:1 reduction gear ratio to reduce the engine
power turbine rpm to the desired propeller rpm. For the 14. 8-foot-diameter pro-
peller and the 900-fps hover ', speed point design propeller, the power turbine
rpm would then be 23,250 rpm. If the propeller diameter or engine turbine speed
is changed, then a different gear ratio may be required. The effect of different
gear ratios is small, and the scaling factor (WGR) can be determined from Figure
89.

Gearbox Torque Limit

The hover design shp is a critical parameter for sizing the propeller from a per-
formance viewpoint; however, from a structural viewpoint, the requirement for
a power capacity higher than the hover design shp is usually specified. The major
effect of propeller system weight is not actually the power capacity; it is the maxi-
mum continuous output torque of the integral gearbox. The point design was based
on the sea-level, standard-day assumed engine takeoff rating of 2000 hp and 1160
propeller rpm, which is a torque limit of 9050 ft-lb for the propeller reduction
gearbox output shaft. Scaling factors for other torque limit values (WTL) are
given in Figure 90.
"g" Loading

The effect of maneuver "g" forces can indirectly influence the structural design of
the px',peller. The "g" loading essentially increases the gross weight of the air-
craft, and thus the angle of attack of the wing must increase to maintain equilibrium.
This will change the air inflow environment of the propeller, and it can impose a
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higher operating excitation factor (E. F.). The frequency of occurrence of "g"
loadings and equivalent E. F. 's can be estimated for the life of the aircraft and
superimposed upon the normal (1 "g") operating E. F. resulting from the aircraft
geometry. Both the frequency of occurrence and the magnitude of the "g" loading
are significant, since the determining factor is usually the fatigue stress allow-
able versus number of stress cycles of the blade structural material.

The point design was based upon an E. F. of 4.0 plus 25% for higher order excita-
tions. This design E. F. is higher than that calculated using the previously defined
aircraft geometry, and it would allow margin for a 6.25 "lg"I loading. The frequency
and proportionment of "g" loads were calculated using MIL-A-8866 (ASG),
Table IV. Scaling factors for other magnitudes of "g" loading (Wg) are presented
in Figure 91.

* Total Activity Factor

The point design is based on a total activity factor of 4'0. Scaling factors (Wx)
to show the effect of activity factor ou the propeller system weight are shown in
Figure 92. Note that curves in the "Aerodynamic Studies" section of this report

* show that there would be a change in thrust per horsepower if the activity factor
is changed. Thus, oropeller diameter or hover design shp should be changed to
maintain the hover thrust disk loading of 35 lb/ft2 .

Number of Blades

A study of the weight of a 3-way/160 AF propeller was made for compari son with
the point design 4-way/120 AF (note that the same total propeller solidity was
compared). The lower total blade weight for the 3-way propel, ir would have re-
sulted in a propeller system weight approximately 4 percent lighter than the 4-way
propeller, except that in this case the increased weight of the 3-way barrel, actu-
ator, and spinner caused the 3-way propeller to be approximately 0. 4 percent
heavier than the 4-way propeller. Because of this, it was concluded that, for the
purposes of this study, there was essentially no weight difference between 4-way
and 3-way propellers of the same total solidity.

The scaling factors are used as inaepedent variables in the following equation,
which defines the propeller system weight if the design sizing criteria are
changed:

Weight = [Weight of Poi'nt Designi (WD)(WGR)(WTL)(Wg)(Wx)
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Sample Calculation

Given: Engine with 1500 shp (sea level, standard day) and 1050 shp (6000 feet,
95"F) rating. Use 1050 shp for hover design point and 1500 shp for
hovel torque limit. No change in gear ratio from that of the point des-
ign. From Figure 87 (assuming 0.78 FM), the propeller diameter will
be 12.8 feet; Figure 88 defines WD = 0.795.

WGR = 1

The new torque limit will be lower than that of the point design (9050 ft-
lb) because of both the smaller propeller diameter (higher propeller rpm J
for the same tip speed) and the lower maximum shp.

12.8 1500
Torque Limit =050 x - x - 5880 ft-lb

14.8 2000

From Figure 90, WTL = 0.926

Wg =1 

Wx= I

Weight = 388.1 (0.795)(1)(0.926)(1)(1)

Weight 286 lb IGB Propeller Wet Weight

I
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CONCLLSIONS AND RECOM iENDATIONS

L It is elued tkha signific2 rezi cas be made in the ieEM of f-'ure
advanced VWSIOL propeller systems. Over 511c weigta re*dcive is projecud
for the 1970-1975 V 'STOL prepel!e. systt=s ubee conuared to sysbanz pre-
seAly avaIlable. This weigt redctice sbould bare a major vatbewe cc im-
proving V/STOL mission md cost effetiveness.

2. The imajor co~nimtioms to reduing the ,rop-ler system weigbt are propor-
tiosed as shams berin:

Approximately W system weigk redtios is feasible DT ieorporating
a borom/ahmiums metal blade spr. (As an alternu. approximately
Me reaction would be realized by use of a titanium spar.

Approin!Zely 2MJT system weigh redxtion is feasibie through the im-
p!ementazon of new design concepts and packaging arrangements.

Approximatey 107c system weight reductioa is feasib!e by the subst-it-
tion of titanium for steel in the propeller barrel, actuator, and gearbox,
including some selective reinforcemests using boron composites.

3. The ecbnaolop- development for tle application of titanium in the propeller sys-
tern is now being actively pursued, and with the logical continuaton of present
development, the timetable for incorporating titanium can be clearly projected.
Use of titarium in all recommeded areas of the propeller system, with the
czccption of the gears, shouMl be practical by 1970. Significant advances in
titanium gearing have been realized receetly; w .,h continued deele.ent,
titanium should prove to be a suitable gear material before 1975.

4. Inensive R&D activity over the last two to three years has advanced industry's
knowledge of a number of composite materials emsiderably beyond the labora-
tory stage. Of these, the boron/alumiamm composite appears to promise the
maximum in weight redaction for an advanced blade structure. Existing knwl-
edge is sufficient to justify exploratory development leading to the application
of boron/a.huninum blade spars during the early 1970's.

5. The various new concepts for design packaging shown in this report are consi-
ck . ed to be natural exter-ions and refinements of present V/STOL propeller
technology and will be available for use by 1970.
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6. The cyche pitch propeller configuration presented in the rerort was found to
be o the lightesE eigh and ah- highest potential reliability of all the cyclic
pitch conceps studied. The re-commended concept added little %eight to the

basic pr eller system, achieved a desired basic design simplicity, and pack-
aged the additional mechanism inside the propeller system to keep it protected
and free from co-eamination.

7 For the ear.- wuainment of the maximum weight reductions of the propeller
systems shown herein, it is recommended that appropriate R&D effort be
initiated on the -ajor, long-lead-time items. Specifically, prime emphasis
should be placed on exqeiting the basic technological development of the
boron aluminum blade spar and titanium gears. Initial development of cyclic
Vazech mechanisms should also be pursued.

I
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APPENDIX I
PRESENT-DAY TURBOPROP SYSTEMS

Table XXH presents data on presen'-day turboprop propeller and gearbox systems

which were furnished by six U. S. manufacturers and four foreign manufacturers.

The propeller systems representing the conventional turboprop and gearbox in-
stallations are plotted in Figure 93. As can be seen from the generalized plot,
there is a large amount of scatter in the data. A previously developed generaliza-
tion is also shown on the plot (shaded band) for reference. The specific weight
indicated by the plot for the point design size propeller of this study (4-lb thrust/
bp at sea level, standard day) is approximately 0.55 lb per hp.
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I FIGURE 93. PRESENT-DAY TURBOPROP SYSTEM WEIGHTS
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" APPFNDv." II

DERIVATION OF OPTLMUM AERODYNAMICS TRADE-OFF CRITERION

j The aircraft component weight equation is

GW = (Wfus + fe) + PL + Wwing+ WIg+ Weng + WpropWfuel (5)

where GW = gross weight at takeoff

Wfus + fe = weight of fuselage plus fixed equipment

PL = payload

Wwing = weight of wing and tail

Weng = weight of engines

Wprop = weight of propellers and propeller reduction gearbces

Wig = weight of landing gear

Wfuel = weight of fuel

In differential form, nondimensionalized by the initial gross weight, the equation is

AGW AWfus + fe APL + + +

GW G6 GW GW GW GWGW

AWfuel (6)
GW

The following assumptions can be made:

Payload is constant, APL = 0

If the payload is constant, the fuselage weight Is assumed to be constant.
Also, fixed equipment weight does not vary with changes in gross weight.
Therefore,

AWfus + fe = 0.

The engine weight is a fixed quantity since the horsepower is fixed; thus,

AWeng 0.
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The ratio of static thrust to gross weight is assumed to be a constant (1. 07).

The component weight equation can now be written,

A GW AT = AWprop + Efie] + AWwin + EW(j GW T GW GW GW GW

where T = static thrust.
I

The wing, tail, and landing gear terms vary with gross weight change and thus do
not drop out. The ratio of wing, tail, and landing gear weight over gross weight is
a constant. For a wing loading of 70 psf, a wing and tail density of 7 pef, a wing-

to-tail area ratio of 2.7, and a landing gear weight to gross weight ratio of 0. 035,

AWwing = 0.12 A GW AT
GW + .172- -0.172- (8)

Combining equations (7) and (8) above,

AT Wro = AWfuel(9)T GW GW

Since the desired form of the equation is to relate static thrust to propeller weight
and 250-kn cruise efficiency, a relation between efficiency and fuel weight can be
obtained from the Brequet range equation.

R n L- 375 In 1(10)
SFC D Wkel

GW

where 11 = cruise propeller efficiency (decimal)

SFC = engine spezific fuel consumption, 0. 5

L/D = aircraft lift to drag ratio in cruise

D = qS (CDo + C D )

Ilft2 =. 2 S GWt

where CDo S7L- and CM L ' 70ton GW 0. 8 wAR

L GW4 CL qS
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F3 -- -_ _

i "fuelI wf,. _1  ue

,A G wer is assumed to be 0. 153. This was arrived at by assumingie. ref

' a [We I  at takeoff of 0. 180 which allows 15 pereti- of the fuel for taxi ,

IWbe ref
hover, el1b, descent, reserve, etc.

I 1

~The range at the design point to Omu

R .82 I
=R-- x S. 18 x 375 In =831 miles
0. 5 (TO. 153)

I Equations 19) 1101, and (1111 solved to yield a constant range of 831 miles can beAT WWr°ot
plotted as a single lne on a vs. 0. 828 - - 'l

WT GW G

Any point plotted to the righ of thi e denohs a greater available range; a

point to the left yields a lower range. The optimum propeller has been defined as
the propeller which attains the maimum range.

It should be noted that a change in propeller weight affects the weight of fuel
carried imt not the overall gross weight. A change in static thrust affects both
the fuel weigt and the grois weight.

~PROPELLER WEIGHT EQUATION

The equation used for the blade geometry optlmization study for propeller weight

is

R1. 8 18 0 7 ,1.511i

106) 0.5 00.12
Wprop = K p lo. + 1

where K* = 170 for h/b tip = 0. 033
K* = 182 for h/b tip =s. 0.2 8

D = diameter, ft
B = no. of blades

AF = blade act ivity factor
the = propeller RPM
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M = mach number at design point 0
shp = propeller shaft horsepower

*"Ise thinner blade geometry 0t/b tip = 0. 022) requires a higher K factor than the

thicker blade, and thus a higer weiht, since more blade structural material is
required in the thin blades. This is primarily because the blade structural mater-
ial for supporting the blade flatwise bending loads cannot be placed as far from the

neutral axis on the thin blade as on the thicker blade.

The IGB propeller system weight predictions el the conclusion of the study were
significantly less than those of the above equations, which were assumed early in
the program for the aerodynamic studies. However, since the weigt was a minor
factor in the aeiodynamic optimization and since the wet trends of the above in-
depenoft variables were foundt torb and the same geometry would be leted
for the optimm propeller blade.

PERFORMANJE PREDICTION METHODS

The current Hamilton Standard propeller performance calculation method is based
upon an advanced form of the blade element theory. In this theory, the aerodyna-
mic fores acting on a series of radial blade elements are calculated and then inte-
grated over the effective blade length to establish the towa forces. With the appli-

cation of the propeller vortex theory and the Goldstein solution for the radial distri-
bution of circulation for a finite numnber of blades, an analytical method was evolved
which permits the efficiency of any propeller configuration operating at any imposed
flight condition to be accurately calculated. This refined performance calculation
method has been programmecd for a Univac 1108 computer, which permits the
examination of many blade configurations in a short time. Comparisons with ex-
perimental data on both full-scale and model propellers indicated an accuracy of

± 1/2% in the vicinity of the design point and only slightly less accuracy for off-
design points.

More recently, attempts have been made to apply this same method to the static
case but with subsngetially poorer agreement with test data. It was quickly realized
that the neglect of wake contraction and three-dimensional flow effects In the blade
tip region was a major cause of the discrepancy between calculated and test results.
In recognition of these deficiencies, empirical corrections based on Wright Field
Rig #4 propeller testing are now applied to the strip analysis calculation method to
achieve better agreement with test experience. The propeller static data from
Rig #4, with extended shaft and with the protective side walls moved back to the
house walls, have proven to be the most consistent and accurate available. These
data correl.ite closely with hover test data from the XC-142 aircraft. Although
the wall and blockage effects on Rig #4 have appeared to be modest, they are in a
direction to Pi." c h!!c predicted thrust levels slightly conservative.
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It slouald be pain"ted om that while these empirical correctia factors are applied
to both three- and fcur-bladed propellers, they ae derived almost exclusively
from fbar-bladed propeller testing. Presently used static thrust theory, predicts
higher static propeller performance for a four-way propeller when compared to a
three-way propeler of the same Ital solity As yvt, there has been insufficlent
static test experience to fully substantiate this effect of mzmber of blades. There-
fore, for the purposes of the study-, the performance estimates presented in this
section to determnine the optimum foropeller are based an the tbeoretical adraitage
of four-bladed propeller performance.

2
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APPE DLX II
MATCHILNG THE PROPELLER AND EIN.GI FOR

O1-OIU1 FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

Propellers optimIzed for V'rOL missions are designed, of necessity, to obtain
near-op m stic performance- This geeral results in the prc ellerbei
oversized (too much solidity or c-amber) when ope-rating in forward flight at 100,
rpm- Tib ove.,sizmess can be compesae for by lowering the propeller .rpm,

which resah~s in higher propeller efficiencies.

To propel an aircraft at a constant velocity and altitude requires a specific amount
of thrust, which can be determined from the aircraft drag characteristics. The
thrust required is directly proportional to the product of propeller efficiency and
engine shaft horsepower. Thus, if a lower rpm increases the propeller efficiency
less horsepower 1and fuel consumption) is required. However, as the rpm is
lowered from the optimum free-turbine rpm, the specific fuel consumption increases.
The object is to find the best rpm match of the propeller and engine to produce the
required thrust at the lowest fuel consumption level. This appendix uses the pro-
peller previously described in :his report and a typical advanced-technology erigine
to determine the best rpm match for both sea level and 15, 000-ft-altitude flight
c onditions.

The thrust required was estimated from the aircraft defined in the section on
"Aerodnamic Studies" and is listed in Figure 94.

For a given operating condition (velocity, altitude, and aircraft drag), a plot of
propeller efficiency required versus percent takeoff rpm can be determined from
the propeller efficiency map, the compressibility correction curves and the thrust-
horsepower relationship (TV = 17 p shp). The pr,'peller efficiency, 3jp, versus
percent takeoff rpm is plotted in Figures 95 and 96 for three velocity conditions.

Engine efficiency 1,7e) versus percent takeoff rpm is also plotted in Figures 95 and
96. For the convenience of this study, engine efficiciency was defined as the ratio
of engine shaft horsepower at the actual operating rpm to the horsepower available
when operating at optimum free-turbine rpm, both at the same rate of fuel flow
(Figure 99). This essentially defines the penalties for operating the engine at non-
optimum free turbine speeds: i. e., for constant fuel flow, the power decreases;
conversely, for constant power, the specific fuel consumption increases. For
given operating conditions and the above-mentioned thrust-horsepower relationship,
a plot of engine efficiency versus percent takeoff rpm can be determined from
Figures 97, 98, and 99.
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The product of propeller and engine efficiency is defined as the total efficiency

67T) as shown in Figures 95 and 96. Peak total efficiency defines the optimum
rl;- for the given operating condition, which is the best compromise between mini-
mum power (maximum propeller efficiency) and best engine efficiency, to result
in minimum fuel consumption.

Figures 100 and 101 summarize the optimum operating rpm and the resulting horse-
power required for different flight speeds. Note that at sea level for speeds above
355 knots, the propeller has to operate at a slightly higher rpm than optimum be-
cause of the defined torque limit for the propeller (2000 hp, 100-percent rpm).

A sample calculation is shown below for a 250-kn (sea level, standard day) cruise
condition at 60% rpm:

Calculation A. Propeller: From Figure 94, the thrust required is found to be
T = 685 lb. This is converted to a thrust horse-
power, thp = T x VKTAS/326 = 525. An iterative
procedure is used to determine the shp required.

This necessitates finding a combination of Cp and
shp such that ip x shp = thp = 525.

Assume shp = 635, then Cp = 0.1325, J = 2.47.
From the efficiency map rip = 0. 828. The compres-
sibility correction from the compressibility correc-
tion curves is ft = 1.0. ?7pshp = C.828 x 635 =
525, thus the shp required is 635.

B. Engine: An iterative procedure is also used here. Ar. engine
efficiency is assumed; and, based on the shp required,
an engine efficiency is calculated and compared to
the assumed engine efficiency.

Assume 77e - - 0.980; then for shp =i shPopt

635, shpopt = 648. From Figure 99 at rie = 0.98,

the ratio Nf/Nfopt = 0. 855 is obtained. Nfopt/Nmrp
= (Nf/Nmrp)/(Nf/Nfopt) 0.60/0. 855 = 0. 703. From
Figure 98 at Nfot /Nmrp = 0. 703, shpopt/shPmrp
0. 329 is obtained. From Figure 97 at 250 KTAS,
the shPmr p = 1970 is obtained. Then, to close the
iterative loop, shpopt = 0. 329 x 1970 = 648 and

7e = 635/648 = 0.930, as was assumed.

C. Total: The total efficiency is now 1iT 17p ?Ie 0. 828 x
0.980 = 0.811.
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APPEN. I.x, IV

FEAUSI-rLY STUDY OF YO'1IOV GEAS

rIDTDUCTOI0

j.imimmm seigt gears can cerainb) cozt-rote to the general wei,;hl redection
objective for adanced V:STOL propellers. One effective way to 2.hieve lomer
gear weigbt is to increase the tooth lead capacity by using circular arc tooth shape.
The past decade has seen rene-sd iz.,e.c, in the circular arc tooth form previously
proposed by Gumbel (1916) and Wildhaber ('923), and more recently by No ikor
(1956). See References 46 and 47, respect ely. -The majority of recent literature

refers to the circular arc tooth form gear as the Non-kov gear- This appendix
summarizes the findings presemed in 2ecemt literature and makes a comparison of
involute and No - ov tooth forms for the gear drive proposed for the integral gear- f
box propeller previoush- descra-bed in this report.

STRENGTH

The analysis wunmarized in Table XXIII assumes involute gears made of AMS 6265
vacuum-melt, case-earburized steel witn case hardness of Rc 60 minimum and core
hardness of Re 35-43 minimum, design contact stress of 150,000 pS, and design
tooth bending strength of 65, 000 psi at R = -1, 106 cycles and room temp3rature.
No such strength data are available for Novikcv gears.

LOADS

Gear teeth are usually designed for structural adequacy, under both steady and
dynamic Icads, relative to three possible failure modes: tooth bending, surface
wear, and surface pitting. Howev -r, the majority tpf investigations examined in
this survey have used only the surface and beam s! zength criteria under steady
loads to rate the Novikov tooth form. The dynamic load was of little concern in
the industrial and marine applications usually referred to, although in propellergearbox gearing it is usually one of :he primary loading considerations.

Wear

Although it has been claimed (see Reference 48) that Novikov teeth theoretically
can take 3 to 5 times the involute tooth load on the flanks without detrimental pit-
ting or wear, a more realistic study (see Reference 49) indicates that the Novikov
tooth form can carry only 2 times the normal wear load limit of involute teeth.
Contact stresses for Novikov and involute tooth forms for the proposed USAAVLABS
pro.Pl!cr gear mesh are given in Table XXIII.
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Beam

Much of the literature (see Reference 48) indicates that the static beam strength
of Novikov gears is greater than that of involute gears at helix angles less thsn
11 deg, and less than that of involute gears at helix angles greater than 11 deg.
However, in Reference 50, it was claimed for a helicopter transmission with a
high helix angle of 25 deg, that, as the helix angle increases beyond this value, the
band of contact decreases. This increases contact stresses, but tooth thickness
increases and bending stress decreases with the square of tooth thickness. Refer-
ence 50 also states that the low helix angles recommended in the literature refer
to soft gear material such as non-case-hardened industrial and marine gears,
where wear is the design limitation, and lists Reference 48 in its bibliography.
The shape of the tooth influences beam load capacity, and usually addendum/
dedendum teeth (see Figure 102) are stronger than all-dedendum teeth (see Figure
103). Another factor affecting beam strength is tooth fatigue life, which, in
Novikcv gears (see Reference 48), tends to be more sensitive to center distance
variation than is the case with involute teeth.

At present, considerations of required gear tooth proportions, helix angle, ratio,
and reliability make the Novlkov gear unattractive as a planetary gear (see Refer-
ence 50). In an open mesh without an idler, the estimated allowable bending fatigue
strength could be increased 1.4 times because there is no reversal of tooth load.
The beam bending stress of Novikov and involute gears for the study propeller
gear mesh is given in Table XXIH, based on equations and data given in Reference
50.

Dynamic

Low helix angles, on the order of 11 deg, may result in Novikov gearing with
greater noise and higher impact loads than for involute gears of similar size.
Also, the lower contact ratio limit of 1. 2 recommended in the Russian literature
(see Reference 50), compared to usual contact ratios in involute helical gears of
2.0 or more, results in rougher transmission of power. As a guide to dynamic
load (see Reference 49), if the maximum dynamic load is defined as the load re-
quired to bend the combined teeth of a gear pair by an amount equal to the pitch
errors, then the typical Novikov tooth Is required to take a dynamic load 50%
higher than the dynamic load on the comparable involute tooth because, while the
errors could be the same, the Novikov tooth has higher stiffness. Dynamic loads
for Novikov and involute tooth forms are given in Table XXIII, for the study pro-
peller gear mesh based on Buckingham's short equation for involute teeth. The
Novikov dynamic load listed is 1. 5 times the involute dynamic load, based on the
above discussion.
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FIGURE 102. ADDEND UM-DEDEND UM GEAR TEETH

FIGURE 103. ALL-DEDENDUM GEAR TEETH
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EFFICIENCY AND LUBRICATION

The Novikov tooth form (see References 47 and 49) results in 1/2% greater effici-
ency relative to tooth power losses. Novikov gears may realize weight reduction
over involute gears when the pinion-face-to-diameter ratio Is at least one. This
results in a wider face width for Novikov gears than for involute gears, and con-

sequent small-diameter envelope restriction on antifriction bearing size and cap-
acity could possibly require the use of hydrodynamic bearings and higher power
loss than involute gears cn antifriction bearings.

DISCUSSION

Of all the literature surveyed in this report (see also References 51, 52, and 53),
only References 50 and 51 dealt with an aircraft grear transmission. Reference
50 presented a design analysis of a helicopter gear transmission, and Reference
51 reported on experimental analysis of aircraft gears. Thus, Reference 50 was
used as a guide for the calculations summarized in Table XXII.

Table XXI data for the Novikov gear show that as helix angle increases, contact
stress increases and bending stress decreases. Based on this characteristic,
Reference 50 initially recommended a high helix angle of 25 deg. However, experi-
mental results in Reference 51 for the followup gear test program indicated that
the 25 deg helix angle resulted in a design too heavily in favor of bending or beam
stress over contract stress. Therefore, Reference 50 indicated that a lower helix
angle might be desirable. Table XXIII data bear this out and show that a helix
angle of 20 deg and face/diameter ratio of 0. 75 may give a reasonable balance
between contact and bending stress of the Novikov gear propeller transmission.
At 20 deg helix angle and face/diameter ratio 0.75, Table XXII shows the following
for the Novikov gear, contact stress of 107, 000 psi and a bending stress of (120,000
+22,800) 2 = 71,400 psi at a contact ratio of 1.22 ± 2.43/2 = 1.82; for the involute
spur gear, a contact stress of 122,000 psi and a bending stress of 52, 200 psi at a
face/diameter ratio of 1.0 and a minimum contact ratio of 1.05.

Comparison of the involute stresses (Table XXII) shows that the involute pinion con-

tact and bending stresses are less than the allowable strengtts, but no direct com-
parison can be made for the Novikov pinion since (see Reference 50) calculated
gear stresses are really index numbers and, strictly, can be compared only with
experimentally determined strengths for Novikov teeth. However, if involute
strengths are used as a guide and it ir assumed, as in Reference 50, that bending
stress in Novikov teeth does not reverse because of the open mesh, then the Novikov
tooth form for 20 deg helix angle and 0. 75 face/diameter ratio compares favorably
in contact and bending stress to the involute spur pin! n with a face/diameter ratio
of 1 0 and the same diameter. Witho-t an expe rimental verification of the assumed
Noviko,. strength data, any conclusion that the smaller face/diameter ratio of the P

Novikov gear means that a weight saving is premature.
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In the referenced literature, there is a complete lack of anv dvn-i-mi '^a' analysis
of Novikov gear teeth exec- for Uit statement in Reference 49 previously men-
tioned. Therefore, this report (see Table XXII)assumes that the dynamic load of
Novikov gear teeth is 1. 5 times the dynamic load of involute gear teeth as indicated
in Reference 49. On this basis, Table XXIII shows that the Novikov gear at a face/
diameter ratio of 0.75 is somewhat more heavily loaded dynamically at (15,300 +
18,300) 2 = 16,800 lb than the involute gear at 12,200 lb, with a face/diameter
ratio of 1.0. However, this statement needs more experimental and theoretical
verification.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded, on the basis of the literature surveyed, that, although the Novikov
gear initially appears to have a substantial advantage relative to Hertz contact
stress, the advantage is substantially lost when adequate consideration is given to
tooth bending and to dynamic loading. Based on steady transmitted load, the
Novikov tooth form may have significant weight advantage over the involute in ap-
plications where wear or contact stress is the prime criterion. Novikov teeth are
comparable to involute teeth when beam strength is the criterion. However,
Novikov gears may be at a disadvantage compared to involute gears when the effects
of dynamic loads are included. It is concluded that some weight advantage may be
possible depending on the particular configuration and operating requirements.
At best, the weight saving from the use of Novikov gears would be small for pro-
peller gearbox requirements, and the introduction of these gears would require
considerable research and development.

It is recommended that any design development of the Novikov tooth form be con-
ducted jointly with an extensive experimental program to derive fatigue strengths
and dynamic load factors, and with a theoretical program to develop a suitable
dynamic analysis.
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APPENDIX V
STUDY OF METHODS TO ADJUST THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE

OF INVOLUTE GEARS

INTRODUCTION

Appendix IV considered the possibility of achieving minimum weight gears for the
subject propeller gearbox by using a circular arc or Novikov tooth shape to increase
load capacity. However, it was concluded that the Novikov tooth probably has no
real weight advantage over the involute tooth form when dynamic loads must be con-
sidered, as in aircraft gears. Consequently, this appendix considers the objective
of achieving minimum weight gears by modifying the gear teeth so that they will
benefit from certain dynamic effects: (1) tooth stiffness would be changed so as to

properly place the gear pair resonant frequency where dynamic loads will be low,
and (2) damping can be built into the teeth so that dynamic load peaks are reduced.
By reducing the dynamic loads, the damage due to tooth bending fatigue, contact
stress, and surface wear is reduced, so that the tooth face width can be reduced.
The following describes Richardson's dynamic load analysis (see References 54
and 55) and then discusses methods for reducing dynamic loads, thus allowing
lighter weight gears.

DYNAMIC LOAD ANALYSIS

For years, Buckingham's method (see Reference 56) was used as the standard for
dynamic load analyses. It was recognized, however, that Buckingham's method
gives an upper limit to the dynamic load and does not define the response peaks.
Within the past ten years, Richardson of MIT developed a method based on a cam
analysis of tooth action, including errors, which is ctasidered to be more realistic.
Richardson considers a mating gear pair with forces and moments shown in Figure
104, and he uses the dynamic models shown in Figure 105. With the assumptions
that static friction is negligible during dynamic operation, that input and output
gear torques T1 and T2 are constant and eq,zal to their average values, and that
viscous damping may be described by a force proportional to the relative velocities
of the two gears along the line of action, Richardson arrives at the equation of
motion

* (14)

where

ml n 2  1
- - --- The effective mass at the line of action

m 1 + n 2  R2B 1  RB22
+ J I
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b n _T.e ,ffetive damping at the line of action
"B"

wt = The effective load at the line of actionR B

Wn =K S = The n tooth pair spring load

Wa-1 = K n-i Sr = The (n-i) tooth pair spring load

Sr = Relative displacement between the two gears

RB = Radius of the base circle

Equation (14) holds for one cycle during which tooth pair (n-i) is at the pitch point
and either runs on the flat of the "cam" or disengages while tooth pair (n) engages
and runs on the "cam" flat until it reaches the pitch point and the cycle ends; see
Figure 105. The tooth engagement or disengagement deformation can be repre-
sented by the equations

=(n-1)d Cd (-Sd* - )2 (15)

U C (P - S *+S 2 (16)
ne n e n-1)

where Cd and Cr are "cam" constant and Sn-1, Sn, Sd*, Se* and Une are defined

in Figure 105b (see Reference 55). Equations (14), (15), and (16) are equivalent
to a nonlinear second-order differential equation which was solved on a digital
computer for the dynamic load ration or "magnification factor" as a function of
dimensionless cycle time Tc that relates the time required for the tooth to traverse
one normal pitch Pn to the period of the natural Richardson frequency (see Figure
106).

Since propeller drive gears operate continuously in the high-speed range, toward
the left of Figure 106, i.e., TC < 10, it is apparent that a reduction in dynamic
load of 2 or 3 to 1 is possible either by introducing damping of about xi = 0.1 or
by reducing the dimensionless parameter Tc < 3. The latter can be accomplished
by operating at a higher speed or by making the teeth flexible so as to reduce the
gear pair resonant frequency wn. The firt and second stages of the advanced
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propeller gearbox discissed abore in the report are reiewed belorx in ligi: --T *.
above tieorr and thiunki-.

AALYSIS OF FIRST SMAGE

For the LAAMV L S propeller first-stage gearing, the ma.-xmm of 23,000 rpm
resrlts in a value

n Pn _ (2.95x10 4 )(0.333) 0.331Tc " 3,430

for which Figure 106 gives, whether damped or undamped.

W t

c mpared to 2.5 ac=ordi, to %.-i.gham o coaventical analysis. In the preced-
ing calculation for T-,

k I0.281 x10t
Wn  1 =V = 2.95x 104 rad/secn 0. 00324I

1.88 x 106 Eri 16 x 106
k = tooth pair stiffness i 2.8 in of face16in. of face Est 30 x 106

2.8X106 16-in.

P 2 2.002

Pn Pc ~s co E) -2 (1. 4)P =Pc cosO- N cos2 1 cos 25 = 0.383
21

(23,000 rpm) (3.14) (2.4 ir.) 3,400

60 sec/min

The minimum first-stage rpm of 13,800 rcsults in a value

- 23,000 x 0.331 = 0.551
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fr which Figure 106 givet,

j 0.75 undamped and - 0.73 for damping ratio
'Rd Lt

0. O.

Thus, thrcughout the operating speed range, the peak dynamic load is only 0.75/
2.5 = 3 of the present!, used design load, and the face width can be reduced by J
70x. This results in a - r) (6.8 lb + 1.1 Ib) = 5.5 lb reduction of the rim
weight of the first-stage gear pair. By reducing the rim width, the gear inertia
is reduced and the gear tooth stiffness is decreased, so that the net effect of Tc
is small. Also, a saving is possible in the housing simply because the face width
is reduced 0.70 x (2. S in.) = 2.0 in., resulting in a shorter envelope. The gear
disk, shaft, and bearings cannot be significantly reduced, since their sizing depends
primarily on the transmitted load.

ANALYSIS OF SECOND STAGE

Similarly, for the second-stage gearingthe maximum rpm gives

n Pn (1.51 x 104) (0.317)Tc  __-_ - = (37 5.30c v 0.905 x 10 3

for which Figure 106 gives_ W d - 2.5 undamped or Wd - 1.08 for a damping
wt Wt

ratio Z = 0. 10. It must be noted that the second-stage gearing is a planetary with
the sun gear driving and with ring gear fixed. The pitch line velocity v used to
fine Tc is determined (see Reference 58, page 130) for the sun-planet mesh as
maximum rpm to be

47 135 ft 12~V s = 0. 52 3 6 x 4466 x 5. 000 7+4 13 47 = 4.520 m 4---0 x0

905 in. /sec

and for the planet-ring gear mesh to be

vr = 0. 5236 x 4466 5.000 133 -4 U33 +f47 tin

Thus, for each niesh

VS Vr v z 905 in./see
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In the preceding calculation, the following quantities appear:

Center distance sun-to-planet = 5. 0 in.
Sun rpm = 4,466
Teeth in sun = 47
Teeth in planet = 43
Teeth in ring gear - 133

For the second-stage gearing and minim'im rpm,

Tc = 13,000 x 5.3 = 8.85

for which Figure 106 gives Wd - 1.30 undamped and Wd - 1.03 for a damping
Wt Wt

ratio of t = 0.10.

For the second-stage gearirq, the combination of mass, tooth stiffness, and speed
causes peak dynamic loads which it is desirable to reduce. Usually there is little
damping in gears, so that the dynamic load appraoches the limit defined by
Richardson's tz 0 curve or by Buckingham's curve (see Figure 106). Compari-
son with experimental data from several tests reported in the literature and con-
ducted by us shows that the small amount of damping present in conventional gears
limits dynamic loads below the Buckingham curve. In this case, the operating
speed spans the dynamic load peak, Te ;- 0. 5. It is unlikely that the gear geometry
could be changed with assurance so as to restrict the operating range within the
dynamic load valley at Te : S. It is also unlikely that the gear pair frequency
could be reduced by a factor of 3 ii , tooth pair spring constant reduced 1t,,..
factor of 9) so as to restrict the operating range to T c <" 3. fhowever, for a
damping ratio of t = 0.1, the maximum dynamic load is 1.08/2.5 = 0.43 percent
of the undamped value, so that the face width could be reduced by 57 percent.
Thus, there is a potential weight saving of about (0. 57) (1.2 lb) = 0.7 lb in the sun
gear, 0.57 (1.1 lb) (5 planets) = 3.1 lb in the planet, and 0.57 (3.1 lb) = 1.8 lb in
the ring gear, for a total saving of about 5.6 lb if the dynamic load could be re-
duced.

Introduction of additional damping can be accomplished by adding material to slots
in the teeth, to slots between the teeth, or by Coulomb damper rings shrunk or
attached to the gear rim.

Tooth Slots

The concept of using high-damping-capac ly material in tooth slots is illustrated
by the slotted tooth shown in Figure 10 for the approximate dimensions of the
second-stage gearing teeth. The slotted tooth can be considered as a laminated
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DAMPINGe MAE:L POYLYEE

DDAMPINGMATERIAL HI .105

i ff" h2 2 =.012 ~.12

/H !  .105

DAMPING MATERIAL : POLYSTYRENE,
G2 = 14, 500 PSI, E2 = 3G2 = 43,500 PSI

DAMPING ANALYSIS

DC DAMPING FACTOR OF TOOTH 3(1+h2) 2 X

D2 DAMPING FACTOR OF SLOT 1+[2+3(1+h 2 )2 ]9 + (1+3(+h) 2 J1+r22]g2

(1+.12) 21.33 5.0 _

1+[2+3(I+.12)7-1.33+[+3(1.12)2][1+1.621(13)2 1+ 7.00+(4.75X3.56X.77)

WHERE 17.600 = 1.33 FOR TOOTH GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL
EH2  f ,, 000 CPS, E = 16 X 106 PSI

DC = 0.132 D2 = 0.132 X 1.6%.-0.21

*0 -- C=0.05 CRITICAL DAMPING RATIO OF COMPOSITE TOOTH STRUCTURE

FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS:

R = 1.33, y = 3(1 +h 2)2 = 3(1+ 0,12)2 = 3.75

GIVES THE COMPLEX DYNAMIC FLEXURAL RIGIDITY BC*14.0(B3 +

WITHOUT THE SLOT DYNAMIC FLEXURAL RIGICITY B1 +3 v4.0(Bi + B3 )

THUS SLOTTED TOOTH HAS- B XBI+3 X 100 = 1.0.19810 X 100= 84%
131+- 3 71) 4. 0 \0 210/

STIFFNESS OF UNSLOTTED TOOTH

FIGURE 10!. TOOTH SLOT DAMPING AND FLEXIBILITY
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FIGURE 108. RIM SLOT DAMPING AND FLEXIBILITY
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maintain constant stressing. Actually. Referne nn c,%- #1- 4,^ -- I,- A%: ICbS-

ini. will be only about 1. 33 instead of 1. 77 at the end, so that the final width is
1. 33 x 0. 43 - 0, 57. Thus, the resulting rim width reduction of 43% is approx-
imately the same as the 41% for the previous case. The actual weight reduction
will be less because the added tooth height is not iully compensated for by the
narrower tooth width. For the planets, the weight is reduced about .16%, or about
90% of that obtained by the tooth slots. Thus, the total weight reduction by this
approach would be about 2.5 pounds.

By milling slots and putting damping material between the teeth, the stiffness of
the tooth is decreased to about 25% of its original value. Although this change in
flexibility alone decreased Tc about 50 percent, the J of the system also decreases,
so that Tc is only slightly reduced.

it is apperent from Figtre 106 that if slotting could make the teeth 10 times more
flexible with no increase in J. no damping would be required. since Tc would be
less than 3.

Reference 59 shows that the loss factor of polystyrene is 2. 0 and that its damping
ratio t = 2. 0/2 = 1. 0, which is twice as much as that of hard rubber. This suggests
that polystyrene in compression may be better than hard rubber and possibly better
than polystyrene in shear. However, more study of the dynamic factor for poly-
styrene in compression is needed to verify this suggestion.

Slots between the teeth tend to isolate the dynamic action of a tooth from the
adjacent teeth. It appears likely that this is beneficial. This decoupling effect
could be optimized by varying the configuration of the damping and spacer material.

Coulomb Damping

The concept of introducing damping to gear teeth through rubbing rings has been
used for many years, and it is shown in several variations in Figure 109. How-
ever, as Figure 109 indicates, application of dry-friction damping rings will probably
require more weight than the tooth or rim slot damping previously described,
because of the weight of the rings and clamps required to apply it, Hence, Coulomb
damping rings appear to offer less potential weight reduction.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded from this study that it is theoretically possible to reduce the
maximum dynamic tooth loadk, up to 1/3 of the otherwise anticipated values in

two ways: (1) by assuring that (he teeth are flexible enough and that the
entire operating speed range is high enough that the dimensionless parameter
Tc < 3; (2) by providing tooth damping so the damping ratio = c/cc ; 0. 1.
Reducing the dynamic load results in a proportionate reduction in face width and
therefore in rim weight, but it makes little change in the Nwight of the gear disc
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TEETH
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DAMPER

SPLIT RING WEDGE
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RING 2. PRELOAD 2. WEIGHT OF CLAMP RINGS

3. CENTRIFUGAL ACTION AND DAMPING RINGS
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PRELOADED AGAINST TEETH
BOLT

ri- DAMPER
TEET~ RING

4. ]
SPOKES I. ACTS ON TEETH I. WEAR OVER LONG TIME

2. PRELOAD 2. WEIGHT OF DAMPING

CV880 RINGS AND SPOKES

LOOSE SPLIT RING WEDGE I. ACTS ON TEETH 1. WEAR OVER LONG TIME
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ACTION TIGHTENS TUBE AND RING
______ _ TUBE

;4 w SPLIT 3. LOOSE RING
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TUBE TEETH
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TEETH DAMPER 2. TUBE WEDGES 2. WEIGHT OF DAMPER

'TUBE RING AGAINST TUBE AND RING ;

- " LOOSE TEETH AT RPM
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FIGURE 109. EXAMPLES OF USING COULOMB DAMPING ON GEARS
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or bearings. The shaft and housing weight is rdn hept:t- tl;. uwvr teeth
reqjtrv a, luaiier envelope. It is further concluded that this order of damping
could possibly be accomplished by introducing damping material in slots in two
different ways as shown in Figures 107 and 108. The weight reduction is
compromised somewhat by the required additional material to carry the load, be-
cause the slot weakens the tooth somewhat.

This study has shown that a theoretical potential weight reduction is possible
by incorporating a high damping capacity into involute gearing. Therefoie, it
is recommended that further study be applied to refine the theory of slotted gears

to properly include shear effects present in deep beams, and that tests be con-
ducted to verify the theory.
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APPENDIX VI
PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE PROPELLER BARREL STRUCTURE

INTRODUCTION

The study presented in this appendix was undertaken with the objective of optimi-
zing propeller hub structures from the standpoint of weight. Present propeller
barrel designs at Hamilton Standard have predominately been of the so-called
"dual ring" construction. in this conventional desigrA, the barrel is characterized

by two heavy circular ring sections, located fore and aft of the blade retention,

which are assumed to carry all primary blade loads (See Figure 110). Thus, in a
study aimed at weight reduction, two methods of approach are open: (1) study the
effect of varying the several geometric parameters involved in the conventional
barrel design with the object of minimizing weight, and (2) study various new con-
cepts and approaches to barrel design with the goal of reducing the barrel weight.
In this investigation, Loth of these approaches have been followed, the former
quantitatively and the latter only qualitatively.

It should be noted that a propeller barrel is usually thought of as consisting of three
major elements: the hub structure, the blade retention, and the tailshaft. The
present study is concerned only with the hub structure. (The blade retention is
discussed in a separate appendix,) The loads acting on the hub structure imposed
by the blades consist of steady centrifugal loading, steady bending loads both in and
out of plane, and in- and out-of-plane vibratory loads which are 1P and higher or-
ders. The vibratory loads may be grouped by their effect on the hub into: (1)
whirl loads which are 1P, 2P, 4P, and 5P for a three-way and 1P, 3P, and 5P for
a four-way; (2) symmetrical loads which are 2P and 6P for a three-way and 4P and
8P for a four-way propeller; and (3) reactionless loads which are 3P and 6P for a
four-way (do not exist for a three-way). To analyze the first-order effects and the
symmetrical vibratory loads which cause a hub deformation similar to steady bend-
ing, it is necessary, in this optimization study, to consider only vibratory loads of
1P for a three-way and both IP and 2P for a four-way.

PARAMETER STUDY OF THE CONVENTIONAL BARREL DESIGN

For the purposes of analysis, the conventional barrel design has been represented
by a collection of curved beams and rigid blocks as shown in Figure 110. The
rigid blocks represent the fairly heavy blade retention, and the curved beams
represent tfi.. more flexible interarm portion of the barrel. In order to calculate
the loads and stresses in the barrel, a simplified analysis previously developed was
used. In this analysis the load paths in the barrel (I. e., front-to-rear ring load
ratio, resulting from applied centrifugal blade loads, steady bending in-and out-of-
plane moments, and 1P bending in-and out-of-plane moments) are postulated in ad-
vance.
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INTERARM RINGS

FIGURE 110. CONVENTIONAL BARREL, ANALYTICAL MODEL
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In the primary portion of the barrel (neglecting blade retention and tailsbaft) the
following parameters were selected as having a major influence on stress and
weight: gross barrel diameter, front-to-rear ring spacing, front-to-rear ring
stiffness ratio, retention diameter, and ring section shape. For the sake of sim-
plicity, a three-way barrel has been used in the analysis; however, extension of
the result to a four-way barrel could easily be made and would show the same
trends.

Figures 111 through 115 show the analytical results obtaineC from the present
study for centrifugal load, steady out-of-plane moment, steady in-plane moment,
1P in-plane moment, and 1P out-of-pkii . moment, respectively. In these graphs
(P/W)/(ao/p)(1/Vo) or (M/W) /(ao/p)(1/Vo) is plotted against retention radius for
several values of barrel radius; (P/W) of (M/W) represents the load capacity/
weight ratio, (aolp) is the strength/density ratio for the barrel material, and
(1/Vo) is the reciprocal of a reference barrel volume when the barrel diameter is
12 inches and the retention diameter is 6 inches.

As can be sen from Figures 111, 112, and 113, the greatest load-carrying capa-

city per unit weight for the centrifugal load and for both steady bending load cases
occurs when the barrel diameter is made as small as possible and the retention
diameter is made as large as possible. For the 1P in-plane moment case, the
greatest capacity/weight is achi eved by making the barrel diameter small. How-
ever, for barrel radii less than about 7 inches, capacity/weight is optimized by
making the retention radius as large as possible; and for barrel radii greater than
about 7 inches, capacity/weight is optimum at one particular value of retention$ radius as given by Figure 114. For the IP out-ofplane moment case, capacity/
weight is optimized by making the barrel diameter small and by choosing the
optimum retention radius from Figure 115. It should be noticed in Figures 114 amd
115, however, that the optimum retention radius (in those cases where a single
optimum exists) is very close to being the largest retention which could practically
be used for the given barrel diameter, To summarize these results, therefore,
it can be said in general that the greatest capacity/weight ratio is obtained by
making the barrel diameter small and the retention diameter large, regardless of
the loading condition.

It bus been found from the present simplified theory that the gross barrel loads
(ring loads) are not affected by front-to-rear ring stiffness ratio or by ring section
shape. For this reason, a material may be chosen for the barrel based strictly on
considerations of strength/density ratio, without regard for the material modulus
of elasticity. In addition, this indicates that ring section shape may be chosen to

minimize the stress for a given load, without regard for stiffness. Obviously, this
stress Is minimized by having a section which is thick in the plane of the ring and
narrow out of plane.
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It z been found that front--to-rear ring spacing does not affect gross barrel loads.(ring loads) except in the out-of-plane moment cases, both steady and IP. Because
of this, in the centrifugal load and in-plane moment cases, capacity/weight is
optimized by making the ring spacing small, since weight is saved thereby; where-
as, in the out-of-plane moment cases, capacity/weight is nearly independent of
spacing due to load and weight effects' offsetting one another.

In order to establish the accuracy of the simplified analysis used in this study, one
set of barrel parameters was used in conjunction with a more sophisticated struc-
tures analysis recently developed. This analysis is quite complex and was con-
sidered to be excessively time-consuming for the complete study; hence, the sim-
plified analysis was used. This method, however, ensures that compatibility is
satisfied and does not require specification of load paths in advance. Results
obtained from this case indicate that the simplified analysis is sufficiently accur-
ate for the purposes of the present study. Centrifugal lord and in-plane moment
cases were in very good agreement, with out-of-plane moment cases showiJg a
somewhat larger discrepancy.

For a conventional barrel design, the results of this study indicate that the barrel
should be small, with a retention as large as practical consistent with barrel di-
ameter and with ring spacing as close as practical consistent with retention diam-
eter. Because of the relationship between stress and displacement, it is believed
that such an arrangement would also be beneficial from the standpoint of hub stiff-
ness. In current designs, the barrel is M~ready very nearly as small, anx] has a
close ring spacing, as is practical and consistent with actuator requirements; thus,
it is believed that significant weight reductions can best be achieved through the use
of new design concepts. Two such concepts will be discussed in the following para-
graphs.

NEW BARREL DESIGN CONCEPTS

In contrast to the conventional barrel design, which uses circular rings as load-
carrying members, two new concepts have been analyzed which make use of other

structural elements. The first new concept begins with the premise that the loads
in a four-way barrel can best be carried by means of an x-member as shown in
Figure 116A. From this premise has evolved a design which consists essentially
of two crossed cylinders, arranged in such a way that each cylinder is continuous
through the other; see Figures 49 and 50. In this design, however, holes must be

.4 placed in the cylinderb .o accommodate the actuator mechanism and the connecting
links from the actuator to the blades.

The crossed-cylinder design possesses many obvious advantages. Some of these
are at least partiall dissipated, however, by the actuator cutout. The load-
carrying capacity for a given weight in this design should be quite good for the
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centrifugal load case. A tendency toward nonuniform barrel arm flexibility caused
by the actuator cutout is reduced by a diamond-shaped reinforcing member around
the actuator cutout, and by the support from the curvature of the other Intersecting
cylinder.

Although the centrifugal loads of two opposing blades are carried almost entirely
by the cylinder joining these blades, some deformation of the other cylinder will
probably occur. The magnitude of the resulting local bending stresses, and thus
the required size of the local fillets, was not evaluated in detail in this study. This
would best be determined by a model test during a detail design of the barrel.

For in-plane moment loading (steady, 1P, and 2P), the cylinder design should be
quite good, although once again the stresses in the perpendicular cylinder due to
deformation of the loaded cylinder must be taken into account. The out-of-plane
moment case (steady, 1P, and 2P) represents the most troublesome leading situa-
tion for the design. For this type of loading, a portiop of the load-carrying advan-
tage of the cylinders themselves is lost because of the actuator cutout, and a portion

*of the load is supported by the diamond- ihaped reinforcing member. For steady
and IP out-of-plane bending, this diamond-shaped member is fairly efficient; for
2P bending, it would be somewhat less efficient, but still better than the conven-
tional barrel design.

The second new design concept begins with the assumption that the loads in a barrel
with any number of blades can be efficiently carried by means of a diamond struc-
ture as shown in Figure 116B. I rom this assumption has evolved a design which
represents a shell-type structure (Figures 51 and 118). In this barrel design, each
point in a retention ring is connected by a straight line to a point in the adjacent
ring having the same fore-and-aft dimension (see Figure 117). This results in a
barrel which is a monocoque shell structure, the interarm areas being sections of
an elliptic cylinder. Tn order to carry the actuator and tailshaft, a connection
arrangement can be devised, and the open square area can be filled in as shown il
Figur : 117.

Such a monocoque barrel can be made quite compact, and, for tht, centrifugal load
case, the load-carrying capacity for a given weight should be quite good because
centrifugal loads do not cause bending in the interarm areas. However, to limit
retention deflection and to ensure uniform retention stiffness, the thickness of the
elliptic interarm areas would be tailored. This would be done by making the inter-
arm sections thicker at the top and bottom and thinner in the middle so as to com-
pensate for the difference in the length of the generating line.

For steady out-of-plane bending loads, the monocoque barrel should have a good
capacity-to-weight ratio for the same reasons as given for the centrifugal case.
For steady in-plane bending, this barrel would be somewhat less efficient, as most
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of the load would be carried by the center portions of the interarm areas which are
of smaller thickness. Because these areas are short, however, it is believed that
the efficiency should be moderately good.

In the case of IP out-of-plane bending, the load paths in this barrel are quite com-
plicated; hence, the relative efficiency is difficult to estimate even qualitatively.
It would appear that a share of the load goes into a shearing action of the interarm
areas, and here agaia the short length of the generating line in the center should be
advantageous. It would also appear that some nonuniform deformation of the reten-
tion may occur. A more detailed analytical study of this loading case would be
required to determine the optimum location and amount of additional material
required to stiffen the retention.

The behavior of the barre under IP in-plane loading should consist predominately
of tension and bending in the Interarm areas, and the design should be relatively
efficient for this case.

For 2P out-of-plane bending, most of the load is carried by bending of the thicker
interarm areas near the top and bottom of the barrel. Because these areas are
the thickest part of the shell wall, the efficiency should not be too poor, even though
these areas are fairly long in span. For the 2P in-plane bending case, the mono-
coque design is less efficient, and it is possible that some local shell bending in
the interarm areas may occur. Because o)f .his, it may be necessary to thicken
the center of the interarm areas. This could lead to a nonuniform retention fled-
bility.

In summary, it can be stated that both new barrel concepts possess certain advan-
tages and disadvantages, but it has beea shown that both designs are superior to the
conventional design on a capacity/weight basis.

The crossed-cylinder concept tends to isolate the retention structure from the gross

barrel structure, while the shell-type concept uses the retention as an integral part
of the gross barrel structure. For the specific four-way propeller design point of
this study, the crossed cylinder concept was favored. However, under different
design conditions or in going to a three-way propeller, the comparison could change-
and, since both designs are potentially lighter than conventional designs, it is
suggested that both are deserving of further detailed study.
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APPENDIX VII
PA....PTIUC STUD1 if" THE INTEGRAL BALL-RACE BLADE RETENTIONS

A parametric study was conducted to determine the optimum ball-race blade shank
retention configuration. The object was to minimize the ball-race blade retention
weight for adequate retention stiffness, axial load capacity, and moment ".apacity
by varying some specified geometry parameters. The parameters considered, which
are illustrated in Figure 118, tnchlde the pitch diameter, ball diameter, race spacing,
ball-race fit, and number of races. To make the results comparable, the geometry
parameter of overall retention length and the stress parameters of nominal barrel
arm stress, blade shank stress, and ball-race contact stress were held constant.

This study was based upon the standard bali-race retention and does not include
the four-point bearing race retention discussed in the main body of the report.

ANALYSS

The analysis used for calculating ball-race blade retention stiffness and moment
and rocking capacities had been previously derived and frequently used. The re-
tention stiffness calculation considered axial and bending stiffness by using an
equivalent axial load of L equiv. = L + 4M/PD. The moment and rocking capa-
cities were determined from the expression L + K4M/PD, where the value of
4 . K/PD mould express the moment or rocking capacity. if L < 4 • KM/PD, then
retention rocking occurs (load L is then not sufficient to supp' rt moment M on the
retention diameter PD), whereas the moment capacity is reached when the sum of
the quantities L const. and K4M/PD develop the allowable Hertz stress. Therefore,
for blade retentions of equal axial load potential, the value of 4K/PD determines
either moment or rockiag capacity.

In the multiple-race retention configurattons, axial load capacity does not neces-
sar4'y increase proportionally with number of races, as one might conclude. This
occurs, in general, for geometry as shown in Figure 118 because one race of a
multiple-race configuration is more highly loaded than an adjacent race. There-
fore, the retention is inefficient, since the geometry parameters, ball size, pitch
diameter, etc., are chosen for the highest race load instead of for the nominal
load. A simplified analysis shows that a double-race retention can, by incorpor-
ating th.e correct uniform thickness of the barrel arms and blade shanks, have
equal loads on each race due to axial load. For a triple race retention, the barrel
arms and blade shank must be tapered or stepped to allow equal load distributions.
At higher race numbers, designing the correct barrel arm and blade shank shapes
for equal load distribution becomes more complicated and difficult. Also, the ball-
race tolerancing, which directly affects the load sharing of the races, becomes more
critical.
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spere PD is ca rae p atcb diameter. d is the ball dei_ ter, S is the number ct
races, aixi K(N) !s tbhe load-sharing taaur for the S races, which, as menfioned
above, is assumed to be K(N) =1. 0. T-hu-, for the same ball- race &it, axial ioad
capcities for a given weigt are determined. The weigtr of each retention was
calculated assuming the axia! length that was consiszenta with a four-r.ace retention.
T his means that a single-race retention i.--inldes in !its weight a portion of the bMade
spar-. These calculated parameters are used to define the retention efficiencies oi
retention stiffness/weight andi moment or rocing cavacitv/wight for various numn-
bers of races and axial race spacm.%s. ?aro aher reiaticnshIdPS ovn the effec-t
of ball-race fit and PD/d on retention stiffness were calculated using the abcve
analyses. The effect of the parameter PD/d, &,e axial load capacity/weight and
the relationship between PD/axial capacity and number at races for various ball
sizes were also calculated for the four retentions studied. Using tbe optimum
values of PD/d and the PD/axial capacity, race number, and ball size relation-
ships, optimum values of PD and d were determined in terms Gf axial load/race
number.

RESULTS AND DISCLSSION

Values c retention parameters used in this study are summarized in Table XXIV.
The v :.'es were used to plot monient, axial load, and stiffness efficiencies versus
number of races in Figurei 119, 120, and 121, respectively. Also plotted are the
stiffness efficiency versus ball race fit in Fig-re 122 and the axial load efficiency
versus PD/d in Figure 123. As shown in Figures 119 through 121, values of a "d
of one to four were chosen. However, a value of a 'd equal to 1 is not possible, eind
a value of about 1-1/2 is a practical lower limit.
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The values of moment or rocking capacity/weight as affected by race number and
spacing, as shown in Figure 119, indicate that a dual-race retention is superior to
the single-race retention for a /d ratios of 2-1/2 or smaller. At greater a/d ratios,
the single-race retention is superior to the dual-race retention. Similarly, in
Figure 120, the axial load capacity/weight effects aee shown for the same design
parameters. Here, for a/d of 2 or less, the dual race is again superior; whereas,
for a/d greater than 2-1/2, the single race is superior. Therefore, for maximum
moment or rocking/weight and maximum axial load for maximum capacity/weight,
a dual race with small a/d ratios should be selected.

The effect of retention stiffness/weight for the same design parameters, as shown
in Figure 121, indicates that the single race is superior to 2, 3, ad 4 races for
a/d ratios of 2 or greater, but two races are best for a minimum a/d of about
1-1/2. The stiffness per weight can be improved for a given retention by tightening
the ball-race fit as indicated in Figure 122. Also, by tightening the ball-race fit,
contact Hertz stresses are reduced on an equal load basis, allowing greater load
capacity. However, since thickness of the barrel arm and blade shank must be
increased to maintain their same nominal stresses, it is not obvious that a ball-race
fit that is tighter than a standard fit has a weight benefit relative to axial load
capacity. At best, this weight benefit, if any, would be small.

After determining the optimum number of races N and spacing a/d, which, in gen-
eral, is a closely spaced dual or single race, it is necessary to determine the op-
timum PD/d ratio based on axial capacity/weight and retention stiffness/weight.
Shown in Figure 123 are efficiency relationships calculated for one- and two-race
retentions. Here, the optimum value of PD/d lies between 14 and 20. Using the
above values and the relationships f Pd/axial capacity versus race number of dif-

ferent ball sizes presented in Figure 124, the final parameters of PD and (d) can
be calculated. The following ball sizes and pitch diameters were determined as a
function of N/L ratios for PD/d ratios of 14 and 20:

d=2. 36x 10 3  /Ii-/N
lPD/d - 14 PD = 33.0 x 10- 3 v7

d= 1.98xi0 3 vxL-/N
PD/d = 20 PD =27.7 x io- 3 /-N

Since a number of different combinations of N, PD, and d can be chosen and still
satisfy the optimum PD/d ratio, it is necessary to mention that the smallest ball
size should be chosen which still meets the axial load requirements. This is to
ensure the most uniform possible load distributions within the raceways. if larger,
and consequently fewer, balls are used, the possibility of local stress concentra-
tions within the retention or throughout the barrel could be increased.
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Figures 119 and 121 all show that a/d should be as small as possible for minimum
weight. Therefore, for a/d - 1. 5, which is near the practical minimum limit,
comparative weights are summarized in Table XXV for one -, two -, and three-
race retentions derived for constant values of moment or rocking capacity, axial
load capacity, and retention stiffness.

TABLE XXV. RELATIVE WEIGHTS, 0 /d = 1.5

,DATA ARE NORMALIZED TO A TWO-RACE RETENTION)

ROCKING OR AXIAL LOAD RETENTION

RACES MOMENT CAPACITY CAPACITY STIFFNESS
i

1 1.05 1.14 1.05

2 1.00 1.00 1.00

1.24 1.04 1.13

The two-race retention is lightest, tut the weight penalty for a single race is only
5(1 on rocking capacity and retention stiffness and 14 /c on axial load capacity;
whereas the weight penalty for the triple race is only 4', based on axial load cap-
acity, but 241,; based on rocking capacity. All things considered, the one-and two-
race retentions appear to be the best choices.

CONCLUSIONS

By investigation of specified geometry parameters of the single- and multiple-race
blade shank retentions, a theoretical minimum weight retention can be obtained for
adequate moment capacity, axial load capacity, and retentioii stiffness.

It was found that the race spacing should be as small as possible for any number of
races; a value of a/d = 1.5 is suggested as being near the practical minimum With
this race spacing, the two-race retention is lightest, the one-race retention next,
followed by the three-race retention. However, the weight penalty could be as low
as 414' or as high as 24';, depending upon the particular loading and stiffness require-
ments.

At any race number, a tight ball-race fit improves the retention stiffness/weight
and increases Hertz stress capacity for a given load. The optimum value of PD/d
is 14, but PD/d values as high as 20 increase the weight by only 13 percent.

Finally, by choosing the optimm race number (PD/d ratio between 14 and 20) and
by towing the axial load, several optimum retention configurations can be selec*ed
by using the relationships involving the effect of ball size on race number and PI/d
axial load capacity. llowcver, by choosing the smallest ball sizC that will permit
safe loading, an ontimum retention configuration can be selected.
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AIPENDIL VIII

STA BILFI'Y ANALYSIS OF TIlE CYCLIC PrIcii PROPELLER

INCLUDING I XP ISOLATION METHODS

INTRODUCTION

This study was initiated to analyze the stability considerations of conceptual desig-it
for the propeller. This study includes cyclic pitch for the elimination or reduction
of IP blade stress and/or for the generation of aircraft control moments. The
specific purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility of these concepts in
terms of static divergence and dynamic stability. (List of symbols used in Appendix
VIII is shown on Table XXVI.)

ANA LYSIS

The first part of this analysis developed the aerodynamic forces produced by a
four-bladed propeller whose hub is executing a whirling motion about the static
center of the system. The system is described as a two-degree-of-freedom sys-
tem in pitch and yaw, shown in Figure 125. The vector diagram, Figure 126, shows
hub motion ;s and § as well as the component of inflow velocity perpendicular to
the disc. The angle 3 describes the inclination of the airstream to the propeller.
The above quantities produce velocity components parallel -o the resultant airfoil
velocity of magnitude

Vp 'V  + 2r f irU u - sn3 (---) cos Ot (17)

where U2 = Vo 2  ( Ir)2 and VO is the airstream velocity; see Figure 126.

The components perpendicular to the velocity U produce effective blade angle changes
of

r Vo V 2

a = -W -- 7 2- ; a2 = S-- ; 3 sinf3 cos Ot (18)

In addition to these induced angle changes, the pitch and yaw motions result in
blade angle changes of

a 4  sin nt - 0cos S2t
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TABLE XXVI. SYMBOLS USED IN APPENDIX Vill

SYMBOL DEFINITION

ee e ;. PIVOT DISTANCE IN PITCH AND YAW

IP POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA OF PROPELLER

ly, 1z MOMENTS OF INERTIA ABOUT Y AND Z AXES

I UNIT AERODYNAMIC LOADING

Ly , Lz RESULTANT PROPELLER AERODYNAMIC LOADS

ny., mz UNIT AERODYNAMIC LOADS

Aly ,mz RESULTANT PROPELLER AERODYNAMIC LOADS

r PADIUS

R PROPELLER TIP RADIUS

SO, S SUSPENSION STIFFNESS

U STEADY-STATE BLADE SECTION VELOCITY

V0  AIRSTREAM VELOCITY

VP BLADE SECTION VELOCITY DUE TO PERTURBATIONS

117P

w S PROPELLER 4UB MOTIONS

X, Y, Z COORDINATE SYSTEM

AcL 4 BLADE ANGLE CHANGES DUE TO PERTURBATIONS

JQ PROPELLER SPEED

C*) WHIRL FREQUENCY

0, a) PITCH AND YAW DEGREES OF FREEDOM

8O INFLOW ANGLE

e$ , e € DAMPING FACTOR IN PITCH AND YAW

y EIGENVALUE OF MATRIX
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E -.+-

+++[ +.. t~-. if we 3ll,, fczr cy--Hc" ptt -chr ba e vo -.gmb, r rmadom ef theb p"

o=lmtq Ecsabbe t-aqo V+e .onmr bef o;es 2n om ~ dimo

0 0

0 .isim et -cas et-- sins cos Ct
V V 17

Ij
where k] and k, are rmechkni ratios between propeller pitch or yaw ad the
resulting blade angle changes. The q a ies Of and 4f are the foced blade aale

ck~npes caused by the actiur.

From Figure M12, t can be see2 thA

4r cos-t - orsinflt (20)

so that

- 'rcosLt - or sin qt -- 2lr sin .t - 2r cos 2t (21)

-e, sin 21 e cos-2t (22)

Usirg Eqtrrtion (;7) and the expression !or U, -we can see that the resu.tam velocit
L-o the blade section is

SV . r) Vo 2r VoSOr sj oo
| o-2 - '- -'U sin8 coeft (23)

Now, the iift ,ro- :- Irfoil is given by the relation

1 c 2 C, (24)
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bhexe p is thefw hr safrty, c is the bade cbd. CI is the sectig= lift -.u-_

sikpe, aL , zs the angle dzauck of the blade. Sist=tjcg Eqmamts (I-) arnd
CI o V4), we ti3In

IVJ - VO " fr 1-oflr ]2

o 2

a. #sin alt

-COn -t - -r  sin . coo _Ot kI *--inet

VZ V2 t-

3I

-k 2 $2 ; o ?t 9 C- ;0 1 f Sin 2 t

Fxandling this equatbi, droppii the stea&y-ate angle cf aitack, i oP an
l -ztarfng results in

1= c Ic 1 f "Vo2. Vofe ic Cr 2  - V0
20 -& 2 -Lo-r- 2# cosoit

2 i - 0 L.

6e, ~ 0 k~+-f) Sin 12t P-

f I1os t - f2 sin Lt

Tbe individual perturbation blade loads at radius r cen now be added to obtain the
lbub resultans as

VI i
SZ =  -1 1 cOsQt 1 3 C .O q t+ 12 sinlQt - 1 4 sinldt

where subscripts to the blade designations are as given in Figure 126. This reduces
to

/ 4 V 0 4 c 2 114cV 0 3 rc ,,1 = p~o 2S'( C'o #4c ~' 4crfl;¢ o 4cU I 9 '+

Z 2 0 TR 2  1P7% OVR 2  U2 VR 2IR J
(26)
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re :S' is t- disc 1e3 ad It is the blade tip rA-ius. S:milary,

o 4C#.: 4cr 2  
- 4cU

The cta-d-pLbae Imcves prod ng momea about the four-ja hib centerline are of

the form
fqr2I

MY I sinf4- 13 Sft - 12cogt+ 14Cos t

which redwes to

(___~,Wr2 c , 492 r4c .re

(4 2c 4er2 c I 4Ir4 - 4-2

=Z 0 V -S M. - e .a
3~ bR V 3  UR 3  U 3

4!Ebr-cU
2 k2 (29)

0tR 3 L

R should be noted th' t- air =s, wben summed over all blades, are not depen-
dent iqon the propeller rotational azimith angle E2t. Equations (26) through 129)
maust now be integrated over the blade radius, gtving the final loads as

s= P1 9 - P2 -0 ePo - P4 (k2 ' " O+

(30)

1- !y= lk - P2ev 3 p3  " 4 (i 0 + ¢'f)

and the final moments beco-me
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M Ps P6 e -Pe Ps,(ki- e? f)

~ (31)

where the coeffcients are given in the List oi Coefficients (page 314.

Writing t~e eIm Uams of moton fc the system gives

i'qi+ z (32)

I-O + 0  e2G +S --Ip 9 Lze M y

,S~iet~tug Eqii .a-"1 axd il) o (32) and eliminati time-depende t terms
provides two equaons for determinin the steady propeller attitxle; L e.,

-le -P8 k -P4ke Ps) O= P4 e 6  - P8 f +P

(33)
4ej k + ,? 5 )& + P-P1 e . Ptlk)O = Plep6 -? 4eO - P8Of

Te.se eqdzr-s can be sov-wd for 6- and 6.

Retcmrnig new to Equ&Uoas (321, we write tbese imi the following form:

ai -b' +c14 +e1 +flO = 0

bi c2 "2 -e2 + fqO = 0

where the coefficients are given in tne Ust ef Coefficents. in the matrix form,

w al 0] bj e_ 
=

Tli fI [q =0 (3 )
10 b~j b2[" e2j i FC? f21 ]

where q CjjT. Siraplfying the ab.,ve expression, we have

JAI 1 j -i fj- + ICIjI 0 (36)



wbere vj iq (2)

and the two-15 -two matices are given in the List of Coefficients.

[~ fjA' cjI AJj~I j [IVP
Since = f s v, Equation (3-) produces the typical eigenrector problem

Equation (39. can now be solved for the complex eigemalues, which show whether
the system possesses either static or dynamic instabiltes.

DICtSSI).N

During this study, a number of cyclic pitch systems were investigated which were
designed to eliminate or reduce the IP blade stressing. These concepts m y bedivided into two categories, i.e., self-regulating and controlled systems. The

seff-reg~ating systems involve removing some of the restraints on the system and
coupling pitch and/or yaw motien to blade pitch change. These systems will be
discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. The controlled systems involve
conveftional mounting c the propeller system, sensing the inflow in some manner,
anid either changing the propeller angular orientation or introducing forced bade
pitch change at a frequency of IP. These latter systems do not affect the dynamic
stability, but they do have an influence on the static divergence. However, static
divergence is easily eliminated for a conventialiy mounted system, so that we shall
assume that the controlled systeais are satisfactory. These systems can elfmint
es"netllly al' IP stressing if they are properly calibrated.

We shall now consider the self-regulating system. The first system that we con-

sidered *ts jne in which the propeller is gimbaled in the pitch sense only, and in
V which a pitch displacement producwe cyclic blade angle change in the vertical

blades. It the oivot pWint of this system is behind the propeller, the resultant
system is stable; however, for a gimbal at the propeller plane, the system is un-I stable. In both c these cases, the 1P stressing is not eliminated or reduced in
magnitude, bit merely rotated 90 degrees in time.

The next logical step is to gimbal the system in both pitch and yaw, retaining theIcyclic blade angle changes as linear functions of the pitch and yaw angles. This
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configuration -as analyzed onh for the case where the gimbaling was located at the
propeller disc center. The analysis was applied to the fully gimbaled propeller
design, using estimated system parmeters. Figure 127 shows the results of the

* amlysis and predicts that, for the cyclic pitch ratio oi 2:1 shown in the cycle pitch
design, the system Is umstabe at about 250 knots. This plot also shows that as the
cyclic pitch ratio Is increased, the instability speed increases, and a ratio of about
6. 5:1 proves satisfactory for a maximum -speed of 350 knots; L e., 1. 2 %D = 420 knots.

A study was also made to determine the effect of damping on the divergent speed.
Cursory analyses of the Coulomb cases were run for damping coefficients up to

1 1, 000 In. -Ib-sec/rad. The maximum change in the divergent speed was about 2%
for damping parameters In this range, impl.ing that damping is insufficient to have
spy appreciable effect

The fully glmbaed oropeller does not completely eliminate IP blade acrodynamic
* loads, but It does decrease their magnltude. For each condition, the steady-state

equilirium angles were calculated, and these were then substituted into equation
(25) to determine the IP blade loads. It was found that the new IP blade loads
varied linearly from 505 of the normal values at 50 knots to 20 percent ai 320 knots,
from which speed they remain nearly constant at 20 percent.

The case of helicopter antitorque rotors was considered as possibly disproving the
above-discussed divergence of a gimbaled propeller. A typical rotor was evaluated
and was shown to have a divergent speed of 170 knots. This is far above the inflow
velocity that this rotor ever experienced, and the high velocities in the plane of the
propeller are not significant In terms c whirl-flutter divergence. Therefore, there
appears to be no inconsistency between the foregoing analytical results and test
experience.

Figure 128 shows the variation of divergent speed with polar moment of inertia of
the propeller. As IP is reduced, the blades can be made lighter, which will de-
crease the polar moment of inertia and consequently increase the divergent speed.
Thus, it decrease of 40% in polar moment of inertia will increase the divergent
sedby aot1K

CONCTL SION

This study has shown that a self-regulating iP reducing system for a propeller
would be achieved by a fully gimbaled propeller; however, It presents stability
problems. If the blade cyclic pitch ratio is high enough, i.e., at least 6.5:1,
stablity could be achieved for maximum aircraft velocities up to 350 knots for the
propeller considered in this study. The amount of iP reduction with this system
varies from 50% at 50 Ikts to 80% at 320 kn. Reduction of. the propeller polar
moment of inertia Increases the whirl-flutter critical speed by a modest percentage.
The available daraping in the gimbal joint appears to have an Insignificant effect on
the stability of th," system.
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I
A controlled propeller system that senses the IP shaft moment and forcibly cycles
the blade pitch at a I P frequency to eliminate the shaft moment will minimize the
IP blade stressing and will be a stable system.
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The coefficients for equations (25) and (261 are giv~en below:

A1 2 (LVI) liz
rA Piz~~:~VoS

P -. PV,, I

S, t (_1 2e1i() di j7
70

pt PI)/Af

1 21ti 1RK J d1
P7 = -~, 1 4) 14= t  - 77-r

)F -f 14 02

P8 = P VO Slit!
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APPENDU-X X

PARAMETPRC "P-MIZATIOCN SITDY
OF ThO-PIECE "OLLOW PROPELLER BLADES

INTRODUClI'tOX

In support of the basic objectire of the propeller study program to e-aluate material
.-nd design concepts which will produce a significant reduction in propeller system

weightand since :be blade weight and dynamic characteristics ha-e the prime inl1u-
ence en the design and weight of the entire propeller, a parametric study of the
blade is presented here. A thorogh review of the potentialities of new materials
and blade proportions to obtain the best general configuration for propeller blades
was considered necessary. Thi appet-ix presents a tbeoretk. analysis and results
of this parimetric study of bad- preperties and mzterials.

in general, the number of blades and external dimensions of the blades are defred
by aerodynamic considerations. Thus, the structural design requires the selection I
of the shell ani spar materials ard con figuration which satisfy the aerodynamic en-
velope and structural requirements and which give the minimum weigbi. This
parametric blade study has produced some basic curves which should be useful in
optimizing the design of propeller blades.

This appendix is divide- into five sections. The first section covers the parametric
analysis nd discusses its possible limitations; the second discusses the results of
the analysis from a geometric-standpoint- the third discusses the results from a
materials standpoint- the fourth shows the analysis and how it could be used to
approximate a blade design for the study' and the fifth presents a cursory look at
integrated dynamic effects on frequencies, using aa energy approach.

This parametric analysis was limited to blade section optimizations for moment
capacity and for stiffness. Because the dynamic characteristics of the blade involve
the integrated effects of the section stiffness and weights, the true optimum design
for the sections wiU be influenced by their interactioi-. In this study, this inter-
action was done in ar iteratii,: way with LGme guideline. (A list of symbols used in
Appendix IX is shown in Table XXXV at the end of this appendix.)

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

The parametric analysis uses previously derived theoretical relationships as a
basis to analyze section geometry and material changes. Fig-re 129 is a schematic
approximation of a cross section of a two-pilece blade construction used in this anal-

ysis. The section was assumed to be symmetrical about the y-axis, and the blade

thickness was assumed to be a cosine curve expressed as h - hcob s This
b
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7

apr imation is quite good for series 16 and 65 airfoil sections; ard, althaough
series 64 sections are no symmetrical, this approximation Is still consisidered
to be reasonale. 7Te analysis was expded to include camb, which was also

" e analysis uses thin-wall wwry for calculhtng the section characeristics of
the shell. The mean perimeter was taken as belrg equal to the outside perimeter,
and distances from the x-axis to the center of the shell wall were assumed to be
equd to the distances to the outside of the shell. It will be shown that the shell
is usually quite thin, making these assumptions very reasonable.

Calculaticnu for the core (spar) characteristics, on te other hand, differ in that
the core thickness is less than the blade thickness by an amount equal io twice the
shell wall thickness. These calculations also differ in that the above assumptions
for mean perimeter and y distances are not made for the core.

Since, Ps stated before, the external dimensions of the blade are fixed by aerody-
namics, the only design parameters are core width and shell and core wall thickness.
Te two main design concerns are blaee dynamics or cri-ical speeds and blade

stat:cs or load-carrying capacity Pad deflections. The object, then, is to vary
these design parameters so that the stiffness and load capacities of the blade are
of the desired magnitude, while the weight and polar moment of inertia are kept to
the minimum.

The various blade section characteristics as functions of the three design parame-
ters are calculated for the edgewise and flatwise section moduli, torsional stiffness,
flatwise moment capacity, torsional moment capacity, polar mass moment of iner-
tia, and, of course, weight. The edgewise and flatwise section moduli are needed
for static deflections and, when used in conjunction with weight and polar mass
moment of inertia, give an indication of blade frequencies. The moment capacities,
both flatwise and torsional, are calculated for both shell and core based on their
respective strengths, the lower value of which is the controlling moment capacity
for the blade.

All of the blade characteristics have been calculated in the form of nondimensional
parameters. However, in most cases where these parameters contain material
prop rtieo,, the aciual value has been used. For example, the weight parameter is
W/bh Y2, where Y 2 is the density of the core material. "Where the actual value
for the core material density is used, the weight parameter appears as W/bh. sim-
ilarly, the p.ramete: for polar moment of inertia, Ip/hb3 y and the parameters
for bending and torsional moment capacity M/h 3 O 2 and T/hb2 - -2 may appear as
Ip/hb3, M/h 3 , and Tihb2 , respectively.
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DX-P to the romplxii% oi the-^ uati- s - p.-cgr tm was developed
which calculated the blade sectiow caracteristics for Yarious combinations of the
three design parameters (core width .nd core and shell wall thickness) and the two
fixed external parameters (blade thickness and camber).

I
T'e tudy shows that the optimum blade configuration, from a structural point off
view, has no shell. Obviously, from aerodynamic considerations, there must be
a shell, and its thickness is determ;ned by factors such as impact damage, erosion,
and temperature. The study points out that the thinnest shell possible 's the best
for an optimum weight configuration. This is discussed in the second portion of
this appendix, Blade Geometry.

Based on the above discussion, the shell wall thickness can be considered fixed or,
at most, limited to a very narrow range. The blade section characteristics for
any one particular airfoil section can now be considered as finctions of only two
design para-_. ters (core width and core wall thickness) and three fixed parameters
(shefl wall thickness, blade thickness, and camber).- With this idea, all the

information resulting from the analysis can be arranged in two convenient charts
from which the optimum theoretical cross-section configuration for any load con-
dition can be easily chosen. Figures 130 and 131 are examples of these charts,

where Figure 130 presents bending characteristics and Figure 131 presents
torsionl characteristics. igure 130 is a plot of filatwise moment carrying tapa-
city as a function of core width for variouzs values of core wall thicknesses. Simi-

lar graphs of weight as well as of flatwise and edgewise bending stiffness can be
plotted, and these can then be cross-p'otted on the first graph to give constai
weight and stiffness c mtours as shown in Figure 130. Figure 131 is a similar

chart for the torsional properties, with torsional moment capacity plotted versus

core width and with contours of weight, torsional stiffness, and polar moment of
inertia superimposed. As stated before, all of these characteristics are in the

form of nondimensional parameters independent of blade size.

There are several limitations in the program and in the charts which should be
noted at this time. The basic limitations of the analysis have already been dis-
cussed. These are the thin-wall assumptions and the airfoil approximations.

Another limitation comes into effect when the core/blade width ratio, c/b, ap-
proaches unity. First, of course, it must be realized that, because of the presence

of the shell, c/b can never actually be unity. The maximum value of c/b is
expressed as 2 t=2 cos - I 2

max

which is plotted in Figure 132. Any calculations with c/b greater than this value I
are erroneous. Even as c/b approaches this maximum value, errors are gener- f
ated in the program which place extra material in the leading and trailing edges of
the blade. This causes moment capacities and stiffness to decrease with c/b,
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whereas. in actuality, they should continue to increase, although perhaps at a

slower rate than for smaller values of c/b.

At the other extreme, c/b equal to zero does not necessaril l prec. ude there beir.g,

a core, since the upright portions at the end of the core stir exist. Thus, altho0ugh
theoretically the family of curves for different core wall thicknesses should meet
at a single point .,hen c/b = 0, the numbers from the analysis would not r.acessariy
show this, and the cures would then be adjusted.

Fill material, which may be required between the core and shell, and in the mono-
coque construction when c/b = (c/b)max, has not been included in the analysis.
This will cause all weight values read from the subsequent charts to be somewhat
optimistic.

Moment capacities are presently based upon the stresses in the core and shell on
the camber side of the airfoil; whereas, for highly cambered sections, the leading
and trailing edges first tend to become stress limited and, in that case, the edge
stressing becomes the controlling design factor. The neglect of this effect tends
to show highly cambered sections with wide cores to better advantage than is act-uily the case.

Present-day propeller designs are such that the above limitations will seldom cause
any problems. Core widths usually range from 20 to 80 percent of the blade width,
and in this range the charts are quite accurate. Camber is usually small and the
shell material quite strong, so that the leading and trailing edges are seldom the
limiting regions of the two-piece blade. In the range from c/b = 0. 2 to 0. 8, the

addition of filler material does not affect the general shape of the weight contour
lines, but causes only the absolute magnitude to be slightly in error. Hence, for
present-day propeller designs and future designs, these design charts should prove
to be useful for optimizing the blade section geometry.

BLADE GEOMETRY

Before results of this geometrical parametric study can be presented, a brief dis-
cussion on chart usage is required.

Figure 130 is basically a plot of bending moment capacity M/h 3 versus core width,
c/b, for various values of core wall thickness, t2/h. Superimposed on this are
constant weight contours (dotted lines). The object in choosing an optimum config-
uration is to carry a given moment using the least amount of weight. This condition
is met at the peaks of weight contour lines. At points other than this, the weight
is greater for the came moment capacity or moment capacity is less for the same
weight. Thus, a locus of optimum configurations as shown in Figure 130 exists
along these peaks. Once the aerodynamic bending moment fo- the particular sec-
tion in question is known, the optimum configuration is easily found from this op-
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timum 'ine. Also superimposed on the charts are contours of constant major and

minor moments of inertia: hence, these values for the chosen configuration can
also be obtained.

This same procedure is used for the torsional properties in Figure 131. Here,
torsional moment capacity is plotted as a function of core width for various core
%-all thicknesses, and superimposed are contours of constant weight, polar moment
of inertia, Ip/hb3 2, and torsional stiffness, J/bh3 . The optimum configuration
for the blade section is when that point which satisfies both load conditions.

These charts show that core width for the optimum configuration ranges from a
relatively narrow 207- for lightly loaded blades to a maximum of 60% for the
heavily loaded blades. Core wall thicknesses also vary between these two extremes
from t2 /h = 0.01 to t2 /h = 0.25. However, because the weight contours have
relatively flat peaks, there exists, in reality, a band of outtmum core widths and
core wall thicknesses -'here structural efficiency varies only slightly, thus af-
fording a modest degree of design flexibility.

In addition to their use in optimizing the core-shell geometry, these charts also
serve to highlight the inherent advantage of the two-piece blade over the monocaque
design. The largest advantage is apparent at the lightly loaded region, with smal-
ler but still significant advantages existing at the medium and highly loaded regions.
In the lightly loaded regions of Figure 130, the mioment capacity of a monocoque
section, for a weight parameter of 0.05, drops by 481 from the optimum two-piece
construction. In the medium region with a weight of 0.15, this decrease Is 30%;
for the highly loaded region where weight is 0.30, this figure is 12%. In reality,
these losses would be even higher due to the greater-amcunt of filler material and
edge stock required in the monocoque construction, which is not accounted for in
the charts. The additional edge stock is needed in monocoque construction to
minimize the high local stressing at the inside leading and trailing edge fillets.

Figure 133 Is a plot of maximum bending moment capacity versus shell wall thick-
ness for cambers of 6/h = 0 and 6/h = 0.5 holding a constant weight of W/bhy2 =
0.25 and a constant blade thickness of h/b = 0.05. This plot confirms the results
of the original study and the assumption made, in the first section of this appendix,
that the optimum blade has the thinnest possible shell.

Figure 135 also indicates that camber decreases the moment capacity per weight.
However, the effect is small: a camber of 6/h = 0.5, which would be quite large
for most present-day propeller blades, causes a decrease in moment capacity per
weight of about 7%. Camber has no apparent effect on torsional properties.
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BLADE MATERLAL

Perhaps Le first major consderation in the struct-ral design of light e blades
is the selection of core znd shell materials.. As an example. flie charts of Figures
130 ad 131 were basesd on a blade imcorporating a shell of wom S-ghs at z_ 45
degrees fiber orientation and a core of boroo-alami m fibers in an aluminUM
matrix with all the fibers running radially outward aloGM the blade. Becavse the
shell will operate in an envzrocret where it must contend with temperature var-
iants and exposure to surface damage 4.Yth erosion and impact), the design limits
for this material are based on damaged strengths at appropriate temperature Lve!s.

On the other hand, the protected environment of the core (being completely encased
in the shell) permits !he use of design limits based on the higher undamaged mate-
rial strwths.

In the case of a two-piece blade where botfh pieces are designed to mutually act as
a primary structure, the optimum design, for best materia utilization, would re-
quire that both elements reach their respective material design limits simultaneous-
ly. However, from the previous analysis, it is evident that, with the shell-spar
type of construction, the minimum blade weight is achieved with the shell serving
primarily as an aerodynamic fairing and cirrying only a relatively sm-all. percea-
age of the total blade load. Accordingly, it is important, in the structural design
of the shell-spar blade, that the shell be designed to operate sufficiently below the
design limits of its material, that it does not become a limiting factor in the strac-
rural design of the blade.

Four shell materials were analyzed in combination with the boron-aluminum core,
and the results do substantiate the above conclasions. The for materials were
woven S-glass, unwoven S-glass, boron/epoxy with 207 of the fibers running longi-
tudinally and 805 at _i45 degrees, and a combination of 80% woven S-glass and 20%
boron/epoxy with the boron fi-bers running longitudinally. The structural properties
for each of these materials, and for others mentioned later in this appendix, are
presented in Tables XXVII and XXVIHI.

Rather than prepare complete parametric charts for each of these cases, a com-
parison was made by examining moment capacities, stiffness, and weights fcr a
chosen blade configuration of c/b = 0.4 and t2/h = 0.15.

Results of these four designs are given in Table XXIX for h/b = 0.05,6/h -- 0.5,
and tj/h = 0. 025. The first three columns list the dimensionless parameters for
flatwise bending moment capacity, flatwise bending moment of inertia, and weight
as calculated by the complater program. The last twc columns lst moment capacity
per weight and flatwise bending stiffness per weight. The column-capacity-per-
weight parameter was highest at 130 for the woven S-glass shell, and 3tiffness per
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TABLE XXVII. SHELL MATERIALS

DAMAGED
3 -6p.t 3 .fo 1-

LBIN PSI X 10 PSIL t X 1  fot X0 3

MATERIAL Y E x  Ey Gxy o'x oxy ,xy ax Oy Txy

j WOVEN4 S-GL.ASS

-45 0.068 3.4 3.4 1.75 37 37 32,5 8.1

I UNWOVEN
S-GLASS -45 0.065 1.63 1.63 1.8 4.0 4.0 7.2 --

970 GLASS 0.070 4.1 4.1 2.1 45 4 5 40 0.7

BORON EPOXY
20% @ 6' 0.071 10.3 6.2 8.0 25 11 28 4.9 - -

20% BORON EPOXY
@ 80% S-GLASS 0.0686 9.92 3.4 1.62 37.1 5.52 10.6 5.4 --

BORON-AL 100f
0°  0.095 30 12 10 160 10 6 15
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TABLE XXVIII. CORE MATERIALS

UNDAMAGED

LB/IN3  PS , 10- 6  PSI 10- 3  PSI x 1)- 3

MATERIAL ' Ex Ex Gxy x y "r.xy Ox cy "Txy

BORON4/AL
100 @0" 0.096 30 12 10 160 10 6 30 - 1.8

BORON/lEPOXY
0 @ 0 0.071 20 f.1 5.s 53 10 I9 16 - 5

CARBON/EPOXY
50% @00 0.0535 16.5 4.5 4.3 27.5 7 12.5 7 - .9

D6A STEEL 0.283 30 30 14 185 185 110 35 - 21

TITANIUM 0.160 15.8 15.8 6.3 180 180 108 25 - 15

BORON/EPOXY
100% R 0* 0.071 36 3 1 135 4.8 7.2 25 - I

BORON/EPOXY
75% @ 0* 0.071 28 4.7 3,. 85 8 12 18.2 -- 3
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TABLE XXIX. BENDING PROPERTIES BASED ON FATIGUE.78-INCH RADIUS

SHELL CORE M 10-3 Im W Mbx... 10- 4 E.l 10-6
t/h=0.025 t2 /h=0.15 3 bh3  bh Wh 2  Wh2

BORON/AL
S--GLASS 100% @ 06 20.3 0.0175 0.0156 130 33.6

UNWOVEN
S-GLASS 19.8 0.0170 0.0154 129 33.0

SHELL
BORON/EPOXY LIMITS
20% @ 0°  10.0 0.0194 0.0157 64 37.0

20% BORON/EPOXY LIMITS

@00 11.4 f,.0193 0.0156 73 37.1

NOTE h/b:-.05

s/h =.5

c/b =.4

3
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weight was 33.6. Because weaving has a strengthening effect for multidirectional
loading, unwoven S-glass is much weaker than woven S-glass by a factor of 4, but
the moment capacity/weight of the blade decreased by only 0.77% and stiffness/
weight by only 1.8%, indicating that this shell does indeed carry a very small per-
centage of the total load.

In the case of the boron/epoxy shell with only 20% longitudinal fiber orientation, the
shell did become the limiting factor due to the low strength and high modulus of this
material. Consequently, total blade stiffness increased to 37 but capacity was re-
duced by 50%. The combination S-glass - boron/epoxy shell was again limiting, and
the blade was only slightly better than the all-boron/epoxy shell. The analytical
technique of tailoring blade materials in this fashion is quite effective, and further
studies should be conducted to develop more exact design criteria.

To generate a similar picture of the relative standings of the several pertinent core
materials, five cases were analyzed with S-glass as the shell material and boron/
aluminum, boron/epoxy, carbon/epoxy, D6A steel, and titanium as core materials.
Tables XXX and XXXI give the results of the bending and torsional calculations for

the 78-inch radius of the blade design with a chosen design configuration of c/b
=Y. 4 and t2 /h = 0. 15. Table XXXII gives bending results for the 24-inch blade
radius with the same design configuration. For both blade sections, the bending

capacity per weight, Mb/Wh2 , was the highest with the boron/aluminum core with
100 percent fiber orientation at 00. Titanium had about 70 percent of the capacity
of boron/aluminum, and steel had 55 percent of the capacity at the 78-in. radius
and 40 percent at the 24-in. radius. The boron/epoxy and carbon/epoxy cores were
oriented with 50% of the fibers at 0 degrees and 50% at + 45 degrees to obtain a de-
sired torsional/bending stiffness ratio. Because of the relatively low bending
strength associated with this configuration, these materials had only 30 to 50 per-
cent of the capacity of the boron/aluminum core. The boron/aluminum core also
exhibited the best bending stiffness-to-weight ratio, EI/Wh2 , with boron/epoxy and
carbon/epoxy about equal and slightly lower than the boron-aluminum, and with
titanium ant D6A steel sharing the last spot with about one-third to one-half the
efficiency of boron/aluminum.

Table X= gives the torsional results for the 78-inch radius for these same core
materials. The first three columns are the parameters for the torsional moment

capacity T/hb2 , torsional stiffness J/bh3 , and polar mass moment of inertia Ip/hb
The last two colurans are torsional capacity per weight and torsional stiffiness per
polar moment of inertia.

Due to the low shear strengths of the composite materials, titanium and steel were
s.perlor in torsional capacity. Boron/epoxy was the best of the composite mat,-
rials, with about two-thirds the capacity of the titanium and steel. Boron/almninum
and carbon/epoxy were about equal, with only 15% of this capacity. From a frequency
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TABLE XXX. BENDING PROPERTIES BASED ON FATIGUE,78-INCH RADIUS

CORE M -3 Im W Mb -4 El -6
SHELL t 2 /h = 0.15 -gx10 - T W 2x1 Wh2

S-GLASS BORON-AL
tl/h .07 100% @ 0 19.1 0.0154 0.0216 89.0 21.39

BORON/EPOXY

50% @ 00 8.24 0.0167 0.0184 44.5 18.10

THORNELL/EPO.

50%@ 00 5.0 0.0175 0.0162 30.6 17.65

D6A STEEL 22.3 0.0154 0.0451 49.5 10.23

TITANIUM 17.9 0.0177 0.0296 60.7 9.45

970 GLASS BORON-AL
100% @ 00 19.7 0.0177 0.0219 90.2 21.87

BORON-AL SHELL

100% @ 0°  BORON/EPOXY LiMITS
100% @ 00 18.6 0.0314 0.0224 83.0 50.40

BORON-AL SHELL

100% @ 00 BORON/EPOXY LIMITS
t 1/h =.02 100%@ 00 14.3 0.0225 0.0128 111.0 63.0

SHELL
BORON/EPOXY LIMITS
75% @ 00 11.6 0.024 0.0128 92.0 52.0

SHELL

BORON/EPOXY LIMITS
50% @ 00 9.2 0.026' 0.0128 72.0 41.6

NOTE -b- =.05

h
b
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TABLE XXXI. TORSIONAL PROPERTIES BASED ON FATIGUE,78-NCH RADIUS

CORE T J I T GJb2

SHELL t2/h=0.15 h 3  hb3 x 103 Wb lph 2x 10-

S-GLASS BORON-AL
tl/h = 0.07 100% @ 0°  8.35 0.057 0.974 386 584

BORON/EPOXY
56% @ 00 26.4 0.065 0.929 1425 383

THORNEL/EPO.
50% @ 00 5.1 0.070 0.897 323 334

D6A STEEL 95.7 0.056 1.31 2120 458

TITANIUM 76.2 0.063 1.09 2570 354

970 GLASS BORON-AL
100% @ 00 8.6 0.059 0.998 390 595

BORON-AL SHELL
100% @ 0" BORON EPOXY LIMITS

100% @ 00 6.8 0.612 1.26 302 480

BORON-AL SHELL
100% @ 0' BORON/EPCXY LIMITS
tl/h = 0.02 100% @ 00 2.4 0.223 0.456 186 487

SHELL

BORON/EPOXY LIMITS
75% @00 3.7 0.112 0.456 293 785

SHELL
BORON/EPOXY LIMITS
50%@00 5.2 0.091 0.456 404 1100

NOTE h/b= 0.05

s/h = 0.5

c/b = 0.4
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TABLE XXXII. BENDING PROPERTIES BASED ON ULTIMATE STRESS,
24-INCH RADIUS

CORE M Im W Wb El
SHELL t2/h=0.15 h--3x 10-3 bT bh Mh2 x 10-4 Wh2 x 10-6

S-GLASS BORON-AL
t1 h = 0.0075 100% @ 0°  29.0 0.0188 0.0154 193 36.5

BORON/EPOXY

50% @ 0' 9.7 0.0190 0.0117 85 32.2

THORNEL/EPO.
50% @ 0" 5.2 0.0190 0.0091 57 34.5

D6A STEEL 34.6 0.0188 0.0436 79.3 12.9

TITANIUM 34.0 0.0190 0.0251 135 12.0

970 GLASS BORON-AL

100% @ 0°  30.0 0.0189 0.0155 193 36.5

BORON-AL BORON/EPOXY

100% @ 00 100% @ 00

BORON-AL

100% @ 00 BORON/EPOXY

t 1 /h =0.00W5 100% @ 0' 26.6 0.0200 0.0117 226 61.2

BORON/EPOXY
75% @ 00 17.0 0.0203 0.0117 144 48.5

BORON/EPOXY
50% @ 00 11.0 0.0209 0.0117 92.6 35.6

NOTE h/b = 0.2

s/h = 0.15

c/b 0.4
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standpoint, the torsional stiffness per polar moment of inertia is of more interest
than stiffness per weight. In this respect, boron/aluminum was best, with steel
having 80 percent of this efficiency, and with the boron/epoxy, titanium and carbon/
epoxy about equal, with two-thirds the capacity of the boron/aluminum.

Design charts were drawn for the bending characteristics of the boron/aluminum,
D6A steel, and titanium core blades (Figures 134, 135, and 136); from these, plots
of maximum moment capacity versus weight based on fatigue strength were drawn
(see Figure 137). "11is shows boron/aluminum to be the best material in this re-
spect, as was to be expected from the above discussion. For most load conditions,
titanium is better than steel; however, for very high loads, M/h 3 >21,400, the
steel becomes more efficient. This is due to the fact that the fatigue strength for
titanium is lower than that for steel; and although the titanium is lighter than the
steel, it requires more than this weight in extra material to overcome the strength

*~ oblem. The greatest advantage of titanium over steel for the configuration at the

78-in. radius is at a moment parameter, M/h 3 , equal to 16, 000. Here the titanium
* is 16% lighter than the steel. The boron/aluminum has the greatest advantage over

steel at M/h 3 = 20,000, where the weight savinga is 40%. Figure 138 presents the
corresponding bending-stiffness-versus-weight plot for optimum moment capacity.
Again boron/aluminum is superior to titanium or steel.

Tables XXX, XXXI, and XXXII also give the results for a boron/aluminum core
with a 970 glass shell. The properties of this shell material are somewhat superior
to S-glass, but since the shell is doing very 'ittle structurally, total performance
did not improve greatly.

Recent tests have shown that the erosion properties of boron/aluminum are equiv-
alent or superior to those of titanium. Based on this, a two-piece blade with a
boron/epoxy core and boron/aluminum shell was analyzed using the optimization
program, and the results are also shown it Tables XXX, XXXI, and XXXII. The
tensile strength of boron/aluminum drops so drastically (from 160,000 to 14, 000
psi UTS) when any fibers are placed at 45 degrees that all fibers must be longitudi-
nal for the shell. Although the tensile strength of boron/epoxy also decreases as
fibers are placed at 450, the drop is much more gradual. Shear strength and shear
modulus, on the other hand, increase as fibers deviate from 0 degrees, thus making
it somewhat of an advantage to vary the directions of the layers of the boron/epoxy
core material. Tables XXX, XXXI, and XXXII show the results for a core f'ber
arrangement of 100 percent at 00 and 50% at 0 degrees. Because of the extra strength
of the boron/aluminum shell over S-glass, shell thickness t1 /h has been reduced
from 0. O' +o 0. 02. Bending stiffness and bending moment capacity per weight, tor-
sional moa1 ,3nt capacity per weight, and torsional stiffness per polar moment of
inertia have been plotted versus percent fibers at 00; see Figure 139. With 70% oi
the fibers at 0 degrees, the bending moment capacity per weight is 85 x 104 and
torsional moment capacity per weight is 310, making this configuration nearly equi-
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STUDY BLADE DESIGN
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valent to the boron-aluminum core/S-glass shell configuration (89 x 104 and 386)

from a capacity standpoint. The major advantage lies in the stiffness parameters.
Bending stiffness per weight is about 2-1/3 times that of the boron/aluminum core
blade, and torsional stiffness per polar moment of inertia is about 1-1/2 times the
value of this blade.

This design has a few drawbacks which require further investigation before the
relative merit of this type of blade construction can be truly evaluated. The shell
material for most blade designs carries only a small percentage of the loads,
whereas the boron/aluminum shell in this case is carrying a major portion. Should
it become severely damaged, the core may become overstressed and a complete
blade failure might occur. If the shell should receive oniy minor damage, then
repair and maintenance become a problem. At present, it appears that the only
method of repair is a complete replacement of the shell, whereas damage in an S-
glass shell can be repaired locally in the field.

Tailoring the blade properties by proper fiber orientation will be a very useful
technique in future blade design. This advantage presently appears to outweigh the
disadvantages of this type of construction, and studies should be continued to inves-
tigate this concept further.

EXAMPLE BLADE DESIGN

The external dimensions of the propeller blade have already been established by
aerodynamics, and a two-piece boron/aluminum core/S-glass shell has been de-
veloped by blade design. This section presents the design procedure using the
parametric analysis for the study blade.

The external dimensions of this blade, established by aerodynamics, are given in
Table XXXII. By 1975, it is expected that 970 glass, rather than E or S glass, will
be used for the shell material. Based on its greater strength, the shell was thinned
9 mils (one layer) over the original design. See Table XXXIfl. This thinning was
based on chordwise stiffness requirements for maintaining the cross--sectional shape
under load.

The 24-in., 54-in., and 78-in. stations were selected to be optimized using the
parametric analysis. The design charts for the bending characIeristics correspond-
ing to these stations were drawn (Figures 140, 141, and 134) using an allowable de-
sign strength of 160, 000 psi for the boron/aluminum core, which is the limiting
factor. The aerodynamic 1P loads for these three stations are given in Table XXXIV.
These loads i,;ude an estimated magni ic.tion factor due to bade dynamics. The
ground rule in this blade design was to keep the 1P bending stress at or below 16, 000
psi and the IP plus higher orders below 20, 000 psi. Since the charts were drawn
for l60, 000 psi, the moment parameter scale, M/h 3 , had to be divided by a factor
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TABLE XXXIV. BLADE DESIGN

IP M/h
R MOMENT CORRECTED

(IN) (IN-.LB) FOR CHARTS c/b tZ/h

24 30,000 6,400 0.5 0.025

54 7,200 15,000 0.3 0.033

78 500 9,000 0.3 0.03
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of 10. Usually this factor will not be quite so simple, making the moment scale
quite difficult to read. An easier method is to correct the value of M/h 3 by multi-

plying it by a chart/c design, which was done in this example. The resulting cor-

rected moment parameters for the three stations in question are given in Table

XXXIV. From the charts, the optimum core wall thicknesses and core widths were

found for the three sections and are also given in Table XXXIV. The core widths 4
at these stations were designed to be larger than the charts indicated was necessary
in order to reduce the required amount of fill between the shell and core. The core

wall thickness was also increased to an arbitrarily chosen minimum of 20 mils at
the 78-in. station.

Calculations have shown that the resulting core geometry is adequate to resist buck-

ling and plate vibration problems without the aid of internal foam fill.

The core was centered at the 45% chord position rather than at the center line of

the blade. Structural properties increased slightly at the inboard region, where

series 64 airfoil sections are used. However, the main purpose in doing this was

to reduce the aerodynamic twisting moment at the shank and thereby to reduce the

actuator structural requirements.

Figure 142 is a plot of the core width, core wall thickness, and the blade thickness

of the USAAVLABS blade. The calculated stress distribution for this design is shown

in Figure 143. The IP stess is relatively constant at 16, 000 psi between the 30- and

60-in. stations, which was the desired distribution. The maximum steady stress,

bending plus centrifugal, is 22,300 psi, which is within the stress limits of the blade

material. This is based on an offset of 1 in.

A critical speed diagram for this blade is shown in Figure 144. The point of interest

here is the 2P/1F critical speed, which is located at 1410 rpm. Experience has

shown it desirable that this critical speed be approximately 10% above the operating

speed range to avoid excessive vibratory stress magnification. The example being

considered met this requirement without any changes, once it had been configured

to give acceptable static and dynamic stresses.

In some cases, a blade which is designed to meet various stressing criteria will

not have satisfactory critical speeds. When this happens, it will be necessary to

resort to other techniques to shift the critical speeds out of the operating range.

A discussion of one such method is presented in the next section.

INTEGRATED DYNAMIC EFFECTS

The parametric study presented herein defines the optimum theoretical cross-section
configuration for given requirements, such as section modulus, capacity, torsional
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suffnes.s et-. For !ad-car-yi-g c:a3cit% 55e s s,,. , xsie-. beta:utse

the cnpaciz% Ls z !uocuoa mfly cl tte loa~d and 3d the p .erueXs asth =:v giem s"0110c..
!!II-ev 'r, tie d)manil and diefo--t desiP3 cocsdr:LM for bhd s 'mr-e the

Iws-e bending freque=nes, wl4ch =1st be a~e specific dfefiined rvalues in order to
prevent stall flutter and high be=ning respoe to -ibrat ry Iacas, respective!y. T-is.

it is desirable to have soe mexhod by w-cLi the present parametric stu. results

can be systematicaiy used to modify the oprtim blade design from that mitiilly
obained, solely on the basis of load-caMr-ing calcity amd E D±n-f2cturing feasibiliy.

In general, the fiaamental, satic flatwise =mwral hvquez, can be obtained ap-

praximatel" by equating the potential and kinetic energy of the &mamic system for

this mode; i.e.,

R
PE y- 2dxa 2  f A F

.)2 ((Ax F- dx-K

Im CYF) "-E I )

2 a a

3' 1-14  1 (40)A (yr)( d(1) FKE dp

a Ja!

where YF' 1 M' and A are the flatwise deflection, effective flatwise section modulus,

and equivalent areas of the blade, and a is the relative shank clamping radius. The

torsional frequency can be treated simiiIarl. This analysis assumes I!,'>> Im and

YF/ E >> 1, which is usually the case. FPE and FKE are influence coeff.cients

and equal M (YF)- and A yF 2 as functions of xi1 B, respectively; see Figure 145.
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Now, assuming that the mode shape does not change, the change in frequency per
change in section properties is obtained by differentiating Equation 40 as follows:

dim (YF") 2 dp dA 3,2 dp
2wdw -- gE a _ _ ___2 a_

lIA(y) 2 dp 
A y2 dp

aa

or 'dix F 1 '

dw .1 a "n ~ v
FF(,F) d Ay2  1p'KET dpi

PE a \M/ gF la

(42)

This. if after designing the blad, to have the proper load capae-ity the flatwise
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1

natural frequency is not right, the above equations may be used along with the
parametric results to deiermine what sections are to be modified to get the desired
change in frequency.

Analysis of a number of blades shows that the flatvise deflection is approximated U
by the equation

nI

Y/yo= (-R) (43)

where n usually falls between 2 and 3. Thus,

(Y) --2(44)

where (n-2) is 0 to 1. Plots of blade section properties (see Figure 146) show that
they vary approximately as follows:

A A XR
0 R a < x

1=10 a< R< b (45)
0 R1 -- 1 -b xX

b <- -

Although the actual section values may be used in Equation (40), (41), or (42),

sufficient accuracy can be obtained by using the approximate'values of Equations (43),
(44), and (45). If this is done, one finds that the influence coefficients for fractional
changes in the section properties vary with blade radius as indicated in Figure 145.
Thus, inboard of - z 0. 4, changes in section properties influence primarily the
potential energy; whereas outboard of -T z 0. 6, changes in section propertiesX

affect primarily the kinetic energy. Between - 0.3 and 0.6, both potential and
kinetic energy are usually affected.

The above concepts were tried on the study blade design. It was found that n z 2,
a= 0. 054, b =0. 192, A o = 5 . 3 3 in

2 , 1 - 7 . 5 6 in
4 a 1.55, 8 = 7 .1 8 , R =88. 5"

E 30 x 106 psi, and Y = 0. 096 lb/in3 . Introducing these results into Equation (40)
gives

2 (io I) d 386 x 30 x 106 x 7. 56 x 1. 083

I 1 / 'P 0. 096 x 88. 54 x 0. 299
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=54,600 or ( =234 rps or f =37.3 cps

This result compares quite well with the static frequency of 37.5 cps obtained by
the computer program. It is interesting to note that even by assuming the wrong
deflection curve with n = 3, the resulting frequency is 33 cps. Introducing the same
parameters into Equation (42) gives

dw =_ __1 [ila FPE R4  dim
C) 2 ___ [J )dpIa IDM

0 1 ]
VW 2 R4  I dA'CI
gE 10  laFK (w

W -2 1.0 3 a Iol a A/

dw -0.461 ( dp- 1.67 FKE (- ) dp

where the influence coefficients are as given in Figure 145. By using the parametric
information along with the approximate relationship given by Equation (46), it should
be possible to obtain the optimum parametric blade design for both load capacity and

first flatwise frequency requirements. A similar approach could be used for the
torsional frequency. However, a blade that meets the load-carrying and flatwise
frequency requirements will usually have a torsional frequency sufficiently high to
preclude stall flutter. The fractional change in flatwise frequency under load should
be approximately the same as for the static case.

CONCLUSIONS

Since the shell generally contributes only a small percentage to the structural ef-
ficiency of the propeller blade, the selection of a shell material is not critical with
respect to blade structural capacity. The major requirement Is that this shell ma-
terial be consistent with the core material. If the shell is the limiting factor, then
the structural efficiency of the blade suffers greatly in comparison with a blade of
similar core material and nonlimiting shell material. The selection of a sl~ell ma-
tcia l with a high strength allows the shell to be made thinner, thereby increasing
.. -auctural efficiency of the blade. The most promising materials for propeller
blades of the early 1970's appear to be the boron/aluminum composite as the core
material and S-glass as the shell material. Further studies are required to investi-
gate the rossibili' _cs of a boron/epoxy core, boron/aluminum shell construction and
a combination S-gkass-boron/epoxy shell over a boron/aluminum core.
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For an optimum blade configurations, the shell should be as thin as possible, limited
only by its environmental conditions such as temperature, erosion, and impact dam-
age. The core width and core wall thickness for optimum configuration should vary
according to the loading conditions. The optimum configurations for various load
conditions are shown as a line in te design charts. In reality, there exists a fairly
large band of cross-section configurations where very little structural efficiency is
lost.

The techniques described in this appendix have been employed to design a blade for
the study point design application. Structural capacity sized the blade, with criti-
cal speeds being a secondary issue. The blade weight turned out to be 26 lb, which
is approximately 40% of the weight of a present -day steel core blade, 47% of a D6A
core blade, and 71% of a titanium core blade.

The parametric study and the resulting computer program are the first steps toward
the ultimate goal of automating and systematizing the design and optimization of pro-
peller blades.
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TABLE XXXV - SYMBOLS USED IN APPENDIX X

SYMBOL DEFINITION

A EQUIVALENT AREA

b BLADE WIDTH (CHORD)

C CORE WIDTH

c c  DISTANCE FROM X AXIS TO CAMBER SIDE OF CORE

C s  DISTANCE FROM X AXiS TO CAMBER SIDE OF SHELL

E 1  YOUNG'S MODULUS OF SHELL

E2  YOUNG'S MODULUS OF CORE

G1 SHEAR MODULUS OF SHELL

G2  SHEAR MODULUS OF CORE

H1 0  AREA ENCLOSED BY OUTSIDE PARAMETER OF SHELL

HIi AREA ENCLOSED BY INSIDE PARAMETER OF SHELL

H20  AREA ENCLOSED BY OUTSIDE PARAMETER OF CORE

H2 1  AREA ENCLOSED BY INSIDE PARAMETER OF CORE

H I  1/2 (Hi 1 0+ Hi)

H2  1/2 (H2 0 + H2 )

h BLADE THICKNESS

MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT Y AXIS

1I m MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT X AXIS
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TABLE XXXV - CONTINUED

SYMBOL DEFINITION

i pPOLAR MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA

J CROSS PRODUCT OF INERTIA

Mc  BENDING MOMENT CAPACITY OF CORE

Ms  BENDING MOMENT CAPACITY OF SHELL

PI MEAN PERIMETER OF SHELL

P2  MEAN PERIMETER OF CORE

T, TORSIONAL MOMENT CAPACITY OF CORE
.d_

Ts  TORSIONAL MOMENT CAPACITY OF SHELL

t I  SHELL WALL THICKNESS

t2  CORE WALL THICK-ESS

t3 t1 + 1/2 t2

t 4  +t1 +t 2

W WEIGHT

K A CAMBER

6cg DISTANCE FROM X AXiS TO CEN rER OF GRAVITY

dct DISTANCE FROM X AXIS TO CENTER OF TWIST

6 h DISTANCE FROM X AXIS TO NEUTRAL BENDING AXIS

Y1 DENSITY OF SHELL

.Y2 DENSITY OF CORE

6c TENSILE STRENGTH OF CORE MATERIAL

6 s TENSILE STRENGTH OF SHELL MATERIAL

b3,5



TABLE XXXV - CONTINUED

SYMBOL DEFINITION

T SHEAR STRENGTH OF CORE MATERIAL

Ts  SHEAR STRENGTH OF SHELL MATERIAL

a CLAMP RADIUS

R BLADE RADIUS

Yf FLATWISE BLADE DEFLECTION
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